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Abstract

Using super-resolution techniques to estimate the direction that a signal ar-

rived at a radio receiver; Tracking moving targets using particle filters; Ap-

plying advanced coding techniques to radio transmissions. Real-world ap-

plications like these rely on high-speed matrix computations. Although the

computational ability of general-purpose computer architectures is grow-

ing, some numerically intensive calculations (such as those above) may ben-

efit from specialised matrix processing hardware.

Work in this thesis builds on earlier dense matrix accelerators, which were

previously implemented as coprocessors attached to general purpose pro-

cessor cores. It is well known that matrix algorithms are highly parallelis-

able, so the coprocessor generally contains many cores to take advantage of

this. However, encapsulating them within the coprocessor often prohibits

their use in non-matrix computations. This limitation is addressed by the

Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML), described in this thesis.

The MDML doesnt share the coprocessor-based architecture of earlier sys-

tems. Growing transistor budgets have made it feasible to embed general-

purpose Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) processors within the MDML.

Programming is simplified as the system is homogeneous, and program-

mers can use familiar tools and languages. Having general-purpose proces-

sors embedded throughout the array also opens the possibility to process

more than just dense matrix data.

Requirements for the MDML were synthesised by analysing common fea-

tures and operations in matrix algorithms. This analysis found that data

management (including sequencing, distribution and efficient reuse of data)

was a significant overhead. Thus, the MDML focuses on accelerating these

tasks, which are common to more than just matrix algorithms. Effort was

also directed into integrating COTS components to reduce design effort,

which resulted in a layered hardware design. The MDML integrates off-

the-shelf memory and processing cores into a scalable on-chip mesh array.
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Abstract

The MDML uses a flexible sequencing regime capable of autonomously gen-

erating memory access patterns for a variety of complex data structures.

This sequencer has been tested by construction of a hardware prototype.

A programming style based on sequences of instruction snippets was also

developed and shown effective for loop-based algorithms.

A flexible, low-latency data transport allows the MDML to use fine-grain

communication. Improved array synchronisation techniques were also pro-

posed and implemented. These techniques reduce the performance impact

of barrier synchronisation, and also reduce the frequency with which the

array must synchronise.

The MDML concept was verified using both hardware modelling and theo-

retical analysis:

• Hardware modelling was used to verify the completeness and correct-

ness of the architecture, and demonstrated that the MDML is practical

to implement in current hardware.

• Analytic models of performance were developed for algorithms mapped

to a theoretical MDML system. These were used to evaluate perfor-

mance, scalability and programmability of the MDML. Algorithms

that were mapped include conformal matrix multiplication, LU de-

composition and forward substitution.

Thus, it is concluded that the MDML architecture provides a realistic and

efficient way of achieving high-speed matrix computation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

E
MERGING applications place demands on com-

putational performance that general-purpose com-

puter systems cannot meet. Much greater perfor-

mance can be achieved in specialised problem domains by using

application-specific computer architectures.

The research presented in this thesis builds on earlier specialised

computer architectures for dense matrix calculations. These typ-

ically accelerated a small set of matrix primitives using an array

of processing elements.

Dense matrix operations arise in many programs, follow regu-

lar sequences, and are rich in data reuse. These traits lead to

opportunities for systematic parallelisation and modest memory

performance demands.
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1.1 Motivation

1.1 Motivation

Modern applications – such as Software Defined Radio (SDR) and wide-

band signal processing for environmental monitoring – are at the limit of

achievable computation rates. Applications in these domains perform struc-

tured sequences of transformations on large data sets, subject to real-time

constraints. A large class of these transformations are expressed using ma-

trix and vector computations, which are suited to parallel implementations

using mesh network architectures.

Consider, for example, SDR applications (Mitola 1995, Ulversoy 2010). The

workload of an SDR receiver is a mix of multiple algorithmic styles.

In an SDR receiver’s front-end, matched filtering, channelisation, equali-

sation and downconversion occur at high sample rates. These tasks have

dense matrix forms, which can be parallelised for high speed. Despite this,

processing time and resource use are often dominated by these tasks.

After these tasks the data rate reduces (harris 2004) and symbols or bits are

processed. Depending on the application, symbol detection, error correction

or descrambling may occur. These are dynamic programming problems that

have different algorithmic patterns and data structures to the front-end.

Managing a large data set through each operation in an SDR is non-trivial.

In a mesh network architecture, data must move efficiently about the array,

and operations must be performed on the data. This motivates the study of

data management functions in the context of dense matrix algorithms, and

hardware architectures to efficiently perform them, in this thesis.

1.2 The matrix processing problem

Dense matrices organise data sets into compact, rectangular arrays. They

naturally model a range of real-world problems.

For example, matrices naturally model systems of linear equations, where

each row is assigned an equation and each column is assigned a variable.
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Matrix models may be applied to non-linear problems by repeatedly lin-

earising the problem around some operating point and converging to a so-

lution. Many diverse problems in engineering, in fields such as telecommu-

nications, signal and image processing, can be modelled in these ways.

Matrices also naturally model data that can be written in tabular form. An

example of such data arises in scheduling problems, where each matrix ele-

ment is assigned a value corresponding to a resource and a time period.

Various methods exist for solving matrix problems, some of which depend

on the properties or structure of the input matrices. For example, some

methods are efficient on sparse matrices; others on dense matrices. Some

methods improve performance over the general case by requiring inputs to

have an exploitable property such as orthogonality or symmetry.

In addition to exploiting matrix properties to improve the computational

performance of matrix problems, specialised processing hardware can also

improve the performance of matrix algorithms.

Matrix processors are hardware systems that efficiently process data in ma-

trix form. They may be more energy-efficient than general-purpose comput-

ing platforms on matrix workloads, or have different compute-to-memory-

bandwidth ratios. They may also require less programming to perform

matrix operations or optimise non-sequential (i.e. strided) memory access.

Due to data-reuse in conformal multiplication and other matrix operations,

many are also able to provide high performance by exploiting concurrency.

In comparison to matrix processors, the Intel i7 microarchitecture (Barker et al.

2008) is a popular general-purpose microarchitecture. It has multiple pro-

cessor cores, each supporting the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)

execution paradigm. Thus it can exploit data parallelism in matrix opera-

tions. However, it differs from matrix processors in some significant ways:

• It has a shared memory hierarchy which doesn’t scale to large system

sizes. Additionally, a caching strategy is imposed that can interfere

with strided memory access for matrix and vector operations.
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• Cores in the Intel i7 connect to a ring network, but matrix processors

often have some variant of mesh network. The communication band-

width in matrix processors thus scales with increasing array size, and

they’re also able to parallelise data transfers. This helps exploit data

reuse in matrix algorithms.

• The Intel i7 has a few very complex cores, but matrix processors host

many simple ones. Many simple cores can outperform fewer complex

cores on specialised, embarrassingly-parallel problems. Matrix pro-

cessors use a higher fraction of their die area for arithmetic processing

rather than data caching and instruction prediction as the i7 does.

This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of implementing a parallel processor

using Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components that efficiently pro-

cesses dense matrices, yet is amenable to a wide range of other operations.

1.3 Research aims and significance

This thesis introduces the concept of a hardware layer that connects general-

purpose processors to create multiprocessor systems, implemented in the

form of the Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML). Previous work in

this area (reviewed in Sec. 2.2) has been incomplete or ineffective in vari-

ous applications. The MDML also provides facilities to accelerate matrix

operations. This thesis investigates the question of whether the following

implementation objectives can be met cost-effectively:

1. Accelerate dense matrix algorithms that employ a wider range of ma-

trix structures and properties than prior architectures. This is related

to the ability to perform non-matrix operations, which was achieved

by embedding general-purpose processor cores within the MDML.

2. Use off-the-shelf hardware components to allow harnessing future mi-

croarchitectural developments, and to reduce hardware development

effort. These components have proven programming infrastructure

and libraries available, reducing software development effort as well.
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3. Provide sufficient memory and processing capacity so that no proces-

sors are starved of data in element-wise operations.

4. Remove the need for a host processor to control the array, resulting

in a homogeneous architecture that can control itself yet also perform

operations using matrix data. Prior architectures relied on general-

purpose hosts to execute non-accelerated operations (Canis et al. 2011,

Zicari et al. 2008), which limited performance.

Finally, this thesis demonstrates the MDML’s flexibility in mapping appli-

cations to the array over existing approaches. Some matrix architectures

support limited algorithmic forms (e.g. only systolic or only inner-product),

which may give suboptimal resource utilisation when operations are chained.

Thus the MDML was designed to support a range of programming and ap-

plication partitioning styles. It allows the array to be separated into a set of

partially independent domains, each of which executes a different task.

1.4 Introducing the MDML

Early matrix accelerators contained inner-product engines and only per-

formed dense matrix computations (Marwood 1994, Betts 2000, Beaumont-

Smith 2001). Implementation constraints meant other calculations were per-

formed serially on a general-purpose host. This limited performance.

As VLSI feature sizes have shrunk, it has become feasible to use much more

capable hardware for arithmetic within a processor array. Tests with a sec-

ond generation matrix accelerator (Beaumont-Smith 2001) showed it was

feasible to build a 4-by-4 array of processing elements containing floating-

point inner-product engines in a 0.35 micron process. Feature sizes are now

an order of magnitude finer, leading to a 100-fold increase in transistor den-

sity, depending on routing feasibility and power dissipation issues. Thus it

is now feasible to use small, full-featured CPUs in place of an inner-product

engine. Such a change would make the host processor of early systems

redundant, and introduce the opportunity to use the array of processing

elements to perform a wide range of non-matrix calculations.
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This change is enabled by the MDML, which is a layered architecture for

matrix processing. It has a data storage layer, a data management layer

and a processing layer. Decoupling the layers allows latency hiding and

provides performance benefits.

A number of challenges were addressed in developing the MDML:

1. A method to provide a high-bandwidth, fine-grain interface between

the CPU-based arithmetic engines and data management units. Doing

so allows many dense matrix algorithms to fully utilize computational

resources. A high-bandwidth load-store mechanism (see Chap. 4) was

developed to move data between the local memory and processor.

2. Sequencing a wide range of patterns. Creation of complex address se-

quences improves efficiency when operating on non-rectangular ma-

trices. Many matrix accelerator architectures don’t have this ability.

Using off-the-shelf CPU cores as arithmetic engines also provided challenges:

1. Prediction of operation timing is difficult due to the complex behaviour

of modern CPU cores and the interaction between operand caching,

instruction scheduling and branch prediction. These features were

absent in earlier MatRISC systems that had much simpler arithmetic

structures. Thus, integrating off-the-shelf CPU required the ability to

explicitly synchronise nodes in the array.

2. Ensuring that the programming interface for off-the-shelf CPUs did

not change, so existing programs run unaltered and existing develop-

ment tools can be used for programming. Attaching the MDML as a

peripheral so that it is transparent to existing programs enabled this.

1.5 Thesis structure

This dissertation is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 : Discusses a range of high-performance computer architectures

including specialised architectures for fast matrix processing and clus-

ter backbone architectures. It then identifies a combination of features
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from these architectures from which to create a simple, efficient and

flexible on-chip multi-processor system.

Chapter 3 : Introduces the MDML architecture. It discusses the motivation

for the MDML concept, high-level goals and issues that influenced its

design, and presents the resulting system architecture.

Chapter 4 : Presents the design of a single-node MDML system and gives

details of node-level functionality. The focus of this chapter is on of-

floading common components of matrix algorithms to dedicated se-

quencers. A novel event-based sequencer is presented that is able to

generate patterns suited for access to triangular and banded matrix

structures. Other novel aspects include a high-bandwidth secondary

load-store mechanism, and the implementation of matrix operations

by constructing sequences of macros.

Chapter 5 : Extends the single-node system into a processing array and de-

tails the array-level functions. This chapter covers communication and

synchronisation issues, and array configuration processes.

Chapter 6 : This chapter describes how to map matrix algorithms to the

parallel MDML and set sequencer parameters. It gives an example of

an application mapping methodology. It shows how the various fea-

tures of the MDML assist in performing matrix computations; which

features of the architecture accelerate operations on “small” matrices,

and which accelerate operations on “large” matrices.

Chapter 7 : Concludes by reiterating the major findings of the previous

chapters. Areas for further research and recent industry trends are

also identified, outlined and discussed here.

This is followed by three supporting appendices. The first of these describes

the format of MDML control words. The second gives analytical derivations

of algorithm performance on MDML arrays. The final appendix describes a

preliminary software development environment for MDML hardware that

reuses COTS tools.
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1.6 Contributions and claims

Research contributions and claims made in this dissertation are listed below.

Chapter 3 : The main contribution of this chapter is the development of a

data management layer responsible for the indexing, synchronisation,

transportation and streaming of data within a parallel processor. This

concept has been applied in the implementation of MDML hardware.

Supporting contributions include:

1. Generalising matrix coprocessor architectures to run entire ap-

plications — including non-matrix functions — without external

host processors.

2. A novel method for transferring data between a peripheral (in

this case, the MDML) and a CPU at high speeds, by directly cou-

pling into the CPU register file. The CPU’s programming model

is preserved when the transfer mechanism is disabled.

Chapter 4 : The main contribution of this chapter is to implement a co-

processor to manage dense matrix data. This co-processor attaches to

a single host processor. Supporting contributions include:

1. A study of the data-management needs of dense matrix algo-

rithms.

2. Extensions to number-theoretic sequencers with event and bank-

switching mechanisms under sequencer control. This was demon-

strated to allow automated traversals of triangular and banded

matrices that require sequences irregular in the first degree.

3. A fast and hardware-efficient macro-based execution scheme with

perfect instruction prediction characteristics for deterministic ma-

trix algorithms. This relies on the observation that counting is

fundamental for the sequencing of both matrix data elements and

operations on those elements.

Additionally, the feasibility of a single-node MDML system was demon-

strated through hardware implementation.
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Chapter 5 : The main contribution of this chapter is to implement a network-

on-chip using the data management layer concept. The implementa-

tion is designed to accelerate computations on dense matrices. Sup-

porting contributions include:

1. A low-latency on-chip network for applications with determinis-

tic, fine-grained communication needs, such as dense matrix al-

gorithms. This network separates data transport and synchroni-

sation, and embeds routing decisions in fixed software routines.

2. Flexible on-chip communication infrastructure supporting point-

to-point, systolic and multi-cast operations.

3. Performance optimisations for hardware-based barrier synchro-

nisation. Barrier entry costs were reduced by splitting the net-

work into independent subnetworks. The frequency of barrier

entry was reduced via on-line synchronisation state monitoring.

4. Lightweight techniques for array management, including discov-

ery of node properties and distribution of configuration data.

Chapter 6 : Demonstrates that the MDML system is a suitable platform for

dense matrix computation. It shows:

1. That dense matrix operations can be feasibly implemented by the

MDML. The performance of these operations was characterised,

and shown to be better than a single-node system.

2. How to map some blocked algorithms onto the MDML, includ-

ing LU decomposition and forward substitution. These allow the

solution of a simultaneous set of exact linear equations.

Overall, it is demonstrated that a mesh architecture for matrix algorithms

can be built effectively using a layered hardware architecture where one of

the layers performs data management functions. Open interface and bus

specifications between layers enables integration of COTS components to

reduce development effort and take advantage of future advances in mem-

ory architectures, arithmetic and CPU design.
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assisted sequencer to accelerate matrix algorithms. Proc. 5th Int’l Symp
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China1.
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1Slides available at: http://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/Personal/cclim/

research/documents/ICOCA_beijing2012.pdf
2Slides available at: http://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/Personal/cclim/

research/documents/AIMS_2006.pdf
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Chapter 2

A survey of parallel
computer systems

T
HIS chapter discusses three classes of system that can

be used for dense matrix computation: multiprocessor

systems-on-chip, matrix co-processors and clustered

computer systems. Examination of the strengths and weak-

nesses of these classes gives insight needed to propose a matrix

processing architecture that retains the low design complexity of

matrix co-processors, has a functionality level approaching mul-

tiprocessor systems-on-chip, and has the modularity of a clus-

tered computer system.
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2.1 Multiprocessor system-on-chip architectures

A growing range of applications need better computational performance

than a single processor can provide, even with advanced superscalar pipe-

lines to exploit instruction parallelism. Thus, single-chip systems containing

multiple processing cores have been developed. By being single-chip, it

is feasible to closely couple processing and memory resources with wide,

high-bandwidth connections.

Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs) have been developed for server

applications such as database management. These workloads are typified

by unstructured access to large data sets, and are rich in task parallelism

as each request can be serviced independently. They have low levels of

data parallelism and perform little arithmetic. This is reflected in the de-

sign of parallel systems for these workloads including Compaq’s Pirhana

(Barroso et al. 2000) and Sun’s Niagara (Kongetira et al. 2005). These sys-

tems manage many independent program threads in hardware, and quickly

switch between them, to provide high throughput despite memory latency.

Both systems contain simplified, general-purpose processor cores with only

rudimentary vector and floating-point arithmetic capabilities.

In contrast, multimedia and signal processing workloads contain high lev-

els of data parallelism. These workloads include 2D image analysis, 3D

graphics, video coding and wireless signal processing (Asanovic et al. 2006).

A variety of architectures have been proposed for these workloads. Differ-

ent architectural styles are suited to satisfying different design goals. These

include vector machines (Mathew et al. 2000, Cheresiz et al. 2005), SIMD ar-

chitectures (Schoenes et al. 2003, Talla et al. 2003), stream processors (Dally et al.

2003, Ahn et al. 2004, Lin et al. 2007, Khailany et al. 2008, Woh et al. 2008), and

MIMD architectures.

Some Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC), such as the Cell Broad-

band Engine (CBE) (Kahle et al. 2005, Gschwind et al. 2006, Flachs et al.

2006), are constructed from a small number of specialised high-performance

cores. The CBE contains a handful of SIMD processors with wide data

buses. These are connected to a general-purpose PowerPC core using a
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high-bandwidth network. The PowerPC supplies the SIMD units with data

and performs unstructured processing tasks.

Intel’s Larrabee (Seiler et al. 2009) is similar to the CBE; it too is composed

of a small number of in-order general-purpose processors to allow existing

software to run. The proessors are enhanced with wide SIMD units to better

exploit data-parallelism in multimedia applications. Larrabee also contains

fixed-function units to offload common 3D visualisation functions.

Finally, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have evolved into massively par-

allel systems capable of accelerating a range of multimedia and scientific

calculations. This evolution occurred because operations on both 3D mod-

els and pixel arrays are embarrassingly parallel. Early programmable GPUs

were heterogeneous arrays of specialised processors with limited programma-

bility (Montrym and Moreton 2005), but more recent architectures provide

a large array of simple, homogeneous processing elements amenable to a

range of functions (Lindholm et al. 2008). These systems have become com-

modity items and can perform matrix calculations at high speed, but the

complexity and latency of the PCI-express interface are incompatible with

the requirements of many signal processing applications.

Thus, researchers have sought other approaches to accelerate common op-

erations, such as matrix calculations.

2.2 Specialised matrix co-processors

Many important applications manipulate dense matrix data (Asanovic et al.

2009). These applications are often compute-bound as many matrix opera-

tions are rich in data reuse.

Because dense matrix operations are so common, co-processor architectures

have been developed to accelerate them and thus improve the overall per-

formance of a range of applications. The co-processors are much less com-

plex than more general-purpose multicore systems-on-chip because of the

regular, deterministic and repeated nature of dense matrix algorithms. This
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gives them advantages in size, efficiency and resource utilisation over more

complex, general systems.

2.2.1 Systolic processors

Systolic arrays are a family of parallel computer architectures typified by the

rhythmic data flow through an array of simple Processing Elements (PEs)

(Kung 1988, Snyder 1982). Because data flow is regular no control messages

need to be sent between PEs, leading to highly efficient implementations.

Systolic systems are designed for certain classes of algorithms, and do not

have the flexibility required to implement more general applications.

Consider a square systolic array. Data enters only through the periphery

of this array, so memory bandwidth is proportional to the square root of

the number of PEs in the array. The peak computational throughput grows

linearly with the number of PEs in the array. Thus, systolic implementations

of algorithms that cannot reuse operands will be memory-bound.

The Scalable Array Processor (SCAP) is a systolic system focused towards

matrix computation (Marwood and Clarke 1993). Like many systolic arrays,

SCAP features a fixed mesh network between PEs. However, the opera-

tion of each PE is programmable. SCAP also contained specialised address

generation and memory subsystems optimised for matrix data structures.

These made it effective for a wide range of applications involving linear

algebra. SCAP was tuned to perform well for matrix multiplication opera-

tions, as it had the computational capacity to exploit data reuse.

In systolic machines such as SCAP, data is stored outside of the processor

array. This restricts the memory bandwidth available to the processing ele-

ments within the array. All SCAP instructions directly referenced memory.

There were no caching mechanisms to hide memory latency, which limited

the performance of SCAP. Performance was limited by the memory inter-

face for element-wise operations.
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2.2.2 The MatRISC family

The MatRISC project has developed a range of high performance matrix

processors that harnessed advances in VLSI. These were all based on an

inner-product engine and only accelerated dense matrix computations. The

first system developed by this project was the MatRISC-1; a multi-processor

architecture to accelerate matrix computation.

The MatRISC-1 (Fig. 2.1) was a coprocessor that attached to a scalar RISC

processor to provide acceleration of matrix primitives. It contained compu-

tational units and a memory architecture optimised for conformal multipli-

cation. The underlying philosophy of its design was to accelerate a small

set of primitive operations that arise in matrix algorithms.
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Figure 2.1. The memory-memory MatRISC architecture.

The MatRISC-1 extended earlier systolic engagement processors (see Sec-

tion 2.2.1). It added a flexible address generation scheme and performed a

range of matrix operations. These operations were performed on a mesh of

processing elements that operated in a systolic manner.

MatRISC-1 was fed with data from a memory hierarchy attached to the edge

of the array. All operands were obtained directly from memory each time

they were needed; it was a memory-memory architecture.
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The structure of the MatRISC-1 let it do high-speed matrix multiplication

as the array could be fully utilised. However, when performing element-

wise operations only elements on the array diagonal could be fed with data,

making the system memory-bound. This restricted computation speed as

most processing elements were unused.

MatRISC-1 was compute-bound for matrix multiplications larger than the

array, balanced for multiplication operations the same size as the array and

memory-bound for small multiplications.

To date, work to improve the MatRISC-1 has focused on improving the

memory architecture.

The first attempt to improve memory bandwidth in the MatRISC was the

development of the load-store MatRISC architecture (Betts 2000). This kept

the same edge-fed array of processing elements, but had a new memory

architecture that improved data flow to the processor array.

Three changes improved memory bandwidth. They are illustrated in Fig. 2.2:

1. The caches were removed from the edge of the MatRISC-1. These were

replaced by operand storage closer to the processor array.

2. These storage areas were partitioned, so each row and column of the

array had a dedicated, independent store. Not only did this increase

the operand bandwidth at the array edge, but it also ensured that

bandwidth scaled with increasing array size.

3. Each of the partitioned stores was explicitly instructed to load and

store data by software, effectively making them scratch-pad areas.

Data elements fetched into scratch-pad areas were reused multiple times

due to data reuse within primitive matrix operations. This reduced the

strain on the address generator and main memory, which loads new data

into the scratch-pads while extant data is reused.

The partitioning, which lead to increased memory bandwidth and scalabil-

ity, also acted to limit performance. During any one compute operation, not
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Figure 2.2. The load-store MatRISC architecture.

all the data could reach all of the processors. Data realignment operations

were needed between operations, adding to the overhead of computation.

Both MatRISC-1 and the load-store MatRISC were considered by their de-

signers to be Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) machines that di-

rectly supported matrix operands. To perform matrix operations, a single

control word propagated through the array along with the data to perform

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) operations.

A second, fundamentally different, approach also improved the memory ar-

chitecture of MatRISC-1. In contrast to both edge-fed architectures, MatRISC-

2 (Beaumont-Smith 2001) implemented distributed memory and control mech-

anisms. Instead of being external to the array, memory was packaged with

processing resources to create interconnecting processor nodes, as shown in

Fig. 2.3. This approach reflects a decision to prefer idle memory resources

than idle computational power.

Unlike previous MatRISC designs, each node also contained a configurable

crossbar to allow more flexible communication between nodes. Together

with the distributed memory, this architecture represents a significant de-

parture from earlier MatRISC designs.

The major advantage of this architecture was that element-wise operations

were not memory-bound, as they refer to locally stored data. Thus all nodes
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Figure 2.3. The distributed MatRISC architecture.

within the array were active, and resource utilisation was as high for element-

wise operations as for confirmal multiplication.

MatRISC-2 was still considered a RISC architecture by its developer as it

had a RISC-style control processor embedded within each node. This dis-

tribution of control made it a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)

design that could perform different operations in different nodes.

Early criticism of the MatRISC-2 focused on the limited amount of mem-

ory that could be integrated within each node. Memory limits in turn lim-

ited the program complexity and the size of data-set that it could effectively

manage. However, as VLSI feature sizes continue to shrink, this is no longer

a concern.

For these reasons, we build on the highly scalable distributed MatRISC ar-

chitecture and focus on improving flexibility. To do so, in this thesis we

shall identify basic tasks that are common in dense matrix algorithms, clas-

sify them, and segregate those related to data management into dedicated

hardware. We also decouple tasks belonging to different classes – namely

data management, processing and storage – to allow each to proceed at their

own rate and minimise the effects of processing latency.
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2.2.3 Renesas MX architecture

The Renesas MX accelerator (Noda et al. 2007a) attaches to general purpose

RISC cores and provides acceleration of common matrix operations using

a compact processor-in-memory scheme. The MX accelerator forgoes the

flexibility of a MIMD architecture (and the associated control logic) and uses

a fine-grained SIMD architecture to achieve good power efficiency.

The MX architecture contains an array of small PEs with 2-bit datapaths

tightly integrated into a banked register file. Each horizontal row of the

register file has an associated PE that fetches, processes and stores data in a

bit-serial manner. All PEs in the MX perform the same operations subject to

a mask vector that inhibits computation on a row-by-row basis.

Each row of the data register array connects to the PE array using horizontal

channels. In keeping with the design goal for compactness, a shift register

moves data vertically between rows of the array. This shift function is suf-

ficient to transfer operands between processing elements to allow compu-

tation of convolutions, FFT butterflies and other common signal processing

operations.

A later refinement of the MX microarchitecture (Noda et al. 2007b) improves

performance of multiply-accumulate operations by adding logic to each PE

to support multiplication using Booth’s algorithm. It also uses a buffered

approach for I/O between the MX peripheral and the host that allows com-

putation to proceed in parallel to the transfer of data sets.

The MX accelerator has been used in a heterogeneous MPSoC for image

processing applications (Kondo et al. 2008). This system exploited concur-

rency in both the data processing and control portions of an application.

SIMD-based MX peripherals exploit concurrency in data processing oper-

ations. Also, eight simple RISC processors were arranged as a symmetric

multiprocessor to exploit task parallelism. To reduce cache snooping over-

head, processors can be divided into groups in any combination, and each

group has its own memory address space. Non-blocking synchronisation

primitives and an interrupt mechanism are supported between the general

purpose Central Processing Units (CPUs) for executing control processes.
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The disadvantage of the MX architecture is its heterogeneity. Although it

provides good performance, the active memory has a very different pro-

gramming paradigm to the RISC processors to which it attaches. Thus it

increases the difficulty of partitioning and mapping applications to the ar-

chitecture. It also requires more effort to program due to its heterogeneity.

2.2.4 The Trident architecture

The Trident architecture (Sedukhin and Soliman 2003) is a conventional

single-instruction architecture; but it contains a functional unit dedicated to

performing dense matrix and vector operations. The other functional paths

are an address unit to pre-fetch data sets from memory, and a conventional

scalar unit to perform general calculations. All three functional paths are

fed by the same instruction dispatcher as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Instruction 

cache

Address 

unit

Scalar 

functional 

units

Vector and 

Matrix unit

Scalar 

register 

file

Data 

cache

Memory

Fetch / 

decode

Dis-

patch

Figure 2.4. Trident system architecture.

The Trident architecture accelerates common dense matrix and vector oper-

ations that are fundamental to many multimedia, scientific and engineering

applications. Its vector / matrix unit exploits the parallelism in these op-

erations using multiple, simple PEs and a set of interlocking rings to move

data, resulting in a regular, scalable structure.

Each PE uses the ring structure to communicate with local neighbours only.

The designers made this decision as wire performance doesn’t scale as well
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as logic in small feature sizes, which prohibited the use of long links. Each

PE also contains a small amount of fast local storage to reduce the impact of

the increasing performance gap between processing and memory speeds.

The vector and matrix unit is composed of a set of lanes as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Each lane contains a Multiply Accumulate (MAC) module to perform inner-

products and element-wise operations. Operands for the MAC are sourced

from the head of two data ring registers, and the result is placed on the head

of a third data ring register. Data is read and written to the data ring regis-

ters from a set of three communication ring registers. The communication

ring registers allow data to move to adjacent lanes for further computation.

The head of each ring register is denoted by two arrows in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Trident matrix accelerator architectural detail.
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Various matrix kernels including matrix-matrix multiplication (Sedukhin

and Soliman 2003) and matrix transpose (Zekri and Sedukhin 2006) have

been mapped and characterised on the Trident accelerator.

The Trident performs well at the matrix and vector operations for which it

was designed. Packaging the matrix accelerator into a functional unit of a

superscalar processor also minimises the time required to transfer operands

to and from the accelerator and host system. However, as the Trident only

has a single superscalar pipeline to perform all other operations, its per-

formance is limited for non-matrix operations. It must also deal with the

complexity of scheduling and dispatching instructions to achieve good util-

isation of all superscalar functional units.

2.2.5 MatCore

MatCore is a co-processor peripheral that performs will in data parallel ap-

plications (Soliman 2007). It grew out of work on the Trident project above.

The instruction sets of typical computer systems contain simple instructions

that operate on scalar data. Superscalar and VLIW architectures can process

these instructions concurrently. MatCore does not rely on these techniques.

Instead it implements compound instructions that contain embedded par-

allelism and directly perform steps in matrix, vector and scalar operations.

The internal structure of the MatCore processor is shown in Fig. 2.6. It has

a series of processing lanes similar to a vector architecture, which improves

Instructions Per Clock-cycle (IPC) but keeps memory requirements prac-

tical. Each lane has a load-store unit to calculate sequential, strided and

indexed address sequences; a functional unit to perform basic operations;

and a register file to store working data. Crossbars perform n : n rotate

and 1 : n broadcast operations used in reduction and expansion operations.

Additional lanes can be added to the MatCore to improve performance.

Scalability of MatCore systems is limited to a handful of lanes, however, due

to the limited scalability of the crossbars. Additionally, like the Trident sys-

tem that came before it, the MatCore only has a single superscalar pipeline

which limits its performance on non-matrix computation.
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Figure 2.6. MatCore matrix accelerator architectural detail.

Further implementation details are given in Soliman and Al-Junaid (2009).

A MATLAB compiler is available to target the MatCore architecture (Soliman

and Abbas 2012).

2.2.6 Discussion of matrix co-processors

Architectures presented in this section have lower design complexity than

the multiprocessor systems-on-chip in Sec. 2.1. However, because of the

commonness of matrix algorithms, these co-processors still improve perfor-

mance in a wide range of applications.

Although all architectures in this section perform well at dense matrix algo-

rithms, they also all have limitations. For example, systolic systems are sim-

ple to implement however they have limited functional agility and their per-

formance is memory-bound. Both the Trident and MatCore co-processors

are designed for a small number of processing lanes in their matrix-vector

functional units. These functional units integrate into a superscalar pipeline,

which curbs system performance on non-matrix workloads.

All of the coprocessors in this section implement only enough arithmetic

and control functions to execute deterministic matrix algorithms. Many
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are limited to multiply-accumulate operations. While this is sufficient to

perform conformal matrix multiplication and element-wise matrix opera-

tions, a more diverse set of operations is needed to support other types of

algorithm. Thus, these algorithms must be performed serially on the host

processor even though they may contain latent parallelism that could be

exploited by an alternate architecture.

In general, a disadvantage of using co-processors (like those in this sec-

tion) is that a general-purpose host is required. The host manages the co-

processor and performs any non-matrix calculations required.

The Renesas MX uses a coprocessor-in-memory approach that, due to a

shared memory design, does not scale to a large number of hosts. Although

an MX-based MPSoC has been developed, it used a second set of general-

purpose processors to perform most tasks. This heterogeneity makes it more

difficult to map applications to MX systems. Embedding more versatile

arithmetic units within MX is likely not possible due to the constraints of

coprocessor-in-memory architectures.

Both the Trident and MatCore coprocessors closely couple the coprocessor

and the host by integrating their processing pipelines. This improves the

sharing of data with the host, and simplifies programming. However, it

also prevents expansion of the system with additional general-purpose pro-

cessors to improve the performance of non-matrix algorithms. Integrating

coprocessors as functional units of a superscalar processor, like these archi-

tectures do, limits them to a single general-purpose host processor.

The only architecture studied with the potential for attaching large num-

bers of general-purpose hosts is the MatRISC-2. Hosts attach via the same

network used to connect resources within the MatRISC-2, and so a large

number of hosts could potentially be attached to the edges of the network.

Indeed, general-purpose processors could even be embedded within the

network, removing the need for an external host processor altogether.

Additionally, the mesh network of the MatRISC-2 scales more easily to large

system sizes than the n-to-n crossbars of the MatCore, and it is more readily

usable for non-matrix operations than the Trident’s system of ring networks.
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Its distributed memory is also readily scalable to large system sizes. Thus,

the MatRISC-2 is an attractive basis for development of a matrix accelerator

capable of supporting some non-matrix operations.

2.3 Communication in high-performance systems

Another family of flexible parallel systems that have been used for solving

matrix-based problems are compute clusters. Attractive features of these

are discussed here.

High performance systems can be assembled by clustering commodity PC

hardware. These clusters have comprehensive communication capabilities,

giving them good performance on a wide range of parallelisable numeri-

cal problems. Clustered systems are loosely coupled MIMD architectures

connected with sophisticated, high-speed networks. Because they employ

general-purpose processors, clusters are suited to a wide range of numer-

ical problems from engineering and scientific domains. As nodes in the

cluster are connected using relatively low-throughput, high-latency links

(as compared to MPSoC) they are best suited to coarse-grain algorithms.

Being MIMD architectures, clusters have distributed memory systems and

communicate using message passing semantics.

The powerful functionality and wide flexibility of cluster systems come

from the layered, compartmentalised way in which they are constructed.

Off-the-shelf processor cores are combined with network infrastructure us-

ing standard interfaces. On top of this, operating systems and communi-

cation libraries provide well-defined interfaces for user applications. Each

component of a cluster system can be selected to provide features and per-

formance needed by the application.

The performance of a cluster system depends on the functionality of its

communication mechanism. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) library

(D. W. Walker 1996, Quinn 2004) defines communication functions for clus-

tered application implementations. In high-performance cluster systems,
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the network infrastructure often accelerates and offloads some of these func-

tions. MPI defines the following communication functions:

• Peer-to-peer communication. Data for transmission is selected by the

source. The storage of received data is controlled by the destination.

• Remote memory access operations. The node that initiates the transfer

specifies both the local and remote transfer details.

• Remote atomic read-modify-write operations. Useful when many ac-

tors read a memory location, modify it and write it back, for example

when accessing a semaphore. Operational atomicity is guaranteed,

and the amount of network traffic is reduced.

• Collective operations. This includes multicast (e.g. broadcasting a ma-

trix element across a row or column), reduction operations (e.g. find-

ing the largest or smallest element in a matrix row or column) and

barrier synchronisation operations.

To improve performance, network interfaces for cluster systems may imple-

ment several of these functions in hardware. They may also support remote

DMA operations to offload long transfers from the CPU, but configuration

overheads negate DMA’s advantages for short messages. Together, these

features allow implementation of fast, low-latency communication.

2.4 Discussion and summary

This survey has examined three classes of multiprocessor systems:

1. Multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) for mixed workloads. They

exploit thread-level parallelism and implement few parallel cores. Their

memory design and caching strategies are tuned for mixed workloads.

2. Specialised matrix co-processors, which require a general-purpose host

to implement complete applications. These contain many tightly cou-

pled arithmetic cores to exploit data-level parallelism in matrix algo-

rithms. Of these architectures, the MatRISC family is a promising basis

for future work as it is designed to scale to large system sizes.
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3. High-performance computer clusters. Due to latency and bandwidth

considerations, cluster systems are designed for chunked data trans-

fers and thread-level parallelism. While it is instructive to study clus-

ter networks, the needs of on-chip networks are different due to differ-

ent latency and bandwidth trade-offs. However it is interesting to note

that clusters use standard hardware interfaces and software libraries

to allow use of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components. They

also support a rich set of communication primitives. This thesis will

explore some of these concepts in an on-chip context.

This thesis presents a novel chip-level architecture for matrix and vector

applications, suitable for real-time Software Defined Radio (SDR) and high-

data-rate environmental monitoring tasks. It will exploit data-level paral-

lelism like the co-processors discussed in Sec. 2.2. However, like MPSoCs

(Sec. 2.1), a general-purpose host will not be required, as each node shall

contain a general-purpose, yet simple, CPU. Computation, storage and data

management will also be separated into layers in much the same way as in

compute clusters (Sec. 2.3), allowing the integration of COTS components.
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Chapter 3

The Matrix Data
Management

Layer (MDML)

I
N the past, matrix processors required a host processor,

which often limited performance for non-matrix tasks.

The MDML is inspired from homogeneous systems-on-

chip and further develops the matrix processor paradigm, re-

moving the requirement for a host processor. This chapter ex-

plains how the feature set of the MDML was chosen and dis-

cusses its unique features.

A major contribution of this chapter is the concept of separating

data management and computation in array-processor systems.
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3.1 Background

Data management encompasses a number of facets related to the storage

and retrieval of data. This includes both the time sequence in which data is

stored and retrieved, and the manner (e.g. row-major, column-major, etc) in

which information is ordered in memory.

The processes of indexing and sequencing create an ordering for the re-

trieval and consumption of data sets. These processes also define the order

in which new information is stored for later use.

Data transport also falls under the umbrella of data management. Data

transport processes move data between system components. For example,

data may be moved from memory to a Central Processing Unit (CPU) core,

or from a CPU core to some other peripheral.

The remaining aspects of data management are the control tasks that con-

figure, synchronise, and report the state of the various component tasks.

In a scalar system, data management is low complexity, as there is usually

only one processor and one memory. Storage and retrieval is typically man-

aged by the load-store unit. Data indexing is performed by an address gen-

erator, which usually supports a few simple addressing modes. Data trans-

port to and from peripherals is often via a Direct Memory Access (DMA) fa-

cility, which transports data to and from peripherals and copies data blocks

between different sections of the memory map. In some systems the DMA

engine also does simple transformations to re-order data as it is copied

(Stojcev et al. 2000), giving it some of the features of an indexer too.

A parallel array processor has more complex requirements for data man-

agement than a scalar system, due to the multiplicity of both processing

nodes and memories in a parallel system. This chapter outlines a layered

hardware system developed for this purpose.

Separation of data management and computation is a design feature of the

Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML). Data management tasks are of-

floaded from the main processor, which would normally perform them.
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The computational throughput of general-purpose embedded platforms is

insufficient to support next-generation wireless communication systems.

The rate at which clock speeds increase has diminished so, in many applica-

tion spaces, manufacturers have transitioned to parallel, multi-core architec-

tures to improve arithmetic performance. In fact, many high-performance

communication blocks are now implemented in user programmable logic

(Montazeri and Kiasaleh 2009, Lofgren et al. 2009). These implementations

take advantage of the structure of the required operations to exploit concur-

rency. However, the skill set required to create and maintain applications

implemented using programmable logic is more specialised than the tradi-

tional programming skill set.

An examination of algorithms in communications systems shows that they

are full of dense matrix operations (Alamgir 2003, Bahai and Saltzberg 1999).

Furthermore, matrix algorithms are often rich in parallelism (Golub and Van

Loan 1996, Marwood 1994). This parallelism is not exploited in typical em-

bedded systems.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the design objectives of the MDML, and the implemen-

tation features and implications to which these lead.

A goal of the MDML design process (Goal 1, Fig. 3.1) was to achieve high

performance for dense matrix algorithms in terms of throughput, efficiency

and latency. High performance systems can be constructed by using pro-

grammable logic to implement specialised function accelerators, by exploit-

ing parallelism, or both. The MDML exploits parallelism to improve com-

putational throughput to carry out multiple tasks concurrently. For highly

regular operations like matrix multiplication, utilization and efficiency of

the MDML are high compared to sequential implementations. As it is an

add-on to a collection of sequential processors, the MDML will perform no

worse than an isolated sequential system (it can be turned off if it provides

no performance improvement), but its features enable better performance in

many applications where data reuse and regular access patterns are present.

Similarly, achieving high performance on fine-grained matrix operations re-

quires low overhead communication mechanisms.
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A good system design has high implementation density (Goal 2, Fig. 3.1),

which requires efficient placement of component subsystems. In a parallel

system the topology of the interconnecting network has a significant impact

on the connections between subsystems and, therefore, their location in the

system.

The goal of the MDML is to provide a system that accelerates a variety of

dense matrix and vector operations without saturating memory bandwidth.

This requires:

1. A memory subsystem designed for the storage and retrieval of dense

matrices that can scale to large system sizes. The requirements this

places on the design of the MDML are elaborated upon in Chapter 4.

2. An interconnecting network to support movement of data between

nodes. This network must satisfy the need that many matrix algo-

rithms have to access data in the same matrix line (i.e. row or column).

This requirement originates from the observation that the majority of

computations in matrix algorithms occur within rows or columns.

Mesh-connected array processors meet all of the above requirements, thus

the MDML implements a mesh network. Using an array processor allows

better performance than a single-processor system could provide. To main-

tain performance and ensure the system is not memory-bound when scaling

to large system sizes, memory is distributed among nodes in the array.

Mesh network structures have other advantages in this application (Parhami

2002). Multiprocessors based on mesh topologies provide good performance

for matrix algorithms due to their topological and geometrical similarity to

matrices. This correspondence results in straightforward algorithm map-

ping and simplifies the transfer of data within rows and columns for a range

of matrix algorithms.

Mesh structures are also easy to fabricate as communication links run be-

tween adjacent nodes only. Since the number of adjacent nodes is rela-

tively low and remains constant with increasing system size, multiproces-

sors based on mesh networks are easily expandable (Sanchez et al. 2010).
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Mapping of a range of Digital Signal Processor (DSP) applications, not all

of which are rich in matrix operations, is also efficient on mesh structures

(Galanis et al. 2006).

At The University of Adelaide previous research architectures have been

highly specialised and only implemented a restricted number of primitives

for matrix algebra (Marwood 1994, Beaumont-Smith 2001). These archi-

tectures performed a small range of common matrix operations but lacked

general purpose applicability. They relied on a general-purpose host to per-

form all other operations required by an application. One of the major goals

of the current research was to broaden functional flexibility to increase the

range of applications to which similar architectures could be applied (Goal

5, Fig. 3.1).

The attempt to broaden the range of suitable applications had a number of

outcomes:

• The architecture is now based on existing processor cores that imple-

ment a richer and wider range of arithmetic and logical operations.

This removes the need for a separate host processor and thus simpli-

fies system programming.

• The architecture separates data management and computation, and

inserts a standard peripheral interface between the two. This allows

construction of systems with different combinations of computation

engines in an effort to meet performance, power and size requirements

for specific applications.

• The architecture now supports two different modes of operation for

the array: matrix mode and general-purpose mode. In matrix mode

the MDML performs data management tasks in a completely autonomous

fashion, and is suitable for the predictable sequences of operations that

arise in matrix operations. In general-purpose mode, MDML compo-

nents are under user control and can be used to accelerate other, more

general algorithms.
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The resulting MDML system uses standard interfaces to attach memory

and processing resources. The advantage of this is to allow the use of off-

the-shelf components. Using off-the-shelf components reduces the effort

needed for design and debug tasks. Also, using an off-the-shelf processor

means that the application developer will have access to mature develop-

ment tools and may already have software written for the processor that

can be used as a starting point for parallelisation (see Appendix C).

Another unique feature of the MDML is the interconnect used to construct

high-performance meshes of MDML nodes. Each node contains both a

crossbar and a synchronisation manager that are able to operate either inde-

pendently or together. When the crossbar operates separately, it provides a

very low overhead best-effort communication link. However, when it oper-

ates in conjunction with the synchroniser and appropriate software proto-

cols, the communication link can guarantee successful delivery. Finally, the

synchroniser has been designed to give low setup and teardown overheads.

3.2 System environment

The Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML) is a general peripheral sub-

system used to construct Multi-Processor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) for

specific applications. It performs data management tasks for matrix-heavy

computation, leaving only processing tasks for attached CPUs. Configura-

tion of the MDML peripheral is via a set of memory-mapped I/O registers

on a node-by-node basis. Each node is responsible only for the configura-

tion of its local portion of the MDML. Thus, programming tools must ensure

that the entire MDML is configured in a consistent manner. Programming

tools and techniques are described in Appendix C.

The process of data management consists of an orderly set of steps. First,

memory indices are computed from which to fetch data. Once data has been

fetched it is then transported to where it will be processed. The computa-

tion then takes place, creating new data. Finally, another memory index is

computed and the new data is transported back to memory.
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Figure 3.2. System model of the Matrix Data Management Layer, showing con-
nections to surrounding components.

The MDML is responsible for the transport and indexing tasks above. It

also manages the memory interface and CPU, which are responsible for the

retrieval (and storage) of data and computation tasks respectively.

The CPU, memory and MDML blocks connect using standard interfaces.

The Wishbone System-on-Chip (SoC) bus (OpenCores 2010) was selected to

connect all components in the MDML (Fig. 3.2). A standard bus enables flex-

ibility in component selection, as there are a multitude of pre-tested memory

and computer cores available; each with different speed, power, feature-

richness and resource trade-offs. Unlike the earlier MatRISC architecture,

which was designed primarily as a matrix accelerator, data processing cores

in the MDML can be general purpose. This allows MDML systems to be

used as general-purpose computer systems, and also as matrix accelerators.

There are two distinct groups of components that attach to the MDML. The

first group are peripherals external to the array. These may include high-

bandwidth external memories, data sources and sinks, and other systems,

as shown in the top section of Fig. 3.2. The bottom section of the diagram de-

picts the second group of components – computation nodes attached to the

MDML. These each contain an off-the-shelf computational core to process

data and a memory to hold local data. Both the cores and memories connect
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to an arbitration mechanism under control of the MDML. Figure 3.2 shows

that the MDML cloud orchestrates data movement between (and within)

the external and internal component groups.

The memory subsystem attached to each node may be simple or complex. In

the case of a complex hierarchy with caching, memory requests will take a

variable amount of time to process depending on the state of the cache. This

makes it likely that memory requests made explicitly by the data processors

will cause loss of array synchronisation.

To reduce the disruptiveness of these ad-hoc memory requests, the MDML

seizes control of local memories when enabled. Explicit memory requests

made by the CPUs are queued and are only forwarded to memory when

allowed by the MDML. The MDML thus queues up as much matrix data as

possible before breaking array synchronisation to process ad-hoc memory

requests. This ensures more predictable timing behaviour of the MDML in

the presence of ad-hoc requests.

Figure 3.3 describes some of the internal detail of the data management

layer including connections between nodes. It is envisaged that the Wish-

bone buses of the nodes on the northern and western edges of the array

extend off-chip. This would allow external components such as memories

and I/O devices to be attached to the system, but is beyond the scope of

work reported in this thesis.

Nodes in a system based on the MDML concept are arranged on a rectangu-

lar grid and connected via a mesh network. The grid shares its shape with

the rectangular shape of most matrices. This leads to a regular and unbiased

partitioning of matrix data across the array as it is possible to map matrices

such that entire matrix rows and columns are assigned to the same row or

column of the mesh. Also, most matrix algorithms only use data from the lo-

cal column or row, making the mesh interconnect a good topological match

as data needs to move only vertically or horizontally through the array. Fi-

nally, due to the regular structure and limited number of connections per

node, using a mesh interconnect results in good integration density in the

final system.
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are controlled by the MDML they are absorbed into the MDML nodes here.

3.3 Dense matrix algorithms

Matrix algorithms frequently form the heart of signal processing and nu-

merical analysis applications. The particular class of algorithms considered

in this thesis are dense matrix-vector algorithms. They typically arise in

the solution of linear algebra problems. Other algorithmic classes include

sparse matrix/vector and systolic algorithms. Sparse matrix algorithms are

not considered in this thesis due to the irregular data storage formats used

(Shahnaz et al. 2005).

The class of dense matrix and vector algorithms finds practical application

in DSP systems, among others. For example, the Bell-Labs Layered Space-

Time (BLAST) channel equalization (Foschini 1996) and the Multiple Signal
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Classification (MuSiC) algorithm (Li and Pahlavan 2004) that is used to es-

timate time-difference of arrival both have matrix-based solutions.

Figure 3.4 shows a component-level model of a typical application. Appli-

cations are constructed using a layered approach employing a hierarchy of

library routines.

Application

Special
functions

Common composite
operations

Application level

Intermediate level

Low level
Primitive matrix

operations (BLAS)

Figure 3.4. Typical application structure.

At the lowest level of the application stack are primitive matrix operations,

such as those contained in the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) li-

brary (Blackford et al. 2002). BLAS implements three classes of operators

summarised in Table 3.1.

Class Memory Time Control Examples
Accesses Complexity Structure

Level 1 O(n) O(n) Single loop Norm, Inner product,
(vector-vector) Element-wise operations.

Level 2 O(n2) O(n2) Double loop Matrix-vector multiplication.
(matrix-vector)

Level 3 O(n2) O(n3) Triple loop Conformal multiplication
(matrix-matrix)

Table 3.1. Classification of algotihms in the BLAS library.

Beaumont-Smith (2001, Chapter 1) has previously studied which BLAS rou-

tines bottleneck sequential execution of matrix programs. Instrumented

versions of BLAS libraries were used to run a variety of benchmarks focused
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on dense matrix and vector operations. Approximately 85% of execution

time for these benchmarks was spent in one of the following six routines:

• General Matrix/Matrix Multiply (GEMM):

Cm×n = αAm×kBk×n + βCm×n

• Triangular Matrix/Matrix Multiply (TRMM), where either A or B may

be an upper or a lower triangular matrix:

B = αABm×n

• General Matrix/Vector Multiply (GEMV):

~y = αAm×n~x + β~y

• Triangular Solve with Multiple Right-hand sides (TRSM):

AXm×n = αBm×n

• Symmetric Matrix/Matrix Multiply (SYMM):

C = αAm×kBk×n + βCm×n

• General rank 1 update (GER), where x is an m-element and y is an

n-element vector:

A = α~x~yT + Am×n

The routines above are mostly Level 3 BLAS operations. Not only does a

sequential system spend the majority of its time executing these operations

but, due to the potential for data reuse, these are also the operations that can

be sped up by the largest amount in a concurrent system.

An examination of these algorithms shows that they have nested loops that

do not have data dependencies between iterations (Golub and Van Loan

1996). This leads to well-defined sequences of data movement between

sources and sinks. Section 4.3 describes these sequences in more detail.

At the intermediate level of the application stack (Fig. 3.4), the low-level

primitive operations are used to implement two categories of composite
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operation. The two categories are (1) common composite matrix opera-

tions and (2) special application-specific functions. Common matrix oper-

ations include matrix inversion, linear system solvers and eigendecompo-

sition, and are defined by the ScaLAPACK library (Blackford et al. 1996).

Application-specific intermediate functions include specialised matrix op-

erations and non-matrix operations needed for a given application.

Finally, user applications are built out of sequences of intermediate level

functions.

Re-examining the hierarchy of Fig. 3.4, we see that matrix-based applica-

tions are a series of loop nests executed one after the other. The extents of

a given loop may depend on the state of other levels in the nest. Further-

more, the loop model is useful for matrix applications because they have

deterministic, repetitive sequences of data access and use.

3.4 MDML structural decomposition

The MDML is a general processor peripheral that is based on the MatRISC

philosophy of treating matrices as basic data types. Thus it shares a similar

high-level architecture and inherits features from its design. However, be-

cause not all parts of an application may be in dense matrix or vector form,

given suitable software the MDML can perform other operations in paral-

lel. The MDML contains an interface to which arithmetic cores are attached.

These cores are chosen based on the arithmetic functions they implement

and properties such as power consumption or performance.

A node in an MDML array is composed of four subsystems arranged as

shown in Fig. 3.5. These subsystems are the node-level management, array-

level management, data processing and memory subsystems.

In Fig. 3.5, the memory subsystem is responsible for managing the local

data store. It has the role of arbitrating and scheduling access of memory

reads and writes. The node-level management subsystem performs all se-

quencing tasks in the node. It has the role of sequencing movement of data

between the memory, processing and array-level data transport subsystems.
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The array-level management subsystem manages communication and syn-

chronisation between nodes. Finally, the data processing subsystem per-

forms arithmetic operations on data.

The other two subsystems contain off-the-shelf components are attached

by standard buses. The node-level management subsystem is presented in

Chapter 4 and the array-level management subsystem is the topic of Chap-

ter 5. A discussion of the breadth of available components is outside of the

scope of this thesis.

Arithmetic functionality is separated from data management tasks using

queues placed between the data management and processing modules. This

division can cause loss of synchronisation between array elements, because

nodes may need to perform differing sequences of operations based on their

position in the array or the data they are processing. Thus, one of the roles

of the array management subsystem is to maintain synchronisation across

the array. Within the array-level management subsystem, the MDML also

contains a crossbar unit to communicate with other nodes. There is also an

address generator within the node-level management subsystem to produce

memory sequences for matrix access.

Memory subsystem

Array-level
management
subsystem

Node-level data management
subsystem

Data processing
subsystem

Figure 3.5. Major subsystems within a node.
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3.4.1 Node components

The data-path components of an MDML node can be divided into four cat-

egories:

1. Processing, which occurs in the data processing subsystem.

2. Storage, which occurs in the memory subsystem.

3. Sequencing, which occurs in the node-level management subsystem.

4. Movement, which occurs in the array-level management subsystem.

This section discusses each of the data-path components in turn.

Data processing subsystem

The MDML implements a generic interface to attach to off-the-shelf CPU

cores for data processing. For matrix applications the chosen Data Processor

(DP) should support multiply-accumulate or fused multiply-add operations

to ensure good performance on inner product computations.

To ensure high data bandwidth and low control latency, the MDML attaches

to four points within the data processor core. Connecting to these necessi-

tates small changes to be made to the core, but these do not impact on the

instruction set or software development tools. The attachment points are:

The memory interface, which allows the local MDML node to be config-

ured via the DP’s memory bus.

The pipeline freeze/stall mechanism, which stops the program counter from

updating until a hazard is resolved. This mechanism must be ex-

tended to stall on new data hazards introduced by the MDML. These

hazards involve using remotely stored data.

The exception system, which triggers execution of an exception handler

when an urgent event occurs. The MDML hooks into this control

mechanism so it can quickly notify the data processor if the MDML

state has become inconsistent.
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Figure 3.6. Flow of data through a data processing subsystem. Each subsystem
consists of a Data Processor (DP) connected to the MDML with queues.
Control and configuration interfaces are not shown.

The register file. This allows fast access to matrix data. The MDML by-

passes the memory interface and feeds matrix data directly into the

register file to improve bandwidth.

Further detail of how these attachment points are used is given in Chapter 4.

Most modern computer architectures have the above attachment points in-

cluding ARM (Furber 1996), MIPS (Sweetman 2007), Sun’s SPARC architec-

ture and OpenRISC (Lampret 2001).

Each node’s data processing subsystem is decoupled from the MDML by

queues at input and output (Fig. 3.6). The queues allow the state of the

Data Processor (DP) to differ from the rest of the MDML. The MDML may

queue data for the data processor in order to hide the latency of its memory

accesses.

Execution timing of modern processor cores depends on the complex in-

ternal state of their pipeline and the memory hierarchy. Thus, read queues

hold data that data processors may not be ready to receive from the MDML

(on left of Fig. 3.6). Read queues are filled by MDML components including

the address generator, local memory and mesh network.
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The jump queue is filled with jump target addresses by the MDML. The

purpose and behaviour of this queue are detailed in the next chapter.

When enabled, the MDML overrides a portion of the DP’s register file and

makes the head of all input and jump queues visible through these registers.

The remainder of the register file operates as normal. Common compilers,

including gcc, implement pragmas to allow reservation of these registers for

MDML use (see Appendix C).

The writeback queue allows results to flow into the MDML. The MDML

either writes them to local memory using internally-generated addresses, or

sends results to other nodes. When the MDML is active, data written to the

write-back register in Fig. 3.6 enters into the write-back queue. The DP can

still use its normal memory path (typically via load and store instructions)

to store data back into memory. It is free to do its own address calculation,

or the MDML can supply it with target addresses from an address generator.

Incorporating queues to the interface of the data processing subsystem makes

the following four operations possible:

1. Writing data generated by the DP back to memory using a structure

defined by the MDML.

2. Transmitting the results of computations to other nodes in the array

via the crossbar.

3. Remote DMA operations in which data is received from other nodes

and written directly to memory in a structured fashion.

4. Mixing data from the local memory with data received from remote

nodes and presenting them to the data processor for computation.

Data storage and retrieval subsystem

Shared storage doesn’t scale to large system sizes. Thus, a design philos-

ophy of the MDML is to decentralise data storage and keep data close to

where it is used. Each node has a dedicated memory bus that no other node

can access directly (Fig. 3.7a). Each bus attaches to the control registers of
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the local MDML node, and to a local memory as shown in the memory map

(Fig. 3.7b). The buses of nodes on the periphery of the MDML were shown

extending off-chip in Fig. 3.3 on page 38. These connect to external storage.

Using this approach, both the DP and the memory can communicate di-

rectly with other nodes, or transfer data between themselves. Remotely

stored data is accessed with the cooperation of the remote node.

Arbitrated WISHBONE Bus

Cache

DP

MDML

To other nodes

Local
memory

External
memory

(a)Node-level memory bus, showing internal
and optional external memories.

MDML
configuration

Local
memory

External
memory

(b)Memory
map.

Figure 3.7. Overview of node-level memory design.

Giving each node a local memory reduces access latency. There is also less

contention for memory access. Having memory local to each node also gives

higher peak bandwidth as there are O(n2) dedicated memories operating

simultaneously. This can ensures that the data processors are not starved of

data during element-wise operations. Finally, the bandwidth supplied by

each memory does not need to increase when the MDML grows in size.

Memory transactions are initiated by both the DP and the MDML. MDML

transactions are driven by a sequencer and are DMA-like.

Each node maintains the ability to service ad-hoc requests to local memory

initiated by the DP. However, they gain the ability to move matrix struc-

tures between the memory and local DP without DP intervention. There is

also a path that provides direct access between the memory and the network

that bypasses the DP. This path allows DMA operations and automated

block transfers between nodes.

Requests made by the DP and MDML compete for memory access. A bus

arbiter chooses the order in which to process these requests. As MDML
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synchonisation is expensive, maintaining it is a high priority. Timing differ-

ences between MDML nodes will break synchronisation, so the arbitrator

gives priority to MDML requests over DP requests. Memory requests are

queued within the arbitrator to ensure they are not lost. The arbitrator also

stalls the local DP or the MDML if the opposing queue fills.

A mechanism is also needed to transport data between local memories and

off-chip stores. Memory access via the MDML is not cached as the lo-

cal memories are implemented using Static RAM (SRAM), and so are fast.

MDML access to off-chip memories is also not cached as their fixed predic-

tion policies are ill-suited to matrix access with large strides.

Instead, nodes on the periphery of the array run software to pre-fetch and

transfer data between the local, on-chip memory and large, off-chip storage

(Vanderwiel and Lilja 2000). Software mechanisms can make more accu-

rate predictions for application-specific workloads than cache policies. See

Appendix C for more detail.

Array level subsystem

The array level management subsystem (shown in Fig. 3.5) is responsible for

data movement and transport between nodes. Data movement is central in

a multiprocessor system, as without it processing units are unable to col-

laborate. Data moves between nodes using a mesh network in the MDML.

Each node has a crossbar switch to quickly route operands around the array.

The crossbar sends data in any of four directions (north, south, east, west)

onto the mesh, which may be configured for point-to-point or bussed opera-

tion. Point-to-point communication permits the MDML to perform systolic

algorithms. Bussed data movement allows broadcasting to multiple nodes,

which is more efficient for some classes of algorithm. The routing config-

uration of the crossbar is capable of changing at every MDML clock cycle

if required by the application. The configuration for the crossbar updates

automatically in a deterministic sequence under the control of the MDML.

The crossbar mechanism in the MDML operates without handshaking or

packet assembly overhead. No protocol is enforced to ensure guaranteed
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delivery of data. The network is unbuffered, so messages are transient and

arrive at their destination in the order that they were sent. This is adequate

for data transfer in a synchronised array. If unsynchronised, contention

could arise if multiple nodes attempt to write to the crossbar at the same

time, or if a node attempts to read from the crossbar when no data is present.

Low-impact safeguards to detect contention are integrated into the crossbar

unit that alert the MDML when an inconsistent state arises.

Node level management subsystem

Loop nests are central to matrix algorithms. Within each node they deter-

mine the sequencing of both instructions and data. The MDML contains se-

quencers within the node level management subsystem (shown in Fig. 3.5).

Thus the data processors are freed for arithmetic operations.

In the MDML, a Loop Control Unit (LCU) controls looping. This LCU is

a multi-way branch target predictor for loop nests that have either constant

coefficients or linearly dependent coefficients. Internally, the LCU maintains

a set of nested counters and uses their state to determine the current level

in the loop nest. Chapter 4 gives details of the Loop Control Unit (LCU)

behaviour.

The level indicator produced by the LCU controls many other units in the

MDML node. The Jump Control Unit (JCU) and address generator both rely

on the current loop level to sequence the instructions that the DP executes

and the data it processes respectively.

The MDML uses an address sequencer to automate data transfers to and

from memory (see Chapter 4 for more detail). It acts in a similar manner

to a DMA engine for matrix data as once configured, it operates without

processor intervention. It generates repeated patterns suitable for access-

ing block matrices, prime-factor mapped matrices and triangular matrices.

Thus, it is useful in implementing a wide range of signal transformations,

such as the discrete Fourier transform or convolution, and signal synthesis

or recovery tasks, such as radio channel estimation.
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The data processors attached to the MDML execute short snippets of opera-

tions as directed by their local JCU. The data that a program snippet needs

are related to the current loop nest and the current level within that nest. In

addition to matrix parameters, the address sequencer uses these as inputs

to compute addresses within matrix structures.

3.4.2 System-wide synchronisation

Within the MDML, synchronisation is integral to guaranteeing the success-

ful communication of data. However, processor modules used for data

processing retain their original control mechanism and can operate inde-

pendently from the rest of the array. Re-establishing lock-step synchroni-

sation before each use of the network unnecessarily increases communica-

tion overheads. Instead, synchronisation handshakes triggered in software

ensure nodes are ready to communicate only when synchronisation may

have been lost. Hence message delivery is guaranteed with much lower

overhead. These handshakes are triggered by the synchronisation unit and

travel via a dedicated interface.

The synchroniser, described in Chapter 5, performs initial synchronisation

using a small set of point-to-point messages for flow control handshaking. It

also monitors the status of the array and reports problems if synchronisation

is lost. Reporting loss, and the subsequent re-establishment, of synchroni-

sation is done using a small collection of globally communicated messages.

3.4.3 System modes

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the data management layer supports two operat-

ing modes to expose the flexibility of the general-purpose DP core.

Previous MatRISC architectures focused on performing dense matrix op-

erations only, and so were limited to floating point multiplication and ad-

dition operations. The MDML is designed to attach to general processors

that support a much wider range of operations and can perform a wider

range of functions. General mode allows an MDML system to operate as a
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highly integrated compute cluster. In general-purpose mode, units within

the MDML including the communication mechanisms and sequencers re-

main active. However, they are controlled by individual CPU cores and the

MDML’s control mechanisms are disabled In this mode the system operates

as a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) machine.

Matrix mode allows very high performance for dense matrix algorithms,

which are typified by predictable operation sequences. In this mode the

MDML operates as an autonomous array-level DMA system to move data

between processor cores. The array behaves as a Single Instruction Mul-

tiple Data (SIMD) architecture at the array level, as the same operations

are performed on each matrix element. In this mode, the MDML’s control

mechanisms automatically select array-level communication configurations

without intervention from the CPU core. They also provide matching pro-

gram addresses for instruction sequences carried out by the CPU core.

3.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML), a

multiprocessor peripheral for accelerating a range of matrix operations. Im-

portant drivers and objectives for the design were discussed, and a solution

presented that met these goals.

The MDML is an extension of the special-purpose MatRISC architecture and

shares the ability to use matrices as a basic data-type. Like the MatRISC, it

is a mesh-based parallel architecture, which results in good performance

on matrix operations. However, it uses layered hardware to bring good

functional separation, and has been designed to accelerate not just matrix

operations, but other operations as well. It does not need a separate host

processor to perform non-matrix operations.

The next chapter describes the sequencing features of the MDML in more

detail. These features manage all aspects of data management internal to

MDML nodes including: loop management, streaming data structures to

and from local memory, and selecting sequences of elemental operations to

perform on data streams.
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Data movement within
an MDML node

T
HIS chapter presents the design and implementation

of a MDML system containing a single processing

node. Data management tasks identified in the previ-

ous chapter are performed by a sequencer and associated con-

trol mechanism. The requirements for this sequencer were de-

termined by observing activities common to dense matrix algo-

rithms. It has a number of unique design features that enable it

to autonomously stream data required for complex matrix algo-

rithms.

A high-bandwidth interface to connect the MDML to an on-chip

data processor is also presented.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design and implementation of a Matrix Data Man-

agement Layer (MDML) system containing only a single processing node.

This constitutes a canonically simple implementation of the MDML whose

data management requirements are a subset of those for multiprocessor im-

plementations. They include only the storage and indexing of instructions

and data.

Data and the instructions that operate on data are linked in matrix algo-

rithms. The MDML exploits this link to index them simultaneously, by

fetching a set of data and selecting a set of instructions to transform that

data. The deterministic nature of matrix processing means that this process

follows a predictable sequence.

Hardware in the MDML enhances the performance of deterministic matrix

algorithms. Common overhead tasks are offloaded to a peripheral copro-

cessor within the node to improve the availability of the data processor for

processing data.

This chapter begins with a discussion of related work on the accelerated

selection of data and instruction sequences for loop nests. Identified be-

haviours and common characteristics of loop-based matrix algorithms are

then used to develop an execution model. The design and capabilities of the

MDML sequencer are discussed, as well as the supporting control mecha-

nism and method of communicating with the local CPU.

A contribution of this chapter is the observation that counting is central to

the addressing of both data and instructions in matrix algorithms. Further-

more, the instruction fetch unit of a processor can be viewed as a specialised

address sequencer, because it generates a stream of instruction addresses to

fetch and execute. These observations are used to develop a fast execution

strategy for matrix algorithms.

An extension of matrix address sequencers is presented in this chapter. This

extension enables generation of some patterns that are not regular in the first

degree. The sequencer supports number theoretic mapping based on alter-

nate integer representation to accelerate prime-factor mapped algorithms.
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The behaviour of two- and multi- dimensional triangular structures is also

examined and access to these structures is automated. This improves per-

formance for kernels such as LU decomposition, which factors a matrix into

the product of a lower triangular and upper triangular matrix. As we’ll see

in Chapter 6 the performance of operations that rely on LU decomposition,

like the solution is linear equations, is also enhanced.

4.2 Related previous work

The MDML implements techniques that enhance performance of matrix al-

gorithms when executing on a single processing node. Each node has a

hardware accelerator that combines instruction selection and data indexing.

This mechanism leverages behavioural properties of matrix algorithms.

One common trait is the nesting of indexed loop control structures in matrix

algorithms. This trait arises as the algorithms visit matrix elements in a

defined order. It is exploited by hardware branch predictors.

Another trait is the sequence of data access arising from matrix traversals.

Typically, matrices are accessed a row or column at a time. Data access

patterns are exploited by sequencing data access.

Techniques that exploit the above traits will now be examined.

Branch prediction and loop automation

Indexed loops contain four distinct sections of code. These are shown in

Fig. 4.1. The loop termination test section determines whether the induction

variable has reached its terminal value. If it has, the test fails and the loop

exits. If it hasn’t, the test passes and another iteration executes. This is

carried out with a conditional branch.

The processor pipeline may need to stall while the loop termination condi-

tion is evaluated. Alternatively, the processor may assume a given branch

outcome and flush the pipeline if this assumption turns out to be wrong.
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for i = p : q : r do
f (·)

end for

(a)An indexed loop. Induction variable i begins with
value p and increments by step q until it reaches
terminal value r.

Initialise Test Body Update

True

False

i := p i ≤ r? f (·) i+ = q

(b)Loop structure

Figure 4.1. Form of an indexed loop structure. (a) shows the format of indexed
loops used in this work. A Matlab-like style is used. (b) shows four distinct
code fragments that result from the loop in (a). This example assumes
p < r and q > 0 without loss of generality.

Accurate prediction of conditional branch outcomes improves pipeline util-

isation. Branch predictors decide whether a conditional branch is likely to

be taken, but the destination address remains unknown until the instruction

is fetched and decoded (Smith 1981). Branch target predictors also maintain

a set of possible target locations to determine the likely target of the branch.

Branch and branch target predictors may predict branch outcomes either

statically or dynamically. The dynamic approach uses runtime monitor-

ing and learning. Examples of dynamic branch predictors are covered in

(Lin et al. 2005), (Karlin et al. 2005) and (Milenkovic et al. 2002).

Static branch predictors deterministically select branch outcomes based on a

set of rules (Talla et al. 2003), (Raghavan et al. 2006), (Moon and Carson 1995).

If an application is completely deterministic then static prediction works

well, but with lower hardware requirements than dynamic techniques (Ball

and Larus 1993).
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Multi-way conditional branches are present in perfect loop nests. In the

next section, it will be shown that imperfect loop nests can also be struc-

tured to use multi-way branches with a small amount of code duplication.

Some predictors can calculate the outcome of multi-way branches (Moon

and Carson 1995), further reducing the effort to navigate a loop nest.

Another optimisation for indexed loop structures transfers execution of the

header, update and test nodes into hardware. Zero-overhead loop engines

(Kavvadias and Nikolaidis 2006) accelerate the execution of deterministic

loops in this manner, and so find utility in matrix applications. They are

formed when branch target predictors are combined with automated index

management mechanisms. Once configured, these engines incur no execu-

tion overhead to predict the sequence of jumps performed during execution

of a loop nest. Talla et al. (2003), Dou and Lu (2003), and Raghavan et al.

(2006) also demonstrate the benefits of zero-overhead controllers.

The MediaBreeze architecture (Talla et al. 2003) has a dedicated counter-

based loop controller for improving the execution efficiency of perfect loop

nests. The approach taken by Raghavan et al. (2006) improves flexibility as

it supports both regular and irregular loop limits. Regular loop limits re-

main constant throughout execution whereas irregular loop limits vary in a

predictable fashion.

The zero overhead loop controller developed by Kavvadias and Nikolaidis

(2006) is highly flexible as it predicts branch targets for imperfect loop nests

with variable loop limits. However, because this controller only updates

one induction variable each time it is triggered it is incompatible with stride-

based data sequencers.

All of these architectures focus solely on reducing the overhead of executing

conditional branches, some restricted to indexed loops. None of them incor-

porate data access mechanisms as these are typically much more application

specific.
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Sequencing data access

Hardware sequencers can automate and accelerate access to structured data

(Panda et al. 2001). Pleszkun and Davidson (1983) were among the first

to realise that address calculations could limit the processing performance

of computer systems. Their Structured Memory Access architecture was

developed in response. This architecture contained a dedicated processor to

calculate memory addresses. It reduced access latency for some workloads.

The structure of hardware-based address accelerators depends heavily on

both the structure of the data and the sequence with which the algorithm

accesses the data. For example, addresses are computed using:

• alternate integer representations (Wong et al. 1990, Chau et al. 2001) in

applications using prime-factor divide and conquer techniques, such

as discrete Fourier and Cosine transforms.

• stride-based schemes (Grant and Denyer 1991, Vistnes and Søråsen

2005) in applications that access dense matrix and vector data.

The remainder of this review will focus on stride-based systems.

Vistnes and Søråsen’s stream generator (Vistnes and Søråsen 2005) creates

regular, periodic patterns of addresses independently of the main proces-

sor, with minimal set-up overhead. Using these patterns, their generator

could access array structures with up to three dimensions, including block

matrices. Rectangular matrices could be accessed in both row-major and

column-major order.

The generic address generator (Herz et al. 2002) was developed for access

patterns that arise in image processing applications. As such, it can only

access two-dimensional matrix structures. However, it is able to produce

very complex arrangements including, as simple cases, sequences to access

triangular-shaped segments.

The MatRISC architecture (Marwood 1995) performs addressing for both

matrix operands and linear transform algorithms. The mapping that this
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generator uses produces regular sequences that are suited to accessing par-

titioned block matrices. It also constructs sequences for algorithms that use

prime-factor mappings.

The above address generators have been developed to primarily reduce the

effort of computing addresses and so lower the utilization of the processor.

These architectures place the address generator near to the processor. In

contrast, the parallel vector architecture (Mathew et al. 2000), Impulse mem-

ory controller (Zhang et al. 2001) and the quality aware memory controller

(Lee et al. 2005) are designed to reduce bus traffic and improve cache utilisa-

tion. They perform strided and scatter-gather address calculations near the

memory and only transfer the resulting data.

Reducing processor utilization is more important in embedded systems of

limited computational capacity, while improving bus efficiency is more im-

portant in high-performance systems that have a large processor-to-mem-

ory performance gap. This discrepancy in processor and memory speed is

often referred to as the memory wall (Machanick 2002, McKee 2004).

Many architectures designed for image, multimedia, or stream processing

contain an address generator in their memory subsystems. These include:

the MediaBreeze architecture (Talla et al. 2003), the quality aware memory

controller (Lee et al. 2005), the Impulse memory controller (Zhang et al. 2001)

and parallel vector access memory system (Mathew et al. 2000), the HiPAR

DSP (Kneip et al. 1995) and the complex streamed instruction architecture

(Cheresiz et al. 2003). They all support regular stride-based access patterns

for access to array structures with a fixed number of elements per line.

Given a flexible processor, software can augment address calculation capa-

bilities when the particular access sequence is not supported by hardware.

Such cases arise, for example, when commodity processors are used to cre-

ate parallel clusters. In this case, strided access of block-cyclic array struc-

tures is often needed. A fast software algorithm using basis vectors to com-

pute strided access sequences on parallel distributed memories was devel-

oped by Thirumalai and Ramanujam (1996). The basis vectors are computed
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during compilation to minimise run-time calculation. (Shih et al. 2000) uses

a table-based approach indexed with affine subscripts.

Although software fallbacks are often possible, for performance reasons it is

still desirable to support a wide range of patterns in hardware. The Impulse

memory controller (Zhang et al. 2001) supports scatter-gather operations in

addition to fixed stride-based sequences. As mentioned earlier, the Ma-

tRISC matrix computer architecture (Marwood 1995) develops sequences

both for prime-factor based algorithms as well as simple matrix and vec-

tor accesses. Matrix accesses were limited to structures with fixed numbers

of elements per line. Marwood’s sequencer (Marwood 1995) is sufficient

for operations on dense blocked matrices. Extending it to handle dense tri-

angular and banded matrices should improve the efficiency of many other

common algorithms, such as LU decomposition.

Remarks and observations

Accessing data sequences and executing loop nests are both common in ma-

trix algorithms. Previous work focused on offloading either the generation

of data sequences or the control flow for loop structures. Both improve pro-

cessor availability, and both have some overlap in matrix algorithms.

The MDML address sequencer is unique in concept as it combines data se-

quencing and instruction selection for deterministic loop-based algorithms.

This combination reduces overheads further than other address sequencers.

Combining data sequencing and instruction selection does not preclude ex-

tending the stride-based MDML address sequencer to access variable num-

bers of matrix elements per line. This requirement occurs in, but is not

limited to, algorithms dealing with triangular and banded matrices. Thus,

incorporating such a feature into the address sequencer helps to further re-

duce overhead in a wider range of common matrix algorithms.

The remainder of this chapter presents the subset of the data management

peripheral’s components that operates purely at the local level. At this level,

the data management unit is responsible for loop traversal, code sequence

selection and data indexing only.
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4.3 Common activities in matrix algorithms

All elements in a dense matrix or vector structure are subject to the same op-

erations. This causes loop based control behaviours to emerge in matrix al-

gorithms to perform the same operations on each data element. Many com-

mon operations have loop-based forms, including conformal matrix multi-

plication and various matrix factorisations.

The operations performed by a matrix implementation may occur at any

location within a loop nest. This class of nest is called an imperfect nest

(Banerjee 1993), in contrast to perfect nests where operations only occur at

the innermost scope level. In this thesis, the near-perfect nest is defined to

be a subset of imperfect nests where the majority of code fragment sites are

empty.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a dense matrix-matrix multiplication kernel. It has the

same features as other dense matrix kernels. In this figure:

• Let k = 1, . . . , L, where L is the depth of nesting in the algorithm.

• A, B and C represent matrix structures.

• The set ik contains loop and matrix index variables, each of which take

a sequence of integer values 1, 2, . . . , ek.

• Program fragments are represented as fk(·). Each fragment is com-

prised of zero or more executable statements that operate on matrix

data. In Fig. 4.2 two fragments contain statements. Fragment f2(·)

sets element C(i1, i2) of the result matrix to zero and fragment f3(·)

performs accumulation of element-wise products.

• The function set ek contains integer valued linear functions that give

the upper bound of corresponding loop indices ik. The functions ek

are constant when accessing rectangular matrices. Linear functions

are recomputed each time the corresponding loop is initiated.

In this work, the ek(·) elements are allowed to be linear functions. This

is a useful capability for algorithms that operate on triangular and other

irregular matrix subspaces.
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for (i1 = 1; i1 < e1(); i1++) {

for (i2 = 1; i2 < e2(i1); i2++) {

for (i3 = 1; i3 < e3(i1,i2); i3++) {

f1(i1) ::= ø (empty)

f2(i1,i2) ::= C(i1,i2) = 0;

f3(i1,i2,i3) ::= C(i1,i2) += A(i1,i3).B(i3,i2);

}

}

}

f4(i1,i2) ::= ø

f5(i1) ::= ø

f6() ::= ø

address generation 

and data access

index 

counting

range 

calculation

conditional branching

Figure 4.2. Kernel routine for dense matrix-matrix multiplication.

The following six tasks are present in Fig. 4.2:

Task 1 Loop index counting, which maintains and updates the index vari-

ables ik. This task regulates the execution flow of the matrix kernel.

Task 2 Range calculation, which adjusts the upper bound of each loop in-

dex on every loop entry. This task updates the range of valid index

locations for each matrix row or column, if needed.

Task 3 Address generation, which creates memory address sequences cor-

responding to the matrix elements accessed as the loop index vari-

ables change.

Task 4 Data access, which fetches and stores data in the computed memory

address locations.

Task 5 Data processing, which performs operations on the fetched data.

Task 6 Branch management, which selects the code sequence to run based

on the current loop position.

Although many common matrix kernels have perfect or near-perfect loop

structures, the MDML is designed to handle the more general imperfect

structural form. Its architecture balances the performance of both perfect

and imperfect loop nests.
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The goal of the MDML is to improve performance of these nests by increas-

ing the rate of computation, R, as described by the following relationship:

R =
operations on data

total execution time

Of the six tasks above, only the fifth operates directly on data. Thus, it is the

only task that contributes toward algorithm performance. The remaining

five tasks are overhead tasks that control program flow and manage data

streams, both of which are deterministic for a wide range of matrix algo-

rithms.

The number of data operations carried out in the execution of a loop nest

is proportional to the number of instructions that operate on data within a

program. Similarly, the total execution time is related to the total number of

instructions in the program. Thus,

R =
instruction count of data processing task

instruction count of all tasks
· IPC · fclk

Performing the overhead tasks in a separate accelerator reduces the total

instruction count of the CPU, and so improves performance. The number

of instructions executed per clock (IPC) and the clock frequency, fclk, of the

CPU remains unchanged.

Table 4.1 categorises matrix kernel instructions when implemented on an

unassisted OpenRISC processor. The kernels studied include an LU factor-

ization routine and two BLAS functions: General Matrix/Matrix Multiply

(GEMM) and Triangular Matrix/Matrix Multiply (TRMM) (Blackford et al.

2002).

The summaries in Table 4.1 were obtained by disassembling libraries cre-

ated using or32-uclinux-gcc 3.4.4 with the -O3 optimisation option for Open-

RISC. An order of magnitude more instructions are needed for the five over-

head tasks than data processing. Moving these tasks to dedicated hardware

will improve execution times significantly. The matrix accelerator performs

these tasks without intervention for a wide range of matrix kernels.
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Operation GEMM/TRMM LU factorisation

Loop index counting 7 10
Address generation 12 23

Data access 3 12
Data processing 3 5

Branch management 12 15

TOTAL 35 65

Table 4.1. Instruction breakdown of common matrix kernels by task. In this table
the loop index counting task includes range adjustment when needed.

We now look at tasks 1, 2, 3 and 6 (from page 60) in more detail. The MDML

implements a sequencer to offload these tasks from the CPU

4.3.1 Loop index counting

The loop index counting task (task 1 on page 60) manages and updates the

set of loop index values n1, . . . , nL, where L is the depth of the loop nest.

During execution of a loop nest, index i takes on consecutive integer values

in the range [1, ei], where ei is the maximum extent of the ith loop index (and

a linear function of indices 1 to i − 1). The sequence of loop index values

mirrors the execution progress of the program. Thus, loop index values

are used by the MDML to control program flow, and to determine what

memory locations the current iteration shall access.

Offloading the loop index counting task into fixed-function hardware re-

duces the load on the main CPU.

Representing loops in canonical form reduces the number of parameters re-

quired to specify loops and simplifies hardware implementation. When in

canonical form, the index step value is -1 and the terminating index value

is +1. Any loop nest with independent index variables may be transformed

into canonical form. The transformation process requires that any opera-

tions which depend on the induction variables change to compensate for

the change in index range. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Dependent loop nests may be transformed to canonical form, and thus ac-

celerated by the MDML, provided that the step value (q) exactly divides

the loop range (r − p + 1) for all values of starting (p) and terminating (r)

indices.

for i = p : q : r do
mem[i]

end for

rebase
−−−→

loop

for i′ = p′ : −1 : +1 do
mem[r + q · (i′ − 1)]

end for

Figure 4.3. Illustration of loop rebasing. Rebasing is the process of normalising loop
parameters such that q → −1 and r → +1. The algorithm on the left
is a loop with arbitrary start (p) and end (r) values. For simplicity it is
assumed to have a step (q) of either +1 or -1. The algorithm on the right
is the equivalent rebased loop with start p′ = 1 + q · (p − r).

Consider a program with L nested loops in canonical form, such as Fig. 4.2:

• Let the number of iterations of the ith loop be ei for all integer i ∈ [1, L].

All ei are greater than zero.

• The program will execute a fixed number of steps, t:

t =
e1−1

∑
n1=0

e2−1

∑
n2=0

. . .
eL−1−1

∑
nL−1=0

eL−1

∑
nL=0

1

=
L

∏
j=1

ej, for constant e1, . . . , eL.

• Denoting the floor function and arithmetic modulo Q as ⌊·⌋ and 〈·〉Q

respectively, at step t the value of the ith loop index, ni is:

ni =







〈t〉ei
, i = 1

〈⌊

t

∏
i−1
j=1 ej

⌋〉

ei

, otherwise

• Assuming constant extents (e1, . . . , eL), the step t can thus be written

as the weighted sum of the indices ni:

t = n1 + n2e1 + n3e1e2 + . . .

= n1 +
L

∑
i=2

(

ni

i−1

∏
j=1

ej

)

where ni ∈ Z : 0 ≤ ni ≤ ei.
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In this form, the set (n1, . . . , nL) are the digits of t in a mixed-radix number

system with configurable weights. Thus, as will be seen in Sec. 4.4.2, the

loop management unit is implemented as a counter that operates in this

mixed-radix number system.

In isolation, this regime traverses nested loop structures with constant ex-

tents, e (·). The range management task (task 2 on page 60) modifies the pa-

rameters of the loop index tracing task.This enables traversal of nests where

the extents are a function of other index values.

4.3.2 Code sequence selection

Code sequence selection uses information about the current index set, nk, to

select sequences of code fragments, F (·), to execute within a node. MDML

nodes use a set of nested counters in hardware to update all loop indices in

a single clock cycle.

Changes in the innermost loop index correspond to execution of the code

fragment at the deepest scope level. Similarly, changes in other loop indices

must be accompanied by execution of the code fragments at other levels.

Thus each update of the nested counters is an iteration finishing at the deep-

est scope level and is associated with a chain of one or more code fragments.

All non-terminal chains must end with the innermost fragment Fn(·). None

of the chains are ever empty because dense matrices have at least one non-

trivial element in each row and column.

For performance reasons, advancing to the next instruction should occur as

quickly as possible even if an empty code fragment is encountered. The

method above avoids the performance problems and control complexity

that other approaches exhibit with near-perfect nests.

The granularity with which execution proceeds in this approach is per-

iteration. Thus the MDML only needs to make one code sequence selection

per iteration. Because the innermost loop executes at least once in dense

matrix algorithms, being restricted to a single code sequence per iteration

will not reduce the applicability of the MDML in practice.
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Making the assumption that index sets are non-empty is thus an acceptable

trade-off as it assists the implementation without causing significant loss of

flexibility.

During the life-time of a loop nest a deterministic sequence of code frag-

ments executes. At the fragment level, the sequence from executing the

three nested loops in Fig. 4.2 is described by the grammar:

Loop ::= { F1(·) { F2(·) { F3(·) }+ F4(·) }+ F5(·) }+ F6(·)

In this grammar, ’+’ denotes 1 or more repetition of the preceeding fragment

or group of fragments. Fragment groups are formed with curly braces.

In general, the repeating sub-sequences that arise in a loop of depth n can

be factored into n + 2 macros by cutting the sequence after each execution

of Fn. These correspond to the starting and ending cases, and cases corre-

sponding to each possible loop level value. The above 3-level loop can be

factored using the following five instruction macros:

Start ::= F1(·) F2(·) F3(·)

Lev3 ::= F3(·)

Lev2 ::= F4(·) F2(·) F3(·)

Lev1 ::= F4(·) F5(·) F1(·) F2(·) F3(·)

Exit ::= F4(·) F5(·) F6(·)

Using these macros, the loop nest can be rewritten as:

Loop ::= Start {{{ Lev3 }+ Lev2 }+ Lev1 }+ Exit

The various macros share common code. Some commonality can be grouped

and the macros merged into a single structure to more efficiently use the in-

struction memory within each node. Code fragments can be merged the so

that the performance of the two deepest loops (which also execute most of-

ten) is unaltered after merging. This is shown Fig. 4.4. In this figure, dotted

boxes denote code fragments that appear contiguously in memory.
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2(·)1(·) (·)

START

5(·)

6(·)

4(·)

5(·)

4(·) 4(·)

LEV_1 LEV_2 LEV_3 EXIT

LOOP FINISH

Figure 4.4. Execution chains merged into a single structure. The F1(·) entry
point is only used on beginning the nest; the MDML explicitly jumps to
this location after loop configuration is complete. The jump control unit
specifies only what happens after the exit point at F3(·) is reached. It
chooses between any of the entry points at the top of the Figure. Fragment
F6(·) is only executed on exit from the loop nest. At this point the matrix
sequencer turns off and control flow duties return to the data processor.

4.3.3 Data indexing

The data indexing task (task 3) uses information about the loop index set

(i.e. the current program position) from task 1 to compute the location of

matrix and vector elements in memory. The control flow of many dense

matrix algorithms is free from data dependencies, resulting in deterministic

data access sequences. The MDML is designed for this case.

Matrices are composed of elements. The elements are arranged into lines of

equal length, and the lines are arranged into planes of equal size. The ab-

solute location of a matrix element is fully-specified by its relative element,

line, plane and hyper-plane co-ordinates.

In the following discussion, dense unpacked matrix structures are assumed.

The MDML can also deal with packed structures in which contiguous clus-

ters of elements that do not effect the result of a calculation are not stored.

These will not be covered here.

Matrices are stored in memory in linearised form, and a mapping function

must be defined to convert between matrix co-ordinates and corresponding
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memory addresses. The elements of an L-dimensional matrix with dimen-

sions Nk (k = 1, 2, . . . , L) are stored with address offsets in the range:

[

0,

(
L

∏
k=1

Nk

)

− 1

]

.

The element at coordinate (n1, n2, . . . , nL), where each nk ∈ [0, Nk − 1], has

an offset from the start of a matrix structure given by the mapping function:

offset (n1, n2, . . . , nL) =
L

∑
k=1

nksk (4.1)

where sk are matrix strides. These strides give the number of memory lo-

cations between successive matrix elements in each dimension. Various or-

derings, such as row- and column-major orderings, result in different stride

values.

Data indexing in the MDML uses the alternate integer representation (Elliott

and Orton 1979) as it can produce a wider range of patterns than (4.1) for a

small additional hardware cost:

offset (n1, n2, . . . , nL) =

〈
L

∑
k=1

nksk

〉

Q

(4.2)

where Q is the divisor of a modular sum and is a positive integer.

As the offset never exceeds ∏
L
k=1 Nk, selecting Q = ∏

L
k=1 Nk, makes equa-

tions (4.1) and (4.2) equivalent. However, using the alternate integer repre-

sentation with smaller values of Q allows prime-factor mapped traversals

in addition to common row-wise and column-wise accesses.

The discussion so far has assumed that the starting location of the matrix

structure coincides with the first location in memory. In general this will

not be the case. To account for this, a base adjustment, B, is applied to the

computed offset to produce a physical address:

addr (n1, n2, . . . , nL) = B +

〈
L

∑
k=1

nksk

〉

Q

(4.3)
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The MDML must produce a sequence of addresses over the lifetime of a

matrix algorithm.

4.3.4 Range updating

To reduce computation time, computations using additive and multiplica-

tive identity values can be skipped as they have no effect on the outcome

of a computation. Some matrix forms, such as triangular matrices, contain

large regions of these values by definition. To avoid traversing these loca-

tions, linear extent functions are introduced into the loop nest. That is, loop

extents now depend on index variables.

A loop nest has a buried dependency at level l if the start value at l is not

a function of the top-most index variable. In contrast to the top-level vari-

able, which only changes due to iteration, the index variables of other loops

change upon both iteration and loop restart.

Dependencies may be linked to form chains, such that a series of start values

and index variables depend on each other in turn. The length of this chain

is defined to be the number of index variables in the series. Dependence

chains can be buried, in which case a more complex sequence of changes

results.

The range updating task (task 2) increases the flexibility of the MDML by

adjusting the upper bound of loop indices on each iteration. This enables

fully-automated access to common irregular structures by using linear in-

dex extent functions. It gives more flexibility than previous approaches. An

event-triggered difference engine updates loop ranges when the index vari-

ables contributing to the range functions, ek, change. The loop-level value

from the loop engine provides the trigger for events.

Events are defined in a table. Each row has trigger, destination and correc-

tion fields:

• Events are triggered by loop-level values. A loop-level of i indicates

that the ith loop index has reached the terminating value ei.
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• A triggered event modifies either the loop extent registers, ek, or other

correction fields in the event table. This self-modifying capability al-

lows specification of complex patterns to traverse pyramidal struc-

tures.

• Events cause a correction value to be added to the destination loop

extent register, ei.

As a simple example, consider the following loop nest:

for i1 = N1 : −1 : 1 do
for i2 = N2 : −1 : 1 do

for i3 = i2 : −1 : 1 do
F3(·)

end for
end for

end for

On the first execution, i3 will count from N2 to 1 (a range of N2 − 1). The

range of i3 decreases by 1 on each subsequent execution unless i2 reaches its

terminal value. Thus, when i2 reaches its terminal value of 1, the range of i3

has reduced to 1. On the next iteration, i2 is reset to N2 and the range of i3

increases by N2 − 1.

The above sequence of changes can be produced by applying the following

events to an initial value e3 = N2 set by the programmer:

Event ID Trigger Target Offset

ELoop1 i3 = 1 e3 −1
ELoop2 i2 = 1 e3 N2 − 1

To continue the example, consider that code fragment F3(·) accesses matrix

element C(i2, i3) on each iteration. In other words, it accesses the triangular

subspace shown in Fig. 4.5.

As will be discussed in Sec. 4.4.2, the MDML performs the data indexing

task using a difference engine. In this engine, address offsets are computed

from the modular sum of previous offsets and an address displacement.
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i2

i3

···

···

Figure 4.5. Nontrivial elements of lower triangular matrix C. Elements marked
with X have non-trivial values. They are grouped in boxes; elements in each
box are accessed left-to-right before those in adjacent boxes are accessed.

The displacement, ∆(t), is selected from a set of L values using the loop-

level value from the loop control sequencer. The displacement set, ∆k, is

precomputed from the stride set and loaded into the parameter store. The

range updating tasks modifies the contents of the parameter store.

To maintain a consistent set of parameters, the address displacements, ∆k

change in sympathy with index ranges to keep matrix parameters consis-

tent. Thus, they change whenever a loop range is changed. This is required

to keep the width of each matrix row and column constant. The loop range

defines how many elements are accessed along a row of column. Similarly,

the address displacement value defines how many elements are skipped

over to move between adjacent rows or columns. Thus, if one value changes

the other must change in sympathy.

The event engine maintains a separate table to manage changes in address

generator parameters ∆k. Like the loop range table, events in this table are

also triggered by the loop control sequencer. A separate table is needed

because self-referential table updates are allowed to the event tables.

The MDML sequencer can perform traversals of many rectangular matrix

structures including diagonal, Toeplitz, circular, prime-factor mapped and

sub-matrix traversals. Other structures that the MDML can traverse auto-

matically include:

• Triangular structures, which occur frequently in matrix algorithms.

They arise in the solution of simultaneous linear equations.
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• Skewed pyramidal structures. These occur when a rank n problem is

reduced to a rank n − 1 problem. They frequently appear in matrix

factorisations.

Examples of traversing some of these structures are given in Chapter 6.

4.4 Node architecture

This section presents an architecture that performs the management tasks

identified earlier. These were loop index counting, code sequence selection,

data indexing and range updating. The architecture also has interfacing and

control mechanisms that improve performance and application flexibility.

A minimal MDML system contains three major subsystems. These are the

node-level management, processing, and memory subsystems. The node-

level management subsystem manages the indexing of and access to matrix

data for the data processing subsystem. The data processing subsystem is

responsible for carrying out calculations and the memory subsystem is re-

sponsible for overseeing memory requests and arbitrating access to mem-

ory. Each subsystem is composed of a collection of modules, which will be

explored in more detail in coming sections.

Central to local node management is the sequencing engine and its four

components: the loop, jump and matrix address, and event engines. The en-

gine is responsible for indexing and accessing data stored within the MDML

node. It also selects corresponding instruction macro sequences to execute.

It is covered in detail in Sec. 4.4.2

A high-bandwidth interface mechanism from the MDML node to both the

memory and CPU resources is discussed in Sec. 4.4.3.

The data-path that transports data from the sequencing engine to other

components within the node is flexible. The node controller presented in

Sec. 4.4.4 exposes this flexibility and allows the MDML to operate autono-

mously with low runtime overhead. Only the intra-node features of the

node controller are explored here. Both the data-path and the node con-

troller will be extended in Chapter 5 for multi-node systems.
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4.4.1 Node pipeline

The pipeline of a single processor MDML system has six major stages shown

in Fig. 4.6. Some stages, such as the execute stage, are divided into further

sub-stages and take a variable number of machine cycles to complete.

Node 

controller

Data 

router

Data 

processor

Jump 

control 

unit

1. Fetch/Issue 2. Branch 3. Address 4. Memory 5. Execute 6. Writeback

Loop control unit

Data 

memory

Queue 

manager

Matrix 

address 

generators

Parameter 

manager

Figure 4.6. Pipeline detail of a single-node system. The Loop control unit, matrix
address generators, jump control unit and parameter management compo-
nents in stages 1-3 are all parts of the matrix sequencing engine.

During the fetch stage the node controller issues control instructions. These

instructions are Very Long Instruction Words (VLIWs) and are simple to de-

code. Unless a multi-way branch has been issued, the controller also man-

ages the instruction pointer used to select control instructions.

The loop control unit performs multi-way branch target prediction for loop

nests during the branch stage. This operation is explicitly activated by the

MDML program and is otherwise idle. The loop control unit is typically

activated on the last instruction of each code chain, barring delay slots.

During the address stage the matrix address generators perform address

calculations for matrix data access. The jump control unit also performs

branch target lookup for instruction chain selection in this stage. It uses the

prediction generated by the loop control unit in the previous stage.

The memory access stage is where the local data store is managed. This

stage may be divided into multiple sub-stages depending on the timing

properties of the local memory hierarchy. All memory requests made by

the MDML arrive via the data router. The router provides the flexibility for

the MDML pipeline to perform a variety of data movement operations.
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The combination of data router and queue manager in the memory stage

moves both addresses and data between local address generators, local mem-

ories and the data processor. In a single-node MDML system these units

enable the following three operations:

Sequenced read. The router sends addresses produced by a matrix address

generator to a corresponding memory interface. The returned data is

forwarded to the data processor.

Sequenced write. Results provided by the data processor are written to

memory at the location specified by a matrix address generator. These

writes occur when the memory subsystem is idle.

Obtain data reference. The data router directs addresses from the matrix

address generator to the DP, bypassing the memory interfaces.

When an MDML system is extended to multiple nodes, additional path-

ways must be introduced to handle the data sources and sinks that exist at

the array level (see Chap. 5 for more information).

Finally, the execution phase of the pipeline is performed by the data proces-

sor. This is an off-the-shelf CPU core that has been modified and extended

to interface with the MDML, as described in Section 3.4.1.

The execution stage is decoupled from the rest of the pipeline by queues

at its input and output. This decoupling relaxes the timing requirements

on the data processor and helps hide the latency of the MDML pipeline.

Queueing is viable because the control flow of matrix algorithms is rarely

data dependent, so the MDML seldom waits for input from the data pro-

cessor. Any dependency tends to be unidirectional with data values rarely

affecting future fetches.

In the writeback stage, data in the writeback queue is emptied to memory.

The writeback queue contains an address lane and a data lane. The address

lane is filled with a target address sequence by a matrix address generator,

while the data lane is filled by the local data processor. When both lanes of

the queue contain an item, and the MDML-to-data memory interface is idle,

data from the queue is opportunistically written back to memory.
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However, some situations cause the pipeline to stall. These are discussed

below.

The pipeline stalls if the local data memory is busy when a request is made.

Stalls also occur depending on the state of the queues that surround the

execution unit. The first four stages stall if the input queues fill. The data

processor itself must also stall under some conditions.

The data processor in the execute stage may continue operating during

these stall conditions provided that its input buffers contain data, and its

output buffer is not full.

Misprediction and miscalculation in earlier stages of the pipeline requires

in-flight operations to be purged. However, the deterministic nature of ma-

trix traversal results in high prediction rates. It is therefore preferable to

create a deep pipeline to achieve high throughput as the performance im-

pact of pipeline flushes is minimal overall.

4.4.2 The matrix sequencing engine

To improve the availability of the local processor the tasks of loop traversal,

code sequence selection and data indexing are offloaded to an autonomous

coprocessor.

Four related engines are grouped together and form a hardware sequencer

for access to matrix data structures. These components are shown in Fig. 4.7.

They are the loop control unit, the jump control unit and the matrix address

generators. The loop control unit manages counting tasks. The jump control

unit maps the condition of the counter state machine to program locations.

The matrix address generators map locations in matrix index space to mem-

ory locations. Both the matrix address generators and the jump control unit

produce memory address values based on the state of the loop control unit.

The parameter store configures the patterns that the sequencing engine pro-

duces. The local data processor must set-up these parameters before the

MDML is enabled by writing to memory-mapped configuration registers.

The event engine modifies these parameters as the program runs.
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Figure 4.7. The Matrix Data Management Layer’s sequencing engine.

In contrast, the control inputs shown in Fig. 4.7 are set by the MDML con-

troller during execution. They control the traversal of matrix structures.

To allow simultaneous access to multiple data structures, a system may have

more than one matrix address generator.

Computing the starting values of the loop counters requires calculating the

sum of a collection of linear terms. The mapping function used to convert

index vectors into physical addresses also requires calculating a sum-of-

products. These calculations are efficiently implemented using difference

engines, which compute the sum by repeated accumulation. Because they

compute results incrementally, difference engine implementations tend to

use less hardware and have shorter critical paths. A direct sum-of-product

implementation would need to perform multiple expensive multiplications

for each generated address.

Loop traversal and the loop control unit

The Loop Control Unit (LCU) eliminates the software overhead of tracking

the current position of loop nests that occur in matrix and vector algorithms.

It is a multi-way branch target predictor for imperfectly nested loop struc-

tures.

The LCU maintains the index value set ik shown in Fig. 4.2 on page 60 us-

ing a chain of counters. Each counter corresponds to a loop index and the
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counters are chained such that each counter increments after its neighbour

reaches its terminal value. The counters begin from user-defined initial val-

ues, and simultaneously decrement each time the LCU is enabled.

Data management tasks that depend on loop position were identified in

Sec. 4.3. The sequence of index value sets generated by the nested counters

is summarized into a sequence loop-level states.

On each iteration, the loop index values are tested against their terminal

values to produce an END vector. This vector is binary-encoded to produce

loop-level states. The loop-level is an integer value in the range [0, L − 1]

that identifies the outermost loop index that updated in the current step. It

contains information about the current program location, which is sufficient

to control other parts of the MDML sequencer.

A program or algorithm typically performs multiple sweeps over its data

sets. Each sweep corresponds to a traversal of matrix or vector structures

and is implemented with a loop nest. To allow pre-configuration of the LCU

for several loop nests, the LCU contains a bank of parameters. The active

parameter set from this bank is selected using the loop-set input, which is

set by the node control VLIW.

The node control VLIW also enables and inhibits operation of the LCU. This

allows operations at a given loop-level multiple cycles to complete before

the LCU is reactivated.

The LCU alone can only traverse rectangular matrix structures as the initial

counter values are constant. The event engine can update these values to

allow efficient traversal of triangular, banded and other structures.

Instruction selection and the jump sequencer

Code sequence selection is conceptually equivalent to address generation

for the instruction fetch mechanism. The Jump Control Unit (JCU) is a

multi-way branch target predictor for imperfectly nested loop structures

like Fig. 4.2. The JCU uses the loop-level value from the LCU to select

matching jump targets for both the CPU and node control processor. It
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makes the selection of jump target from one of a fixed-set of instruction

macros.

The selection of jump targets in a loop nest is an address sequencing prob-

lem. It is a subset of the more general multi-way branch problem.

Part of the solution is provided by the LCU, which tracks progress through

loop nests. The JCU maps the scope levels provided by the loop control

unit to the beginning address of a chain of physical instructions. It provides

target addresses to the data processor and node controller to specify the start

of the instruction chain for the current loop state.

The JCU uses a table to select jump targets. Each location within the table

consists of an address pair. One address in the pair is a jump target for the

Data Processor (DP), while the other is a jump target for the node controller.

Locations in the table are selected based on a combination of loop level and

loopset. Different locations from the table can be retrieved each cycle.

Data indexing and the matrix address generator

Recall from Sec. 4.3.3 that the MDML must produce a sequence of addresses:

addr (n1, n2, . . . , nl) =B + offset

where

offset =

〈
L

∑
k=1

sknk

〉

Q

In these equations:

B =The base address of a matrix structure,

L =The number of dimensions in the structure,

Q =Is a divisor for prime-factor mapped traversals,

sk =the matrix stride in dimension k, and,

nk =the location of a matrix element in dimension k.
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Direct implementation of the offset calculation is impractical in hardware

due to the number of modular multiply-accumulate operations required.

To simplify, consider the recurrence relationship:

offset =
〈
offset′ + ∆

〉

Q

With this relationship, the current address offset is computed from the mod-

ular sum of the previous offset and an address displacement, ∆.

∆ = offset − offset′ is a solution to this equation. Substitution gives:

∆ =
L

∑
k=1

sk(nk − n′
k)

The loop indices, nk transition between the values shown in Table 4.2 de-

pending on loop-level. Thus a set of L possible displacements results:

∆k =

{
L

∑
j=l+1

sjej −
L

∑
j=l

sj, ∀l ∈ (1, 2, . . . , L)

}

Index (k) Current value Next value Difference

> loop-level 1 ek ek − 1
= loop-level nk nk − 1 -1
< loop-level nk nk 0

Table 4.2. Transitions between loop indices depend on loop-level.

In summary, the current address offset is computed from the modular sum

of the previous offset and an address displacement ∆(t). The displacement

is selected from a set of L values using the loop-level value from the loop

control unit. The displacement set, ∆k, is precomputed from the stride set

and loaded into parameter storage. Figure 4.8 illustrates the resulting dif-

ference engine implementation.

The initial value of the offset register is configurable. This allows traversals

to start at any location within the matrix structure.
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Figure 4.8. Difference engine from the matrix address sequencer module.

A program will typically processes a number of data sets. To allow pre-

configuration of the Matrix Address Generator (MAG) for several data sets,

the MAG contains a bank of parameters. The active parameter set from this

bank is selected using the matrix-set input, which is set by the node control

VLIW.

In isolation, a MAG can generate a variety of traversals for rectangular ma-

trix structures. The event engine (see next subsection) for the address gen-

erator expands this to triangular structures. With the addition of the node

control unit (see Sec. 4.4.4), a suitably configured MDML can also automati-

cally access symmetric and band matrices. These have line and plane widths

that do not change monotonically and cannot be automatically sequenced

by other address generation hardware to the author’s knowledge.

Range adjustment and the event engine

Recall that to reduce computation time, computations using additive and

multiplicative identity values can be skipped as they have no effect on the

outcome of a computation. To avoid traversing these locations, linear extent

functions are introduced into the loop nest. That is, loop extent parameters

are allowed to depend on the index value of their parent loops.
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A contiguous series of extent functions that are linearly dependent on the

current state of their (immediate) parent loops form a dependence chain, by

definition. The length of this chain is the number of functions in the series.

For example, the length of the chain formed by the indices below is 3:

i1 ∈ [1, p1] where p1 = constant (4.4)

i2 ∈ [1, p2] where p2 = f (i1) = m1i1 + c1 (4.5)

i3 ∈ [1, p3] where p3 = f (i2) = m2i2 + c2 (4.6)

We also assume that all pi are positive integers for all possible index value

combinations. This assumption is valid when the MDML is processing

dense submatrices (or a full matrix), as there will always be at least one

element to visit on each line of the submatrix (or full matrix).

Again, we wish to calculate sequencer parameters using a difference engine

to reduce hardware complexity. In order to design such an engine, we must

study how the extent values change between iterations.

The parameter that controls the loop engine is the loop extent. Later we

will design a second parameter management engine for the matrix address

generators. This will control the differences applied to compute address

sequences.

First consider extent parameter p2, which depends on loop index i1. Loop

index i1 will either decrease by one or reset to p1, which is a change of p1 − 1.

Thus loop extent p2 will also change by one of two values: −m1 or m1(p1 −

1). These are the first two entries in Table 4.3.

Now consider extent parameter p3, which depends on loop index i2. Loop

index i2 will either decrease by one, or reset to p2. These are the third and

fourth entries in Table 4.3. However, we must also account for the fact that

p2 evolves during execution. The final two entries in Table 4.3 account for

this: they alter the offset applied when event LEV4 is triggered.

Note that parameter p2, which was at a depth of 1 requires 2 events to up-

date it. Also parameter p3, which was at depth 2, requires 4 events. It is

trivial to extend this example to longer dependency chains; a parameter at
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Event ID Trigger Target Offset Comment

LEV1 LL=1 p2 −m1 i1 decreases.
LEV2 LL=END p2 +m1(p1 − 1) i1 resets.
LEV3 LL=2 p3 −m2 i2 decreases.
LEV4 LL=1 p3 +m2(m1(p1 − 1) + c1 − 1) i2 resets.
LEV5 LL=1 LEV4 −m2m1 i1 decreases.
LEV6 LL=END LEV4 −m2m1(p1 − 1) i1 resets.

Table 4.3. Event table structure for a loop nest with a buried dependence chain of
length two. Each event has an identifier, trigger, target and action. In this
table, LEVn identifies the nth loop event. The loop start value at level l is
denoted pl, and ml are integer constants related to changes in loop start
values. Although a target may appear multiple times, each occurrence has
a unique trigger. The highest priority trigger takes precedence.

depth n within a chain requires 2n events. A maximum of Tn of these events

shall trigger simultaneously, where Tn is the nth triangular number.

Table 4.4 shows that the number of events required quickly becomes in-

tractable. However, a chain of length 2 is sufficient to implement traversals

of triangular and banded matrix structures. It is also sufficient to traverse

all principal submatrices of a square matrix in order, as required by many

matrix decompositions.

Chain length 1 2 3 4 5
Events for innermost parameter 2 4 6 8 10
Total events 2 6 12 20 30

Table 4.4. Resources required for dependency chains of different depths.

The data path responsible for event handling within the parameter man-

agement unit are shown in Fig. 4.9. It manages N parameters and M events

which act on those parameters.

The data path consists of lanes of difference engines; one per entry in the

event table. The structure of each of these engines is shown in Fig. 4.9b. In

this figure, offset j corresponds to the offset column of the jth event.

The logic that stores and maps event targets to these lanes is shown in

Fig. 4.9a.
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(a) Mapped parameter store, which maps an N-value parameter set into
M operating lanes. The output marked ‘all lanes’ forms the set of
loop extent values passed to the loop control unit.

jth lane of
mapped store

offset j

+

write enable

(b) Detail of the datapath for the jth lane. The result of the addition
may be written to either the mapped store or the offset register.

Figure 4.9. Data-path of the loop parameter management unit. M events and N
start values are defined here. The mapped parameter store in (a) maps a
set of N sequencer parameters to M events. Each event is handled by its
own lane, shown in (b). The parameter store and offset registers also have
a wishbone configuration interface (not shown).

Control logic is not shown, but selects parameters from the store, and maps

them to event lanes as required. The parameter management component

computes the starting values of sequencer parameters based on a combina-

tion of counter state and engine configuration. It is supplied an initial value

for each parameter (which is stored within the parameter store) and a table

of events that modify these values. Table 4.3 showed the fields present in

the event table.

Events perform actions on target parameters when triggered. The action

is always to apply an offset to the specified target register. Each item in
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the event table has a unique identifier and contains three fields needed to

completely specify an event. These are the trigger, target and update fields.

Events are triggered based on the state of the loop control unit, and the loop-

level value it reports. When the event fires, the offset specified by the update

field is applied to the parameter specified in the target field. The target may

be either a parameter value or an offset field within the event table.

Updating address sequencer parameters

The loop control unit and address sequencer act in tandem to traverse ma-

trix structures. The loop control unit counts through the number of elements

per line and, in higher dimensions, lines per plane. The sequencer acts to

keep the line length and plane width the same, whilst visiting a changing

number of elements per line and lines per plane.

This requires the differences D = {d1, . . . , dN} to change in sympathy with

the loop control unit parameters. Hence, both the matrix address sequencer

and the loop control unit require similar parameter management engines

(see Fig. 4.9).For the address sequencer, loop events update the address dif-

ference vector (Dk). A similar mechanism updates the counter extent vector

(Ek) sent to the loop control unit.

4.4.3 Interfacing to local processing and memory resources

Each node in the MDML has two local data interfaces related to different

stages in the pipeline. This section discusses these interfaces

A third link provides a low-latency control interface that allows the MDML

to temporarily pause normal operation of the data processor.

MDML to memory interface

The MDML provides an alternate load-store mechanism for dense matrix

data streams. Because the MDML can simultaneously fetch data from mul-

tiple memories anywhere in the array, it has higher bandwidth than the

DP’s load-store mechanism. The DP retains its load-store mechanism for
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non-matrix transfers to local memory, including random accesses, access to

tree and graph structures, and so on.

During sequenced load and store operations the MDML uses the data bus

interface to make direct requests to the local memory. At other times the bus

can be used by the DP to perform ad-hoc reads and writes via its load-store

mechanism. This requires arbitration.

Within each node a bus arbiter controls and prioritises access to the local

memory. The arbiter gives priority to requests originating from within the

MDML when in matrix mode (see Section 3.4.3). This avoids stalling the

MDML, which could cause loss of array synchronisation and decrease sys-

tem performance in a multiprocessor MDML system.

The data bus is also used to configure the MDML. Configuration and status

registers within the MDML are mapped into the memory space of the data

processor for this purpose.

MDML to DP interface

When the MDML is enabled, the relatively narrow data bus becomes sat-

urated servicing requests from the matrix address generators. More traffic

would result in increased contention and latency. Thus, the data bus is not

used for sending data between the MDML and local DP core.

A dedicated interface is provided to get operands and results in and out of

the DP. This is capable of much higher throughput than the DP data bus. It

is multi-laned and has dedicated input and output channels. These channels

terminate at the register file of the DP. The interface assumes control of these

registers from the DP and carries the following four types of data:

1. Sequenced input data, for operating on,

2. Data addresses, for configuration purposes,

3. Fragment addresses, for controlling execution, and,

4. Output data, for sequenced writes to memory.
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The MDML and DP are decoupled. A queue on the input of the DP has

dedicated lanes for branch targets as well as data and pointers to data. The

head of each lane is assigned to a read-only general-purpose register and is

accessed by register instructions.

The branch target register has special semantics. Accessing it causes the

head of all lanes of the input queue to dequeue. When execution reaches

the end of a chain, the branch target register is used by an indirect branch

instruction, automatically incrementing all queue heads in preparation for

the next chain.

Some code chains require more data than can fit into one level of the queue.

In order to access the next set of queued data these chains perform dummy

operations using the branch target register.

Pipeline stalls and avoiding deadlock

Just as there are conditions under which the MDML pipeline stalls, there are

also conditions that cause the DP to stall. For example, the control interface

stalls the DP if an attempt is made to read an empty lane in the input queue.

The DP also stalls if the running program attempts to push a value onto an

already full write-back queue.

When the data processor makes an ad-hoc memory request it must stall un-

til the request is processed. This won’t happen until after the arbiter has

allowed the request to proceed, which in turn means the MDML has per-

formed all the useful work it can.

Stalls will not cause deadlock of the MDML pipeline if read-before-write

semantics are observed. The following sequence of events will occur:

1. The data data processor will stall when it tries to access memory di-

rectly as the arbiter gives requests from the MDML priority. While

stalled, the processor will not use data from the input queues nor will

it place data in the writeback queue.

2. Eventually, once it fills the CPU’s input queues or the address lane of

the writeback queue, the MDML will stall.
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3. The arbiter will now allow the CPU’s memory request to be serviced.

4. Once the CPU’s request has been serviced, the CPU resumes process-

ing its input queue and places results into the writeback queue. When

the length of these queues have fallen below their water-mark the

MDML begins operating again.

The MDML only stalls after it has filled the input and/or writeback queue.

Thus, in a multiprocessor system, there is a reasonably long time to restore

array-level synchronisation before the system becomes idle. If the input

queue was filled, the local node works though its backlog of calculations

while synchronisation is restored. If the output queue was filled instead,

the local node has an opportunity to flush results to memory.

4.4.4 Node controller

The node controller manages the operation of the local MDML node from

cycle to cycle. It enables and disables sequencer components and selects

working parameter sets. It also controls the flow of data in and out of the

DP and instructs the DP on what to do. The node controller does this by

issuing a sequence of control words from a small control store. Details of

the control word structure are given in Appendix A.

Without the flexibility provided by the controller, the sequencer discussed

in Section 4.4.2 can only access matrix structures with either a constant or a

monotonically changing number of non-trivial elements per row.

Here we outline the capability of the node controller to automate access

to matrix structures in which this limitation doesn’t hold, such as banded

matrices and blocked matrices with other overlaid structure. The MDML

provided this capability using a feedback path between the loop control

unit and the node controller. This allows switching between matrix-set and

loopset pairs depending on the current loop state.

First consider a banded matrix with an upper band-width of k1 and lower

band-width k2. Banded matrices only have non-zero entries in a limited
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region about the main diagonal; these are highlighted in Fig. 4.10. Note that

the line width of this matrix does not change monotonically.

The line width of the ith line, wi, of an m-by-m banded matrix is given by:

wi = min(i, k1 + 1) + min(m − i, k2) where 1 ≤ i ≤ m

The width of this shape increases monotonically for 1 ≤ i ≤ k1, is constant

for k1 < i < (m − k2), and decreases for (m − k2) ≤ i ≤ m.

To traverse this structure using the MDML, we divide the loop nest into

multiple bands. Within each band the width of the matrix is either mono-

tonically increasing at a constant rate, decreasing at a constant rate, or re-

mains constant. This is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Other examples of the flexibility given by the combination of the node con-

troller and the sequencer are given in Chapter 6.

w1 = 5

w2 = 6

w3 = 7

w4 = 7

w5 = 7

w6 = 7

w7 = 6

w8 = 5

w9 = 4

w10 = 3

k1 = 4

k
2
=

2

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

Monotonically increasing

Constant width

Monotonically decreasing

Figure 4.10. Changing line lengths (wi) in a banded matrix with n = 10, k1 = 4
and k2 = 2. The monotonically increasing, constant width, and mono-
tonically decreasing phases in the matrix are highlighted. In the MDML
a loopset must be defined for each phase.
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4.5 Implementation results

The matrix acceleration pipeline, including control processor and param-

eter storage, was implemented and verified in VHDL to test correctness,

functional abilities and implementation feasibility. It was implemented on

a Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA using the Xilinx ISE 9.1 implementation flow. The

implementation required 1856 slices and achieved a post place-and-route

speed of 64 MHz. This is comparable to the OpenRISC 1200 CPU used as

the data processor on the same FPGA. Thus hardware implementation is

feasible.

The implemented matrix acceleration pipeline is capable of two data ac-

cesses and one macro selection per cycle, including simultaneous update of

all sequencer resources. When carried out on a general-purpose CPU these

operations require a long sequence of instructions which takes many clock

cycles to execute. Thus, the addition of the matrix acceleration pipeline sig-

nificantly reduces the number of instructions to execute.

Table 4.5 shows the difference an accelerator makes in the number of in-

structions executed for 8-by-8 input matrices in General Matrix/Matrix Mul-

tiply (GEMM), Triangular Matrix/Matrix Multiply (TRMM) and LU factori-

sation. The number of executed instructions has been calculated for both

a software-only implementation, and an implementation accelerated by the

MDML. These implementations were created using the OpenRISC gcc com-

piler (or32-uclinux-gcc v3.4.4) using -O3 optimisation. Since the accelerator

is designed for streaming applications, in which the same operation exe-

cutes over and over, parameter setup times have been ignored.

Table 4.5. Effect of event-assisted matrix accelerator on number of executed in-
structions.

GEMM TRMM LU factorisation

Software only 5972 6988 2842
Accelerated 1533 1533 729

Reduction 290% 356% 290%
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The accelerator generates a significant reduction in terms of executed in-

structions on all three operations. This results in reduced execution times.

These improvements flow to a broader class of algorithms as the identified

data management tasks are present in them all.

4.6 Summary

This chapter examined the problem of managing data for dense matrix pro-

cessing within a single-node MDML framework. It is an important prob-

lem, as data management is a significant overhead and can be successfully

performed in dedicated hardware. An architectural structure was proposed

comprising a sequencer (for data management), a memory (for data storage)

and a CPU core (to process data).

It was observed that the order of data accesses in most matrix computa-

tions are deterministic. With this observation, a set of common tasks were

identified in Section 4.3. This task set includes generating addresses, loop

management and branching.

Because of algorithmic determinism, in Section 4.4 the data management

problem was transformed into the design of a sequencer data-path, inlcud-

ing a loop engine, jump engine, event engines and matrix address genera-

tors. This sequencer sequences both instructions and matrix data, and can

produce complex sequences using events.

Data management occurs in parallel to computation. This parallelisation

is realised by controlling the sequencer via a VLIW-based scheme, which

allows all sequencer components to operate concurrently. The CPU retains

its own instruction-based control which also operates in parallel.

An innovation of the CPU-to-MDML interface is the ability for the MDML

to directly transfer data into CPU registers and bypass the CPU’s load-store

mechanism. This increases bandwidth to the CPU and is possible due to the

deterministic nature of the matrix algorithms accelerated by the sequencer.
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The feasibility of the sequencer design was verified through the implemen-

tation of a hardware model on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA platform. This was

reported in Section 4.5.

The key finding of this chapter was to identify the set of common, determin-

istic tasks that enabled the transformation of the data management problem

into hardware.

In the next chapter this minimal, single-node system will be augmented

with an array management unit to allow the MDML to be used in paral-

lel systems-on-chip. Some parts of the system introduced here will also be

extended in the next chapter to deal with data management at the array

level.
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Data movement
between nodes

T
HE focus of this chapter is the interconnection between

processing elements in a multiprocessor MDML sys-

tem. This includes the combination of a crossbar data

transport and the array management mechanism. The main con-

tribution of this chapter will be a low-overhead synchronisation

and array management mechanism for an inter-processor inter-

connection network. The unique feature of this mechanism is in-

hardware support of independent, configurable sub-networks to

allow for efficient hybrid-parallel computation.
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5.1 Introduction

Some applications will always demand higher computational performance

than a general-purpose single-processor can meet. This chapter describes

how the single-node Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML) system pre-

sented in Chapter 4 has been transformed and extended into a multi-node

system, capable of higher peak performance for dense matrix calculations.

To extend the design, the following inter-related issues were considered in

a dense matrix algorithm context:

• How to communicate between nodes in an efficient manner.

• How to schedule data dependent operations across the array.

• How to load each node with an initial configuration and data-set.

The MDML concept is based on hardware accelerators attached to general-

purpose processing resources. Dedicated hardware offloads and acceler-

ates the data management aspects of dense matrix algorithms However, the

MDML is also a general-purpose evolution of the MatRISC processor that

proceeds it. Thus, when executing other types of algorithm, direct control of

MDML modules can be passed to Data Processor (DP) cores to implement

required functionality and customised application logic in software.

5.1.1 Issues in communication system design

El-Rewini and Abd-El-Barr (2005) discusses issues in communication sys-

tem design. The following design issues determine the properties of on-chip

networks, and are further discussed over the page:

• Network topology,

• Communication style,

• Routing, control and configuration policies, and,

• Performance requirements.
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Network topologies

The choice of network topology is driven by the communication patterns

and scalability required by the application. The topology choice affects net-

work transfer efficiency and the number of auxiliary routes between nodes.

Various topologies and their properties are outlined in (Chen et al. 2011).

A rectangular mesh topology was selected for the MDML. This topology is

a good match to matrix operations, which usually apply data from the same

row or column. It is also a scalable topology, as it is limited to a maximum of

four connections per node. Yet it has a measure of path redundancy to allow

some routing flexibility between source and destination to avoid congestion.

Communication styles

Dense matrix operations feature fine-grained parallelism. When made par-

allel, these operations can be structured to make short transmissions, re-

ducing overall latency. To be effective, this requires a network with a low

per-transmission overhead.

Different matrix algorithms have different communication needs. To be flex-

ible, the MDML supports all of the following:

• Systolic communication, in which waves of data progress from neigh-

bour to neighbour through the array (Abels et al. 2011, Ma et al. 2006).

• Broadcasting data to a set of nodes, which is useful for quickly dis-

tributing data throughout a matrix row, column or sub-block. This

can be applied when normalising matrix columns, for example, or to

implement conformal multiplication.

• Unicast transmission, where data is sent to a non-neighbouring node.

This occurs in matrix transposition, for example.

A novel feature of the interconnect in the MDML is that each node has con-

figurable buffering behaviour. When the buffers are inserted communica-

tion occurs in a systolic manner. When the buffers are disabled, data can be

broadcast across the array with low delay skew. The receiving nodes will

all receive the broadcast data in the same operating cycle.
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Routing, control and configuration policies

Routing policies are responsible for transferring data between nodes in a

network. Policies can be broadly categorised into dynamic and determinis-

tic schemes.

Dynamic schemes use a set of rules, enforced by hardware, to make routing

decisions on-the-fly (Kinsky et al. 2009). These schemes are better able to

distribute traffic in a network, and to use alternate paths when congested.

Depending on how metadata is transferred, dynamic schemes are further

divided into connection-oriented and packet-switched schemes (Jerger and

Peh 2009, Chapter 5). Connection-oriented schemes have low transmission

overheads once paths are configured. In a packet-switched network, each

packet has extra metadata that specifies the destination (at a minimum).

Each packet may take a different route based on network state.

Furthermore, in a packet-switched network, the destination may be speci-

fied either in-band, or out-of-band. In-band transmission packs the meta-

data into a header bundled with the data. It increases transfer latency and

reduces the bandwidth available for transferring data. Out-of-band trans-

mission uses additional dedicated wiring to transfer the metadata along

with the data.

Deterministic schemes do not take account of dynamic network state, and

do not use information on congestion to make routing decisions. However,

these schemes need little logic to implement. These schemes instead use

predictions of network state and traffic congestion. Typically, deterministic

routing schemes are used in cases where traffic requirements are regular

and known ahead of time.

While the features of dynamic routing are advantageous for general-purp-

ose workloads, their complexity is not often needed for dense matrix calcu-

lations. Dense matrix algorithms are highly regular, so for this application

the routing sequence can be pre-programmed. The MDML uses a deter-

ministic routing policy, with a network configuration program specified by

a sequence of Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) fields within each node

(see Appendix A for details).
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Network performance

Different applications and traffic types make different demands of various

aspects of network performance. These aspects include:

• Throughput; the rate of data delivery across the network.

• Latency; the time it takes to transfer data from source to destination.

• Reliability; the ability of the network to deliver uncorrupted data in a

timely manner.

Unreliable transmission arises from two sources: contention and corruption.

Contention for network resources causes data to be lost or received late.

It can be mitigated by buffering data, by using Automatic Repeat Request

(ARQ) schemes, or using dynamic routing policies (Dally and Towles 2001,

Glass and Ni 1994). Data corruption produces errors in received data, and

is introduced by manufacturing defects. As such, the probability of data

corruption is low. The corruption can be reversed in many cases by Forward

Error Correction (FEC) (Wang 2006, Chen et al. 2012).

Networks for general-purpose multiprocessors have been developed with

quality of service guarantees (Goossens et al. 2005). They generally split

the data into guaranteed service levels and a best-effort service level. The

guaranteed service levels guarantee bounds on throughput, latency and re-

liability. They require resource reservation and pre-allocation. Best-effort

services are for non-critical communication and typically use excess, un-

used capacity when available.

Applications such as stream processing, and real-time audio and video de-

coding are bandwidth intensive but tolerant of occasionally incorrect or

missing data (Breuer and Zhu 2006). So too are applications that require sta-

tistical estimation of the parameters of a system from noisy measurements.

Many of these applications are also matrix-rich, so they typically require

high data throughput and benefit from low transmission latency. However,

as they are tolerant of corrupted data, the network can omit error detection

and recovery, or message retransmission capabilities.
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Both FEC and ARQ techniques require part of the communication band-

width for error coding or retransmission respectively to correct errors and

contention. Applying either technique adds hardware complexity, and in-

creases the mean and the variance of transfer latency.

The MDML guarantees network performance levels by pre-allocating net-

work resources during program compilation and writing the corresponding

switching program into the VLIW store. It relies on correct hardware for

successful reception of uncorrupted data. When reliability guarantees are

required by an application, yet the reliability of hardware cannot be guar-

anteed, error checking and correction functions may be added via software.

5.1.2 A review of synchronisation methods

Nodes in multiprocessor systems must collaborate in a variety of ways, de-

pending on the data access required by the application.

In some applications, processors need to access a common resource, such

as a peripheral device or shared memory area. Other applications form

a processing pipeline in which data flows from producers to consumers

through shared memory areas. Locking mechanisms, including tokens and

semaphores, ensure that access to the common resource is serialised.

Data sharing is very efficient when Data Processors (DPs) are provided lo-

cal scratchpad memories (Francesco et al. 2005). In this scheme, producer

nodes create messages in their own scratchpads. Consumer nodes trans-

fer messages to their own scratchpad when needed. A locking mechanism

allows the producer to signal the consumer when data is ready for trans-

fer, and for the consumer to signal the producer once data has been con-

sumed. Francesco et al.’s (2005) approach implemented remote atomic up-

dates so that the producer and consumer could monitor their semaphores

without incurring network overhead. This scheme improved transfer effi-

ciency when multiple simultaneous transfers were needed.

Efficient locking and synchronisation mechanisms can also be designed with-

out using scratchpads. Fang et al. (2005) instead used an active memory to
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perform rapid, intrinsically atomic updates to semaphore and barrier vari-

ables. Monchiero et al. (2006) extended an active memory with a synchro-

nisation operation buffer within the memory controller. This buffer queued

and managed synchronisation requests from the processor array. It polled

semaphore and barrier variables from within the memory controller, avoid-

ing the network traffic and external memory requests otherwise needed.

When multiple processing elements collaborate on a task, data dependen-

cies impose constraints on the order of operations. In strict cases, the relative

timing of operations across the array must be maintained. This is a common

requirement in fine-grain parallel tasks like matrix operations. Fine-grained

ordering and timing constraints also arise in collective operations to calcu-

late summary statistics, and in global gather or scatter operations.

Another common synchronisation primitive is the barrier. They are well

suited for synchronising large numbers of nodes. Because of their useful-

ness in implementing matrix operations, this thesis focuses on barriers to

ensure either order of operations or relative timing between nodes.

Barriers separate pre-barrier operations from post-barrier operations. The

simplest barrier implementations follow a two-step process. Processors stall

upon entering a barrier and only exit from the barrier when all other partic-

ipating processors have also entered. Again, the efficiency of this process is

improved by providing instructions to perform atomic operations to update

barrier variables (Forsell 2004).

The techniques described above are all blocking synchronisation operations.

They pessimistically assume that continuing past a certain point will result

in failure and so they suspend operations to achieve synchronisation or mu-

tual exclusion. Some lock-free approaches, in which processors continue

operating, will be described shortly. These are optimistic and assume that

continuing execution will succeed. The net result is often a time saving.

Lock-free approaches have been developed that implement inexact barri-

ers (Stamatopoulos and Solworth 2002). When the ordering of operations

must be guaranteed between processor nodes, special barrier packets are

injected into the inter-processor network. These segregate pre-barrier data
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from post-barrier data but do not prevent the processors from continuing

execution past the barrier point.

The lock-free approach is also used by transactional systems such as the

kilo-instruction multiprocessor (Vallejo et al. 2005). Vallejo et al. make the

assumption that synchronisation operations will succeed. In the case that an

operation fails, the state of the processor is rewound to a previously saved

checkpoint. Because of the number of in-flight operations supported, their

mechanism is highly complex. This thesis proposes a lighter-weight tech-

nique for check-pointing and monitoring for synchronisation loss.

For the MDML, the aim is to keep hardware simple and low-latency, and

provide sufficient functionality for efficient implementation of dense matrix

kernels. Barriers must be exact for the array to enter lock-step operation. To

maintain good performance, barrier mechanisms are implemented in hard-

ware and use dedicated signalling paths rather than sharing the data trans-

fer infrastructure. For hardware simplicity, the MDML only implements

a two-phase barrier mechanism. Any other synchronisation mechanisms

must be implemented in software running on the DPs.

The issue with simple, exact barrier implementations is the synchronisation

penalty. This thesis proposes to mitigate this penalty by combining two

features:

1. Barriers have high performance penalty as participating nodes pause

at barrier entry. The MDML implements a novel, light-weight tech-

nique to synchronise subsets — or domains — of nodes.

2. The frequency of entering barriers must be kept low. In simple im-

plementations the array resynchronises before every communication,

which is pessimistic and wasteful. The MDML uses a light-weight

method for monitoring for loss-of-synchronisation using readily avail-

able information from the local neighbourhood. This makes the tech-

nique scalable. Also, the MDML skips resynchronisation if a request

to synchronise is made while the domain is still synchronised.
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5.2 Extending the MDML for multiprocessing

To improve performance on matrix algorithms the MDML supports attach-

ment of multiple processors. Improved performance is a consequence of:

• the ability to separate matrix algorithms into parallel streams,

• parallel system having higher peak theoretical throughput for both

data access and processing. This is due to multiple sites for processing

and storage, and,

• multiple utilised processors reducing processing latency over a single

processor.

Nodes in the MDML have additional roles to support multiprocessor oper-

ation. These roles are encompassed by the concept of array management.

To operate on dense matrix problems, nodes must communicate with each

other. This requires a physical layer to transport data between nodes and a

mechanism to coordinate and control the operation of this transport. Blocks

of data must also be distributed to nodes from external sources.

At the system level, hardware has been added to the MDML to fulfil the

new roles.

Figure 5.1 gives the modified node-level schematic. Compare this schematic

with Fig. 4.6 on page 72, which illustrated the pipeline of an MDML that

manages local data only. Newly added components are denoted here with

a heavier outline. These include the data transport module, the array con-

troller and the synchronisation manager.

Seven new data transport operations are supported by the multiprocessor

MDML extension. Each transport operation begins and ends at either the

local DP, the local memory or the data network.The paths along which data

flows in these operations are given in Fig. 5.2. Most of these operations

transfer operands and results to and from the DP. However, Direct Memory

Access (DMA) transfers are also supported to allow the movement of data

between the memory and other nodes without DP involvement.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of a networked node in the MDML showing integration of
the data transport module, array controller, and synchronisation manager.
Control modules are contained in the dashed box in the top-right of the
figure. Some units discussed in the previous Chapter (including those for
matrix sequencing and instruction selection) have been omitted for clarity.

Referring back to Fig. 5.1, the new data transport module connects to other

nodes to form a mesh communication network. It receives data from both

the data router and external sources. Data is forwarded to either the queue

manager or a neighbouring node based on configuration information from

the array control unit. The operation and design trade-offs of the data trans-

port unit are presented in Sec. 5.3.

The synchronisation manager is responsible for synchronising operation

with other nodes. It is configured by the array controller, either in response

to requests from the DP, the node controller or an internally generated con-

figuration, depending on system mode. It reports synchronisation status to

the DP via the DP’s exception mechanism. Operation of the synchronisation

manager is detailed in Sec. 5.3.1.

The final module introduced is the array controller. It is responsible for

orchestrating array level operations, including array setup. It also arbitrates

access to the data transport and synchronisation managers for the DP and

node controller. Operation of the array controller is detailed in Sec. 5.4.
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Figure 5.2. Inter-node data movement operations supported by multiprocessor
MDML nodes. Each entry represents a pipeline stage; arrows show the
data-flow between them. Shaded entries are controlled by the local node
controller VLIW. External transfers need synchronisation with other nodes.

5.3 MDML communication architecture

Two components are required for successful communication – a channel and

a control mechanism for that channel. The control mechanism manages ac-

cess to the channel.

The communication channel in the MDML is provided by a distributed sys-

tem of data transport modules in each node. Control is provided by two

separate components. The synchronisation manager operates at a low-level

and performs automated, reflex-like actions at high priority. The array con-

troller operates at a higher level of abstraction and performs complex se-

quences of actions when requested.

Communication overheads are kept low by running a pre-determined se-

quence of routing configurations when operating on dense matrix data.

This is possible due to the deterministic nature of dense matrix algorithms.

When running this pre-determined sequence, nodes must operate in syn-

chronised lock-step with each other.

To efficiently support operations that use data from the same matrix row

or column the MDML is arranged as a rectangular mesh. This matches the
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topology of matrix structures. The MDML supports both one-to-one and

broadcast transfers along rows and columns. Broadcast transfers may dis-

tribute data in either a systolic or simultaneous manner.

There are two phases of a lock-step operation, summarised in Table 5.1.

Each of these phases utilize different functional units within the MDML.

In the first phase, nodes must synchronise to achieve lock-step. To do this

the synchronisation managers perform an active, negotiatory role.

In the second, data is transported between nodes while the lock-step con-

dition is monitored. The system spends most of its time in this phase. This

phase relies on the data transport unit to send data between nodes. The

synchronisation manager has a passive, supervisory role in this state.

Phase 1
(sync)

Nodes synchronise to achieve lock-step.

• Executes infrequently.

• Incurs overhead.

Phase 2
(transport)

Data is transported between nodes, lock-
step condition monitored.

• No network capacity overheads in-
curred in this phase.

Table 5.1. Phases of a lock-step operation.

The communication architecture, designed to carry out the transport and

synchronisation tasks, was shown in Fig. 5.1 and comprises the Data Trans-

port Module (DTM) and synchronisation manager. In isolation, the DTM

only provides best-effort communication as it omits handshaking, retry and

error correction functions. In conjunction with the handshaking services

provided by the synchronisation unit it provides guaranteed delivery un-

der the assumption that the transport does not corrupt transmitted data.

The following subsections will discuss these components in more detail.
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5.3.1 The synchronisation manager

Managing the timing between nodes allows reliable transport in the stati-

cally scheduled MDML. The synchronisation manager performs this role.

The synchronisation process differs in matrix and general-purpose modes.

In matrix mode, nodes must explicity synchronise before transmission of a

data stream begins. In general-purpose mode the array controller orches-

trates the synchronisation manager and the data transport so that nodes are

implicitly synchronised before each sporadic transmission.

For simplicity, only barrier synchronisation is implemented. This is a two-

phase process in which nodes wait at a barrier point before continuing in

unison. Barriers are sufficient for synchronising the MDML to provide reli-

able data transport between nodes.

A performance issue with classical barrier mechanisms is that execution

pauses on barrier entry. To reduce the frequency and performance impact

of pauses, the MDML has two novel hardware features:

• Allowing the programmer to synchronise a limited subset of nodes

(called a synchronisation domain), reduces the impact of pauses.

• The frequency of pauses is reduced by only entering barriers when

programmatically requested – and even then, only if the domain has

lost synchronisation – instead of synchronising before each transfer.

The decision to synchronise infrequently resulted in the separation of data

transport hardware and transport control hardware into separate modules.

Infrequent synchronisation can lead to situations that require the MDML to

revert to a known-valid state and retry a transfer. The synchroniser periodi-

cally saves system state, and restores it when a synchronisation loss occurs.

Synchronising a limited domain of nodes

Each node’s synchroniser is configured to select the neighbours with which

it shall synchronise. This determines the neighbours from which the nodes
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Figure 5.3. A synchronisation domain and its messaging tree. On the left, a 4-by-
4 MDML array has been depicted; shaded boxes denote nodes belonging
to a synchronisation domain. The corresponding messaging tree is shown
on the right. Arrows denote synchronisation message flows and numbers
denote hops from the root node, which is shown with a thicker outline.

shall wait for requests and the neighbour to which it shall forward requests,

if any.

A synchronisation domain is a limited, connected subset of nodes that must

operate in a synchronised fashion. The MDML allows specification of a set

of domains, and selection between them at run-time using an VLIW field.

The nodes in each set form a connected, undirected graph with a regular

square tiling. In such a graph, there are at most four edges per vertex, cor-

responding to the four main compass directions.

During algorithm development, a minumum radius spanning tree, called a

synchronisation tree, is overlaid on these nodes. The links represented by

the branches of the tree are used in the synchronisation process.

Figure 5.3 shows a set of nodes that form a synchronisation domain. A 4-by-

4 array of nodes is depicted on the left; those within the domain are shaded.

The corresponding synchronisation tree is shown on the right. The root of

this tree is shown with a thick line, and arrows point towards parent nodes.

Distances from the root node have been marked.

All synchronisers have two four-bit configuration registers for each defined

domain; the Neighbour and Parent registers. Each bit represents one of
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Figure 5.4. Configuration example for a synchronisation domain. The contents of
Neighbour (N) and Parent (P) registers are shown. Each node may have
a single parent to the north (N), south (S), east (E) or west (W); or no
parent. Each node has a set of neighbours. ∅ is the empty set, and { }c

is the complement of a set. The set of neighbours C: C=N-P are children
of the node. Behaviour is undefined if P /∈ N.

the synchroniser’s four I/O ports. Bits in the Neighbour register are set if

the neighbours in the corresponding directions are in the synchronisation

domain. The matching bit in the Parent register is also set if that node is

a parent of the current node; otherwise that node is a child. An error is

reported if more than one bit is set in the Parent register.

Figure 5.4 shows the configuration for each node corresponding to the syn-

chronisation tree in Figure 5.3.

Recall that barrier synchronisation is a two-phase process. The first phase

is initiated by DP’s requesting synchronsation. When this happens the syn-

chroniser stalls the DP until the domain is synchroinsed.

When a node enters the first phase, its synchroniser waits for all children to

announce that they are at the barrier point. It then forwards the announce-

ment to its parent. Nodes with no children notify their parents immediately.

The second phase begins when the root node of the synchronisation tree,

and all of its children, have entered the barrier3. In this phase, the synchro-

nisers propagate a broadcast message to their children to quickly notify all

3The root node can be distinguished as it has no parents.
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nodes in the domain that synchronisation has been achieved. When nodes

receive this signal they resume operation in lock-step. The synchronisers

then begin monitoring for loss of synchronisation.

Both phases are skipped if resynchronisation of an already synchronised

domain is requested. In this case, resynchronisation incurs no overhead as

the request is immediately granted without renegotiation.

Synchronisation monitoring and reporting

Communication between MDML nodes is only practical if nodes are syn-

chronised. Synchronisation can be lost if program flow is data dependent,

if a DP executes an interrupt handler, or if memory access times are mis-

matched in different nodes.

In many cases loss may be avoided by careful programming. In others,

losses are not persistent and may be recoverable by retrying operations after

waiting for caches to finish updating, for example.

Two fields have been added to the MDML VLIW specifically to detect, and

allow recovery from, synchronisation loss. These are:

1. The save state bit, and,

2. The synchronisation heartbeat bit.

When asserted, the save-state bit saves the current state of the MDML. It is

used to save a known-good state of the MDML. The MDML can be restored

to this state when synchronisation is lost before execution is re-started.

When a VLIW with a heartbeat bit set is executed, the local node pulses a

‘heartbeat’ signal that is observed by its neighbours. At the same time, it

monitors the heartbeat signals provided by its four neighbours. This allows

nodes to verify that they are in lock-step with their neighbours.

If all neighbours observe their heartbeats pulse simultaneously, the domain

must be in lock-step, as the VLIWs in each node executed simultaneously.

If heartbeats pulse at different times, nodes have lost synchronisation.
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When synchronisation loss is detected, all nodes in the synchronisation do-

main are notified and disabled. The DPs in these node must determine the

cause for the loss, restore the MDML to its saved state and re-start execution.

Synchronisation can be lost between heartbeat pulses. In order to still de-

tect loss before communication between nodes fails the MDML monitors

synchronisation state continuously when performing matrix operations.

Communication in the statically scheduled MDML is normally collision-

free. Thus, if a collision occurs during execution then it is because array

synchronisation has been lost.

Collision detection is not guaranteed to detect synchronisation loss in all

cases. In applications with only one transmitter, or where the transport is

often unused, synchronisation loss may not cause collisions. The MDML

VLIW fields ensure that synchronisation loss is detected in these cases.

Both approaches to synchronisation monitoring are complementary. Their

advantages and disadvantages are summarized in Table 5.2.

VLIW heartbeat Communication state monitor

Detection
speed:

– Slow; only when VLIW field
active.

+ Fast; always monitored.

Detection
likelihood:

+ Synchronisation loss always
detected.

– Detection depends on com-
munication pattern.

Table 5.2. Features of techniques for sensing synchronisation loss.

Implementation and modelling

Figure 5.5 shows the design detail of the synchronisation core. It contains

interfaces for module configuration and synchronisation initiation, moni-

toring and recovery.

This design has been modelled, and verified using VHDL, and implemented

on a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA.
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Figure 5.5. Interface detail of the synchronisation manager core.

Discussion of synchronisation performance

Hoefler et al. (2005) examined a number of different barrier approaches and

reported on their time complexity. They studied three main barrier designs:

1. The first decrements a central counter to track the number of pro-

cessors yet to enter a barrier. As only one processor can update this

counter at a time, this method results in a worst-case time complex-

ity of O(p), where p is the number of processors participating in the

barrier. This approach does not scale to large array sizes.

2. Another common approach uses n-ary tree structures to communicate

synchronisation state, which results in barrier synchronisation being

an O(n logn p) operation in the worst case.

3. A third class of methods resulted in synchronisation with complexity

O(log2 p) in the worst case. Techniques in this class used a butterfly

network to communicate synchronisation state.

A tree structure, such as that used by the MDML, is a good trade-off for im-

plementation. While a butterfly network will achieve the lowest latency for

barrier synchronisation it has high connectivity requirements. This makes

large butterfly networks impractical to implement in hardware. In contrast,

a tree structure only requires a small number of connections per node but

still benefits from logarithmic time complexity.
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Another advantage of tree structures is that they can be mapped onto a

rectangular mesh, provided nodes connected in the tree are adjacent in the

mesh. Sartori and Kumar (2010) mapped a binary synchronisation tree onto

a rectangular mesh network in their implementation. The MDML extends

this to allow tree nodes to have up to four children. This can potentially re-

duce the depth of the synchronisation tree and thus reduces the barrier cost

over their approach.

Furthermore, the overall time for synchronisation reduces significantly when

the number of processors participating in the barrier, p, is reduced. Syn-

chronisation domains implemented by the MDML allow a subset of adja-

cent nodes to synchronise, thus minimising the value of p for the barrier

operation. Nodes not requiring synchronisation continue processing data

without disruption.

Thus these features ensure that the MDML’s implementation of barrier syn-

chronisation is highly efficient.

Additionally, the design goal of hardware simplicity has been met. The

cost-per-node consists of a few small registers, a small state machine and

a handful of connections to neighbouring nodes.

5.3.2 The data transport module

The Data Transport Modules (DTMs) route data between memories and

processing resources attached to the MDML. They allow nodes to coop-

erate on tasks. The requirement for nodes to cooperate on dense matrix

calculations guided the design of the DTMs.

First, each module has four external I/O interfaces to form a rectangular

mesh network within the MDML. This network has a topology suited for

distributing data across the rows and columns of a matrix.

Multiple transfer types are also supported that suit the transfer of matrix

data, including: one-to-one transfers for elementwise operations, many-to-

one for gather operations, and many-to-many for parallel data reuse. A

number of transfer modes are also supported including: systolic buffered
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transfers, bus transfers, and optional snooping modes. Two internal paths

can be independently configured for differing transfer types and modes.

Finally, dense matrix algorithms are parallelisable with a fine grain. To ex-

ploit this, DTMs have low delay for short transfers, which means their ar-

chitecture must be simple and have low transfer overhead.

Each DTM contains four external data interfaces to allow creation of mesh

structures. The modules also have two internal data interfaces to supply

the DP with two simultaneous operands, if needed. These interfaces are

illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

Funcationally, DTMs perform a mapping between input and output ports,

configured by control inputs. They take at most two inputs and map them

to any combination of outputs with an optional delay. Thus, two operands

can be simultaneously sent to the DP, matching its processing capacity. The

mapping allows routing of data in one-to-one or one-to-many fashion.

Architecture

As stated already, each data transport module has three types of interface:

control, local and remote. These are illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

remote inputs

local inputs

remote outputs

local outputs
Data transport module

configuration status

{n,e,w,s}

{c0, c1}

4

2

4

2

{n,e,w,s}

{c0, c1}

Figure 5.6. Interfaces of the data transport module. Remote data ports are labelled
‘n’, ‘e’, ‘w’ and ‘s’ after the compass direction of their connected neigh-
bour. Local ports c0 and c1 connect to the local MDML data-path. The
configuration and status interfaces interact with the local DP via Wishbone.

The control interface is fed from the VLIW and sets the I/O mapping func-

tions that the module performs. This interface is comprised of configuration

inputs and status-reporting outputs. The VLIW contains fields that control

the bus write and output subcomponents of the local data transport module.
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Local I/O interfaces wire the DTM into the local node’s MDML pipeline.

Twin interfaces allow two pieces of data to be sent or received simultane-

ously. These interfaces have data transport and handshaking functions.

Remote I/O interfaces connect the module to the four neighbouring data

transport modules in the mesh. These interfaces have data transport, con-

tention detection and reporting functions.

Each module also contains a dedicated I/O lane (not shown) that the array

management unit uses to send data to other nodes during the configuration

process. This process will be discussed further in Sec. 5.4.1.

The internal architecture of the data transport module is shown in Fig. 5.7.

The data transport controller is responsible for managing all operations.

It configures the bus write and output modules, detects bad configuration

combinations, detects resource contention and manages the error reporting

interface. The bus write modules route input data from both remote or local

sources onto the internal buses within the data transport module. The core

output modules forward data from the internal buses to the queue manager

within the local node. The other output modules forward data from the

internal buses to the bus read modules of neighbouring nodes.

Internally, each DTM has a partial crossbar architecture with two internal

buses (Fig. 5.7a). Bus write components select the two active inputs. The six

output modules select a bus, if any, to route to each I/O port. All output

modules also have a selectable register in the datapath to implement either

simultaneous broadcast-type transfers or stepped systolic-type transfers.

The DTM sits between the data router and the queue manager in the local

MDML pipeline. Each module takes data from the local data router and

distributes it to queue managers located throughout the network created

by interconnected DTMs. Due to the deterministic nature of dense matrix

algorithms, the need for buffering can be avoided within the network.

The external interfaces of the DTMs connect to form an unbuffered mesh

network. Connecting DTMs avoids long, high-capacitance buses. Internally,

DTMs have low fan-out and only need shallow logic to implement in FPGA.
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Figure 5.7. Internal detail of the data transport module.

Module operation

In matrix mode, when the MDML is operational, use of the DTMs needs

statically scheduled lock-step operation of nodes. Matrix algorithms can be

statically scheduled because they perform a deterministic sequence of op-

erations free from data dependencies. To ensure end-to-end data delivery

in the unbuffered DTM network, all nodes along the path of communica-

tion must operate in synchronised lock-step. The compiler then statically

schedules data movements within the array.

The hardware supports different communication styles configured in soft-

ware. Some examples of these are illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
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(b) External unbuffered broadcast
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(d) Mixed-mode transfer

Figure 5.8. Transfer types supported by the data transport module.

With MDML enabled, the DTM is controlled by the same VLIW program

as the upstream data router and other stages of the MDML’s pipeline. Data

comes from the upstream data router which is statically controlled by the

VLIW. Connectivity configuration of the DTM is also set by the same VLIW.

A fixed communication schedule specified by an MDML instruction se-

quence meets the needs of many matrix and systolic algorithms. It also

delivers high performance as run-time overheads are eliminated.

5.3.3 Modelling and verification

The MDML communication architecture was modelled and verified to con-

firm implementation feasibility. This section discusses the implementation.

The principal areas of interest for modelling were to verify successful end-

to-end data flow at the array level and to verify the synchronisation capa-

bilities. Using VHDL, register transfer level models of the major MDML

components were developed, integrated and tested as part of the study.

To verify end-to-end data flow capability, a mesh of MDML nodes was mod-

elled and connected as shown in Fig. 5.9. The MDML model interfaced with
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dummy DP and memory modules. This test assumed that the MDML array

was already synchronised, and demonstrated that the MDML transports

data between nodes under this condition.

To verify the operation of the synchronisation manager, the manager was

again designed and modelled in synthesisable VHDL. The following func-

tions of the synchronisation model were verified:

1. Successful synchronisation of nodes within a domain.

2. Presence of a globally observable signal if synchronisation did not oc-

cur within a specified time.

3. Operation of the save flag on normal jump heartbeat, including inter-

action with synchronisation state and domain configuration. The save

flag is used to periodically save the state of the MDML so that, on loss

of synchronisation, a consistent state can be restored.

4. Operation of the synchronisation lost flag on jump arrhythmia, includ-

ing interaction with current synchronisation state and domain config-

uration. This flag is used to trigger actions for synchronisation recov-

ery within the array.

Implementation of the synchronisation core and data transport mechanism

showed that the concepts in this chapter are feasible from a functional per-

spective. They provide adequate functionality for use in performing matrix

algorithms.

5.3.4 Discussion

The developed communication mechanism streams dense matrix data be-

tween nodes using a fixed schedule. It is constructed from a mesh of syn-

chronisers and data transport modules. The data transport modules provide

unbuffered communication paths for matrix data, and are also used by the

array controller (in the next section) to discover array parameters. The syn-

chronisers ensure that the schedules of nodes along communicating paths

interlock correctly.
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Figure 5.9. VHDL model to verify data flow in a multi-node MDML.

Requiring lock-step operation of communicating nodes leads to a simple

yet flexible implementation for streaming dense-matrix data. When com-

bined with a static schedule, lock-step operation allows the data transport

to be unbuffered to minimise latency. A reliable unbuffered communication

mechanism can still be built by adding synchronisers to get the array into

lock-step and regularly monitor the synchronisation state.

The communication mechanism presented here assumes synchronised lock-

step operation to allow a simple and flexible implementation. The separa-

tion of synchronisation and unbuffered transport into separate modules still

results in reliable data delivery under the lock-step assumption, but results

in low-overhead, low-latency communication.

5.4 The array controller

All nodes contain an array controller to govern operation of the MDML ar-

ray. The controllers perform initialisation and configuration tasks, and are
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a collection point for system-level information. They also arbitrate requests

to array-level resources for both the local MDML peripheral and DP.

Figure 5.10 shows the components of the array controller and their inter-

faces with the MDML. The array access arbiter manages and prioritises

access to network resorces for the MDML sequencer, local DP and the array

discovery controller. The array discovery controller detects system proper-

ties after power-on. Operations it performs are explained in Sec. 5.4.1–5.4.4.

Implementation details are given in Sec. 5.4.5.

5.4.1 Array bootstrapping and parameter discovery

All nodes in the MDML array use identical hardware, and are undifferen-

tiated immediately following reset or power-on. The parameter discovery

process occurs immediately after reset and informs each node of its location

within the network and other configuration information.

Node controller

From data router To queue manager

to MDML network

Array control module

Array
discovery
module

Direct requests
from DP

Array
access
arbiter

Synchronisation
manager

Data transport
module

Figure 5.10. Array control components and integration into the node.
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The module for bootstrapping and parameter discovery is simple and com-

pact, as it is only active for a short time after reset. Table 5.3 lists imple-

mented operations.

Operation Purpose

GetArrayEdges() Discover if nodes are on a chip package or array boundary.
GetArrayParms() Assign unique IDs to each node. Discover array size.

GetNetworkParms() Discover network hop size.
LoadProgram() Load program memory.
LoadData() Load program data.
Enable() Begin execution.
Pause() Pause execution.

Table 5.3. Operations defined for the bootstrap process. The array controller
triggers execution of these automatically after reset.

The LoadProgram and LoadData operations load all memories within the

array using a scan-chain-like mechanism. The Enable and Pause operations

enable and disable the MDML in each node. GetArrayEdges, GetArray-

Parms and GetNetworkParms are related to array parameter discovery and

are examined in more detail over the next three sections.

5.4.2 Edge detection

Knowledge of which nodes lie on a system boundary is important for other

bootstrapping tasks, and for later communication. Edge detection enables a

node to select between software libraries for intra-chip and inter-chip data

access. Operation timings and communication protocols will differ for these

different accesses.

System boundaries are indicated by tying nets high or low. There are four

nets per node to indicate if its on the northern, southern, eastern, and/or

western edge of the MDML. The state of these nets is made available to

DPs.
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5.4.3 Array size and node location discovery

Array size and node location data is needed by the operating system to map

processes to nodes. Node location data is also needed to determine the ex-

pected latency of operations across the array.

The discovery process calculates four results per node and makes them ac-

cessible to the local DP:

• the horizontal and vertical position of the node within the array, and,

• the horizontal and vertical size of the array.

A two step process determines all four results. It repeats in both the hori-

zontal and vertical array dimensions. The locations of the array edges must

be known before the process begins. In the following discussion, we only

consider the horizontal case, however the vertical case follows identically.

In the first phase unique IDs are allocated based on node position. When a

node executes this phase, it first obtains an ID from its western neighbour. It

then derives the ID of its eastern neighbour and sends it onward. Nodes on

the western boundary (as configured by using edge detection nets) initialise

their ID to zero.

When this phase completes the array size is known on the eastern edge. It is

disseminated to all nodes in the second phase. Since there is no knowledge

of the single-cycle broadcast radius at this stage, nodes only communicate

with their nearest neighbours.

If a Data Transport Module (DTM) contains a hardware fault, it may not

respond to stimulus. Data is thus echoed back to the sender in the first

phase. If the sender does not immediately receive a correct echo, it will send

a zero value to the initiating array edge in the second phase. The node on

the eastern edge then sets its external wishbone bus to an error state, as an

array length of zero is irreconcilable with having an eastern neighbour. This

makes some faults in the DTM observable, for low implementation cost.
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5.4.4 Network hop-size discovery

The network hop-size is the maximum number of DTMs through which a

message can travel in a single clock cycle. Information about the hop-size

can be used to allocate nodes to network domains, with the assumption that

single-cycle transfers are guaranteed within a domain.

Hop-size discovery relies on measuring the two-way round-trip time of a

short message. If we were to directly measure the one-way transmission

time, both the sender and receiver would first need to synchronise to calcu-

late the delay. This is not practical without first knowing the hop-size.

DTMs do not support an echo function, as adding it would slow down nor-

mal operation. Instead, to create a round-trip, data is extracted and injected

directly into the local DTM interfaces.

The discovery process runs a series of tests to find an approximate upper

bound on the maximum distance a message can travel within a cycle. Due

to measurements delays, the true upper bound must be higher than the dis-

covered hop-size. Each time a test succeeds the return node is placed fur-

ther and further from the source. The test process is terminated when a test

takes longer than a cycle. This process is shown in Fig. 5.11. The discovered

hop-size is then disseminated globally throughout the array.

The hop-size discovery process is prone to metastability near the maximum

hop-size limit. To avoid metastability in operation, software can be written

to avoid using the maximum hop size.

5.4.5 Modelling and verification

The parameter discovery processes described above have been modelled in

VHDL and verified in simulation. The modules implementing the discovery

processes were designed to be simple and compact as they are only used

following reset. Modelling and simulation has ensured that the designed

processes are complete, correct and feasible.

The discovery module (Fig. 5.12) has separate controllers for the GetAr-

rayEdges, GetArrayParms and GetNetworkParms operations. A master
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Figure 5.11. Network hop-size discovery process. In each diagram, neighbouring
nodes are stacked vertically. The top-most node places data onto the
DTM’s bus and measures the time taken for it to return. In each trial,
the controller moves the location of the echo path further from the source
node. The process continues until the measured return-trip time exceeds
a cycle, at which point the maximum network hop-size is known.

controller selects the active operation, and whether discovery proceeds north-

south or east-west. The master controller selectively attaches the discovery

controllers to their local DTM so nodes can communicate. The three oper-

ations must occur in sequence as ID allocation depends on edge discovery,

and hop-size discovery depends on both knowledge of array edges and the

array size. A wishbone interface allows access to discovered parameters.

As mentioned earlier, the edge discovery unit is simple. The implementa-

tion contains a 4-bit read-only register mapped onto the local DP’s data bus.

Both the location and network parameter discovery modules have a similar

structure. Each contains a data-path that logically attaches to the DTM as

they need to pass data between nodes.

These two modules also contain:

• a finite state machine to control both the DTM and the locally attached

data-paths, and,

• look-up tables specifying the required DTM configuration for both

north-south and east-west discovery variants.
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Figure 5.12. Architecture of the parameter discovery module.

5.5 Summary

This chapter examined the issues in moving dense matrix data between

MDML nodes. In multi-processor systems, it is important to distribute data

across nodes and synchronise their operation.

An architectural framework was proposed that contained a mesh of homo-

geneous nodes, each with a crossbar. The network infrastructure was un-

buffered to minimise latency to allow efficient fine-grained communication

suitable for dense matrix processing. In this framework, the DP within each

node was assumed to have non-deterministic instruction timing behaviour.

It was observed that matrix computation is only partially deterministic in

nature. The order of operations is deterministic but, because data-processor

timing is non-deterministic, the timing of operations across the array is not

deterministic. Thus, a synchroniser was developed and integrated into each

node to restore timing determinism.

In Section 5.3 the data movement problem was transformed into:

• The design of a statically-scheduled, VLIW-controlled crossbar mesh

network, which relies on lock-step execution to achieve low-latencies
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for fine-grained communication. This network was designed to sup-

port point-to-point, systolic and multi-cast operations. All three modes

are common in dense matrix algorithms.

• The design of a hardware-efficient synchroniser module to enable a

multi-processor system-on-chip to enter lock-step execution via bar-

rier synchronisation. The synchroniser has the ability to partition an

array into multiple smaller synchronisation domains, so that only a

minimal set of nodes are impacted by synchronisation. This reduces

the the performance impact of waiting for barrier entry. The frequency

with which the array must initiate resynchronisation is also reduced

by actively monitoring synchronisation state.

In Section 5.4, mechanisms to initialise a homogenous MDML array were

developed. These mechanisms discover various important system and ar-

ray properties. Where possible, hardware is shared with other communica-

tion functions to reduce hardware requirements.

In the next chapter, some algorithms that take advantage of MDML hard-

ware mechanisms are presented and analysed.
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Programming the
MDML

T
HE MDML provides data sequencing and fine-grain

networking functions to efficiently execute matrix al-

gorithms. In this chapter we map matrix kernels to the

MDML and describe the corresponding MDML configuration.

The MDML brings performance and efficiency gains by harness-

ing concurrency in matrix algorithms.

Developing matrix algorithms on the MDML is a two step pro-

cess. Element-wise algorithms are first designed to process rela-

tively small matrix partitions. Next, these are cascaded to create

efficient algorithms for large, partitioned matrices.

This programming methodology can be applied to develop a

range of matrix kernel operations for MDML-based systems.
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter demonstrates how to apply Matrix Data Management Layer

(MDML) to efficiently implement real-world algorithms. We shall use the

MDML to find the exact solution to a general system of linear equations.

Theis system will be solved by applying the LU decomposition before per-

forming forward substitution. Back substitution is also required but is not

covered here due to its similarity to forward substitution.

Only the behaviour of MDML resources is considered here. This allows esti-

mating the reduction in computational complexity resulting from executing

algorithms in parallel on the MDML. Doing so allows us to get a feel for the

impact of architectural features of the MDML and characterise its general

behaviour.

Data processor timing will not be considered as the MDML can be attached

to a range of processor cores, each with different capabilities and perfor-

mance. Thus it is impossible to precisely determine the performance of an

MDML system in terms of Floating Point Operations (FLOPS) or a similar

metric as these depend on the chosen data processor and memory design.

Thus, we state results for:

• Data management time, which is the minimum number of clock cycles

into which all required MDML operations can be scheduled. This is a

best-case value, and will only be met if memory accesses do not create

additional delays.

• Resource utilisation, which is another revealing metric of the quality of

an algorithm on parallel architectures. It is the ratio of the total num-

ber of nodes active over the entire data management time compared

to the total number of nodes available over that period. It is given by

the relationship

Resource utilisation, r =
∑i(Active nodes in ith cycle)

(cycles)(total nodes)
(6.1)

Resource utilisation metrics allow performance comparisons between the

minimal single-processor MDML and multiprocessor variants.
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A node is considered to be active if it is performing an operation that con-

tributes to the final result, including:

• address generator or loop sequencer use,

• local memory access, or,

• data entering or exiting from the FIFO interface between the MDML

and local data processor.

Similarly, a node is considered inactive if either of the following conditions

is true:

• It performs an operation that does not contribute to a final result, such

as fetching a value that is known to be an identity value (1 for multi-

plication, 0 for addition).

• It is idle apart from its crossbar being configured to forward data be-

tween two other nodes.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the assumptions made by perfor-

mance analyses in the rest of the chapter.

We then build a number of algorithms for small matrices, or matrix parti-

tions. These algorithms will be applied in creating algorithms that oper-

ate on large, partitioned matrices. They benefit from the high-bandwidth

distributed memory, parallel processing resources and low-granularity net-

work interconnect in an MDML system. We will demonstrate that this class

of algorthm has good resource utilisation for small problem sizes, but be-

comes progressively inefficient at large problem sizes.

Next we create algorithms for performing large-scale LU decomposition

and forward substitution. These algorithms use the sequencers in each node

to access matrix data and select the operations to perform on it. Utilisation

improves over the small matrix case as problem size increases.

Together, these examples demonstrate the strengths of the MDML in oper-

ating with dense, non-rectangular matrices and complicated memory access

sequences.
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Table 6.1 lists symbols generally used to denote scalar quantities in this

chapter. Aside from these symbols, Table 6.2 gives nomenclature used in

this chapter for representing general matrices, vectors and scalars.

Table 6.1. Scalar quantities used in this this chapter.

Symbol Quantity

a MDML activity level.
b Number of completely filled matrix blocks.
B Total number of matrix blocks, whether completely or

partially filled with data.
m, n Dimensions of the input problem.
Px,y MDML processor node at array coordinate (x, y)

p Dimension of a square MDML processor array. May also
equal one of the dimensions of the input problem.

r Resource utilisation level.

r(max) Resource utilisation for the largest problem that will fit
in the array

t Best-case data handling time.

Table 6.2. Representing matrix, vector and scalar quantities.

Object Format Example

Matrix bold, capitalised M

Vector italic, capitalised V
Scalar italic, lowercase s

Matrix partition as for matrix Mi,j

Matrix row or column as for vector Mi,:

Matrix element as for scalar mi,j

In addition, the symbol = is used to denote equality of two quantities. The

symbol ⇐ is used to denote assignment of a result.

6.2 Assumptions

The performance analysis in this chapter focuses only on the nodes that are

involved in the computation. It does not consider the operation of nodes

that are configured to provide data ingress and egress to external memory.

Unless otherwise stated, a number of assumptions have been made about

the behaviour of the on-chip network, the chosen data processors and the
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behaviour of the memory integrated into each node. These assumptions are

discussed next. They are reasonable given certain realistic choices of data

processor and problem size.

For simplicity, we will assume that broadcast messages can pass from edge

to edge in a single MDML cycle. In 2001, Beaumont-Smith (2001) achieved

this with an ASIC containing a 4-by-4 processor array running at 200MHz.

The continuing trend of technology scaling means it is reasonable to assume

a system of similar size can now achieve much higher clock rates using cur-

rent manufacturing technologies.

It is also assumed that the data ingress and egress to the array is not a bot-

tleneck, which is true for small and moderate problem sizes.

An assumption of a simple architecture for a data processor has been made.

This architecture has easily predictable instruction timing and ample regis-

ters to store temporary data. This is typical of many common RISC architec-

tures. Additionally, it is assumed that pipeline stalls are a rare event in the

execution of matrix kernels and that certain instructions, such as multiply-

accumulate and fast division, are implemented. Thus, pipeline stalls are not

considered in the performance analyses in this chapter.

Finally, we have assumed that each local memory can be made large enough

to fit all data needed locally for problem sizes of interest. Considering that

Intel Xeon processors are now commercially available with up to twelve

CPU cores and 30MB of on-chip cache, this is a reasonable assumption. Such

a cache is able to store a square matrix of single-precision floating point el-

ements of over 2800-by-2800 elements. Real-time signal processing applica-

tions with datasets approaching this size are rare.

6.3 Algorithms for small matrices

In the context of this chapter, a small matrix is defined as a matrix with

dimensions no greater than the MDML array. Matrices that are smaller than

the processor array must be padded with zeros.
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A cyclic distribution of matrix data is assumed. Thus each node contains

only one element of a small matrix, so the node sequencers are not required.

Because the input data set is small it is feasible to unroll loop structures in

the algorithms presented here.

All algorithms in this section use the inter-node network, including the syn-

chronisation mechanism, for fine-grained communication. The design goals

and implementation details of this network were discussed in Chapter 5.

They also use multiple processing resources simultaneously and achieve

good arithmetic intensity by unrolling loops. These factors all influence the

performance of algorithms in this section.

Algorithms in Sec. 6.4 will also harness the MDML sequencer to fetch data

and choose the operations to perform on it. Their design leverages from the

algorithms developed in this section. Although algorithms in this section do

not exercise the node sequencers, the algorithms in Sec. 6.4 do. Thus, it is

assumed that the sequencers assist in fetching and storing matrix elements,

even in the current section.

All algorithm derivations and illustrations in this section are based on a 4-

by-4 MDML array. However, performance is analysed for general sizes.

6.3.1 Matrix multiplication

Consider the matrix-vector product AX = B implemented using an MDML

for the case where the dimensions of all matrices and vectors are smaller

than a p-by-p processor array. In this case:

A ∈ ℜn×n, X ∈ ℜn×1, and B ∈ ℜn×1

where n is a positive integer such that n ≤ p. The matrix-vector product

produces a vector B that contains elements:

bi =
n

∑
j=1

aijxj for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
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Data is initially distributed across the array as illustrated in Table 6.3. A full

4-by-4 MDML array is represented. Each cell of the table represents the local

memory of a node in the MDML mesh. Each node stores an element of the

A matrix. Additionally, each node in the first column stores an element of

the X and B vectors.

The steps carried out by each node in the array are outlined below. Each

step takes one MDML cycle to perform. The first step calculates the first

term of the summation for all elements in the vector B.

Step 1: Calculate the first term of the matrix-vector product. Here, B/castCol(x) is an

operation that broadcasts the value of element x along the column.

B/castCol(x1).
b1 ⇐ a1,1x1

Idle Idle Idle

b2 ⇐ a2,1x1 Idle Idle Idle

b3 ⇐ a3,1x1 Idle Idle Idle

b4 ⇐ a4,1x1 Idle Idle Idle

Subsequent steps (steps 2 - 4) each accumulate another summation term.

Step 2: Accumulate the second term of the summation. B/castRow(x) is an operation

that broadcasts the value of element x along the column.

b1 ⇐ b1 + a1,2x2 B/castRow(a1,2) Idle Idle

B/castCol(x2).
b2 ⇐ b2 + a2,2x2

B/castRow(a2,2) Idle Idle

b3 ⇐ b3 + a3,2x2 B/castRow(a3,2) Idle Idle

b4 ⇐ b4 + a4,2x2 B/castRow(a4,2) Idle Idle
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Table 6.3. Data layout of a small matrix multiplication on the MDML. The el-
ement of A within each node is specified within square brackets. Empty
brackets represent the case where a node does not initially contain an ele-
ment of the corresponding matrix or vector.

A : [a1,1] A : [a1,2] A : [a1,3] A : [a1,4]
X : [x1] B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ]

A : [a2,1] A : [a2,2] A : [a2,3] A : [a2,4]
X : [x2] B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ]

A : [a3,1] A : [a3,2] A : [a3,3] A : [a3,4]
X : [x3] B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ]

A : [a4,1] A : [a4,2] A : [a4,3] A : [a4,4]
X : [x4] B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ] X/B : [ ]

Step 3: Accumulate the third term.

b1 ⇐ b1 + a1,3x3 Idle B/castRow(a1,3) Idle

b2 ⇐ b2 + a2,3x3 Idle B/castRow(a2,3) Idle

B/castCol(x3).
b3 ⇐ b3 + a3,3x3

Idle B/castRow(a3,3) Idle

b4 ⇐ b4 + a4,3x3 Idle B/castRow(a4,3) Idle

Step 4: Accumulate the final term.

b1 ⇐ b1 + a1,4x4 Idle Idle B/castRow(a1,4)

b2 ⇐ b2 + a2,4x2 Idle Idle B/castRow(a2,4)

b3 ⇐ b3 + a3,4x4 Idle Idle B/castRow(a3,4)

B/castCol(x4).
b4 ⇐ b4 + a4,4x4

Idle Idle B/castRow(a4,4)

A final step is needed to request the MDML stores vector B in memory.

Only nodes in the first column are active in this step. When run as part of a

blocked algorithm for large matrices, the location to store the result would

be provided by the address generator configuration created by the caller.

Throughout execution the crossbars are configured so that each row is pre-

pared for broadcast via the B/castRow() operations. Similarly, each col-

umn is also configured for broadcast for the B/castCol() operations. As the
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MDML has two data lanes connected directly to processor registers, data

from both row and column broadcasts can be received simultaneously with-

out interference. Note that in the steps above, nodes are not truly idle in

slots marked Idle: they still receive data but discard it without using it. This

maintains the correct order of steps above across all MDML nodes.

The algorithm begins with barrier synchronisation. However, synchronisa-

tion is not assured on completion. The data handling time of the algorithm

described here depends on the size of the inputs. For an n-by-n input ma-

trix, the data handling time will be

tmvmult = n + 1 cycles.

This relationship gives a theoretical lower bound on the performance of

matrix-vector multiplication on the MDML under the assumption that the

attached processor cores do not add additional delay to network transfers

(that is, the network never has to wait for the processor).

Note that data handling time scales linearly with input size, while the MDML

array size (and the number of resources it contains) scales quadratically.

The resource utilisation of vector-matrix multiplication was defined in Eq (6.1)

and is given by

rmvmult =
∑i(Active nodes in ith cycle)

(cycles)(total nodes)

= 2/(n + 1)

assuming that the dimensions of the input matrix are the same as the di-

mensions of the MDML array.

Both the data handling time and MDML resource utilisation are tabulated

below for a range of different problem sizes. Resource utilisation always

exceeds the level equivalent to a single active processing node, meaning we

achieve a speed-up compared to executing operations on a system with a

single processing resource. Also, the utilisation is good at small array sizes

but becomes progressively worse for larger array sizes. This last observation

motivates the development of blocked algorithms later in this chapter.
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Table 6.4. Behaviour of small matrix multiplication on the MDML.

Array size 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data processing time
(MDML cycles)

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

66.7% 50.0% 40.0% 33.3% 28.6% 25.0% 22.2%
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Figure 6.1. Resource utilisation of small matrix-vector multiplication (in blue).
Grey bars indicate the utilisation level eqivalent to a single active processing
node for a system of the specified size (= 1/n2).

Conformal matrix-matrix product executes very efficiently on MDML-like

architectures. Consider the conformal matrix product

P = AB

such that

P ∈ ℜm×n, A ∈ ℜn×p, B ∈ ℜp×m

where

m ≤ p and n ≤ p.
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Elements of P are calculated as:

pi,j =
p

∑
k=1

ai,kbk,j

Beaumont-Smith (2001) showed these calculations require a data handling

time of

tmmult = p + 1 cycles

on a parallel mesh processing architecture, where one MDML cycle has been

reserved for storage of results.

MDML nodes are considered active when their memory or data processing

resources are in use. Using this definition, we show in Appendix B that the

total node activity while carrying out data management operations is:

MDML activity, ammult = mnp + p(n + m)− mn

including result storage. Equation (6.1) on page 124 relates this to resource

utilisation. Table 6.5 lists important sub-cases that we will reference later.

Table 6.5. System activity for important matrix multiplication cases.

P(= AB) A B Utilisation fraction, rmmult

p × p p × p p × p 1
m × p m × p p × p (m + 1)/(p + 1)
p × n p × p p × n (n + 1)/(p + 1)
n × n n × p p × n ((p − 1)n2 + 2pn)/(p2(p + 1))

To calculate P ⇐ P − AB an extra cycle is required to perform the initial

fetch of matrix P over computing a straight product. During this cycle, mn

nodes are actively loading non-zero elements of the input matrix. Thus:

Activity, aupdate = mnp + p(n + m) = p(n + m + nm).
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And the resource utilisation fraction becomes

Resource utilisation, rupdate =
m + n + mn

p(p + 2)
.

We shall refer to these facts again in Section 6.4.

Note that we have assumed there are no memory or data processing limita-

tions in the results above.

6.3.2 LU decomposition

The LU decomposition converts a matrix, A ∈ ℜn×n, into the product of a

lower triangular matrix, L, and an upper triangular matrix, U, such that

A = LU

for integer n ∈ [2, p] where the MDML array contains p × p nodes.

The LU decomposition simplifies finding exact solutions to consistent sets

of simultaneous equations. In the case studied here, pivoting is not imple-

mented to simplify understanding. Despite this, the developed algorithm is

still useful as pivoting is not required for several common classes of coeffi-

cient matrices, including positive definite matrices that arise in applications

as diverse as control systems, statistical analyses and optimisation.

Since uk,j = 0 for k > j and li,k = 0 for k > i, the product A = LU is:

ai,j =
min(i,j)

∑
k=1

li,kuk,j.

Additionally, li,k = 1 for k = i. Applying this information gives:

ai,j =

{

∑
j
k=1 li,kuk,j for i > j, below the diagonal of ai,j.

ui,j + ∑
i−1
k=1 li,kuk,j for i ≤ j, on and above the diagonal of ai,j.
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So on a 4-by-4 input matrix, A :

A =













u1,1 u1,2 · · · u1,4

∑
k={1}

l2,kuk,1 u2,2 + ∑
k={1}

l2,kuk,2 · · · u2,4 + ∑
k={1}

l2,kuk,4

∑
k={1}

l3,kuk,1 ∑
k={1,2}

l3,kuk,2 · · · u3,4 + ∑
k={1,2}

l3,kuk,4

∑
k={1}

l4,kuk,1 ∑
k={1,2}

l4,kuk,2 · · · u4,4 + ∑
k={1,2,3}

l4,kuk,4













.

Thus, we observe that the first row of U is known before calculation begins.

The first column of L can be found by dividing each element by u1,1. This

then enables the removal of the k = 1 terms from the remaining summa-

tions, solving the second row of U. We then iterate the procedure until the

A matrix has been completely decomposed into L and U matrices.

Data is distributed across the array according to Table 6.6, which represents

a 4-by-4 MDML array. Each node contains an element of the input matrix,

A. As execution proceeds, elements of the upper triangular matrix U shall

be stored in the nodes on and above the main diagonal. Similarly, elements

of the lower triangular matrix L shall be stored in nodes below the main

diagonal.

Table 6.6. Data layout of a small LU decomposition on the MDML. As the non-
trivial elements of the L and U matrices do not intersect, they are stored in
the same locations within each node.

A : [a1,1] A : [a1,2] A : [a1,3] A : [a1,4]
L/U : [u1,1] L/U : [u1,2] L/U : [u1,3] L/U : [u1,4]

A : [a2,1] A : [a2,2] A : [a2,3] A : [a2,4]
L/U : [l2,1] L/U : [u2,2] L/U : [u2,3] L/U : [u2,4]

A : [a3,1] A : [a3,2] A : [a3,3] A : [a3,4]
L/U : [l3,1] L/U : [l3,2] L/U : [u3,3] L/U : [u3,4]

A : [a4,1] A : [a4,2] A : [a4,3] A : [a4,4]
L/U : [l4,1] L/U : [l4,2] L/U : [l4,3] L/U : [u4,4]

The operations required to perform the decomposition can be ordered in a

range of different ways, and a number of algorithms for LU decomposition

have been suggested. These include algorithms based on inner-, middle-

and outer- products. Each variant performs the required operations and
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accesses the matrix elements in a different order and so is suited to different

hardware and memory architectures.

Outer-product algorithms perform well on fine-grained parallel architec-

tures like the MDML as they exhibit a high level of data reuse and concur-

rency in operations. The communication pattern required to transfer data

for the outer product is also well suited to the MDML. The communication

pattern is regular, can take advantage of broadcast modes and only occurs

along rows and columns.

Golub and Van Loan (1996) give an algorithm for LU decomposition using

outer product. It overwrites the input matrix A with the non-trivial ele-

ments of the L and U matrices. The algorithm is reproduced below:

// Iterate over summation terms
for k = 1 : n − 1 do

// Iterate over rows affected by current summation term
for i = k + 1 : n do

ai,k = ai,k/ak,k // Form kth column of L matrix
// Iterate over columns affected by current summation term
for j = k + 1 : n do

ai,j = ai,j − ai,k.ak,j // Remove contribution of L:,k from remaining
elements

end for
end for

end for

Algorithm 6.1. Algorithm for small LU decomposition. This particular algorithm is
suited to scalar architectures.

Unrolling all loops gives us the following sequence of steps.

Step 1: Prepare for column-wise division by a1,1.

B/castCol(a1,1) Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle
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Step 2: Solve the first column of L. Distribute data in preparation for the next step.

Idle B/castCol(a1,2) B/castCol(a1,3) B/castCol(a1,4)

l2,1 ⇐ a2,1/a1,1.
B/castRow(l2,1).

Idle Idle Idle

l3,1 ⇐ a3,1/a1,1.
B/castRow(l3,1).

Idle Idle Idle

l4,1 ⇐ a4,1/a1,1.
B/castRow(l4,1).

Idle Idle Idle

Step 3: Remove the k = 1 term from all remaining matrix elements, also finding the

second row of U.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle
u2,2 ⇐ a2,2 − l2,1a1,2.

B/castCol(u2,2).
u2,3 ⇐ a2,3 − l2,1.a1,3

u2,4 ⇐ a2,4 − l2,1.a1,4

Idle a3,2 ⇐ a3,2 − l3,1.a1,2 a3,3 ⇐ a3,3 − l3,1.a1,3
a3,4 ⇐ a3,4 − l3,1.a1,4

Idle a4,2 ⇐ a4,2 − l4,1.a1,2 a4,3 ⇐ a4,3 − l4,1.a1,3
a4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,1.a1,4

Step 4: Find the second column of L. Distribute data in preparation for the next step.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle B/castCol(u2,3) B/castCol(u2,4)

Idle
l3,2 ⇐ a3,2/u2,2.
B/castRow(l3,2).

Idle Idle

Idle
l4,2 ⇐ a4,2/u2,2.
B/castRow(l4,2).

Idle Idle

Step 5: Remove the k = 2 term from remaining matrix elements, also solve the third

row of U.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle
u3,3 ⇐ a3,3 − l3,2.a2,3.

B/castCol(u3,3).
u3,4 ⇐ a3,4 − l3,2.a2,4

Idle Idle a4,3 ⇐ a4,3 − l4,2.a2,3 a4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,2.a2,4
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Step 6: Find the third and final non-trivial column of L. Distribute data in preparation

for the next step.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle B/castCol(u3,4)

Idle Idle
l4,3 ⇐ a4,3/u3,3.
B/castRow(l4,3).

Idle

Step 7: Remove the k = 3 term from remaining matrix elements, solving for the final

row of U.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle u4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,3.a3,4

Step 8: Store results to local memories.

Store u1,1 Store u1,2 Store u1,3
Store u1,4

Store l2,1 Store u2,2 Store u2,3
Store u2,4

Store l3,1 Store l3,2 Store u3,3
Store u3,4

Store l4,1 Store l4,2 Store l4,3
Store u4,4

Thus, the pattern is:

1. The upper-left node performs a broadcast in preparation for comput-

ing the first column of L (step 1).

2. Then alternate cycles compute a column of the L matrix (steps 2, 4, 6)

and remove its effect from the remaining A matrix (steps 3, 5, 7).

3. Finally, the non-trivial elements of the resulting L and U matrices are

stored in memory (step 8).
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The resulting data handling time for LU decomposition of small matrices is:

tLU = tbroadcast + tcompute + tstore

= 1 + 2(p − 1) + 1

= 2p cycles.

The total activity of the MDML array in the general case of an n-by-n input

matrix is derived in Appendix B and is

aLU =
2n3 + 9n2 − 5n + 6

6
.

Thus, the fraction of utilised resources for decomposing an n-by-n input

matrix on an MDML system of size p-by-p is

rLU =
aLU

p2tLU

=
2n3 + 9n2 − 5n + 6

12p3
. (6.2)

Array utilisation has been plotted in Fig. 6.2 and tabulated in Table 6.7. Re-

source utilisation is good for small problem sizes and, as expected, becomes

rapidly worse at large problem sizes. The resource utilisation is shown in

the figure in blue. The minimum acceptable utilistion, shown in grey, is

equivalent to a single active node. From the figure we conclude that the

MDML is able to harness concurrency in performing the matrix operation,

as the resource utilisation is always greater than the minimum acceptable

utilisation.

Table 6.7. Behaviour of a small LU decomposition on the MDML.

Array size 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data processing time
(MDML cycles)

4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

50.0% 38.9% 33.6% 30.4% 28.2% 26.7% 25.5%
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(a) Peak resource utilisation (in blue). Grey bars show the utilisation
level resulting from a single active node in a system of the same size.
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(b) Resource utilisation for all valid input and array size combinations,
up to an 8 × 8 MDML array. Input size cannot exceed array size.

Figure 6.2. Resource utilisation of LU decomposition on small matrices.
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6.3.3 Forward substitution for a single operating point

In this section we develop a method to use an MDML system to solve a

small system of the form LX = A for X, where

L ∈ ℜn×n X ∈ ℜn×1 A ∈ ℜn×1.

L is a unit lower-triangular coefficient matrix and n is an integer such that

2 ≤ n ≤ b. The operation is performed on an MDML system with b × b

nodes.

The elements of X are found using the relationship:

xi = ai −
i−1

∑
j=1

li,jxj

Note that this equation has a data dependency: we cannot find xi until

{x1, x2, . . . , xi−1} are known. This dependency places an ordering on the

steps required to solve for all elements of X.

Data is distributed among the MDML nodes as shown in the table below.

Cells in the table correspond to memories at corresponding node locations

within the MDML array. The diagonal elements of L are not stored as they

are known a priori. Additionally, no assumption is made about the content

of empty locations, thus the algorithm must not read or write to them.

Table 6.8. Data layout of a small forward substitution of maximum size.

L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [x1] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ]

L : [l2,1] L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [a2] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ]

L : [l3,1] L : [l3,2] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [a3] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ]

L : [l4,1] L : [l4,2] L : [l4,3] L : [ ]
A/X : [a4] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ] A/X : [ ]

Within these constraints, it is possible to develop an algorithm that has a

data handling time of tfwdsub = p cycles. This is outlined below assuming,

for the time being, that n = p.
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Step 1: Find x2 by removing the effect of x1 on ai for i > 1. Note that x1 = a1 as the

leading diagonal entries of L are all one.

B/castCol(x1) Idle Idle Idle

x2 ⇐ a2 − l2,1.x1 Idle Idle Idle

a3 ⇐ a3 − l3,1.x1 Idle Idle Idle

a4 ⇐ a4 − l4,1.x1 Idle Idle Idle

Step 2: Find x3 by removing the effect of x2 on ai for i > 2.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

B/castCol(x2) Idle Idle Idle

x3 ⇐ a3 − l3,2.x2 B/castRow(l3,2) Idle Idle

a4 ⇐ a4 − l4,2.x2 B/castRow(l4,2) Idle Idle

Step 3: Find x4 by removing the effect of x3 on ai for i > 3.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

B/castCol(x3) Idle Idle Idle

x4 ⇐ a4 − l4,3.x3 Idle B/castRow(l4,3) Idle

Step 4: Transfer results to the distributed memory store.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Store x2 Idle Idle Idle

Store x3 Idle Idle Idle

Store x4 Idle Idle Idle
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The fraction of MDML nodes utilised in executing the above steps is:

rfwdsub =
activity

(cycles)(total resources)

=
afwdsub

(p)(p2)
.

In Appendix B.3 we derive in (B.3) an expression for node activity, a:

a = n2 − 1.

Thus,

rfwdsub =
n2 − 1

p3
.

In the case where the input size is maximised, n = p and

r
(max)
fwdsub =

p2 − 1

p3
.

Both array utilisation and data handling cycle count have been tabulated

in Table 6.9 for a range of practical array sizes. The resource utilisation

has been tabulated to three significant figures. This data is also plotted in

Fig. 6.3.

Table 6.9. Behaviour of a small forward substitution on the MDML.

Array size 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data processing time
(MDML cycles)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

37.5% 29.6% 23.4% 19.2% 16.2% 14.0% 12.3%

From Fig. 6.3 we observe that utilisation is poor, particularly as the array

size increases. Additionally, Figure 6.3a shows that for p = 4 and n ≤ 2, the

overall resource utilisation drops below that of a single continuously-active

processor node. This is because the array is starved for data, which is typ-

ical of matrix-vector algorithms on the MDML. The MDML has sufficient

resources to allow efficient execution of matrix-matrix algorithms.
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(a) Resource utilisation for different size problems on an array with
p = 4. The red line indicates the utilisation level eqivalent to a
single active processing node.
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(b) Resource utilisation of maximum size problems on a range of array
sizes (in blue). Grey bars show the utilisation level resulting from a
single active node in a system of the same size.

Figure 6.3. Behaviour of solving L.X = A on small MDML arrays.
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Now consider a similar problem: solving a system of the form U.Y = B for

Y, where U is a small upper-triangular coefficient matrix with arbitrary non-

zero diagonal entries and the dot denotes conformal multiplication. This

requires a back-substitution operation. In this case the elements of the Y-

vector are given by:

yi =

(

bi −
n

∑
j=i+1

ui,jyj

)

/ui,i.

We assume that both the B-vector and the Y-vector that replaces it are stored

in the nodes on the first row of the MDML array.

The performance impact to MDML resources of normalising each yi by ui,i is

minimal as all ui,i can be broadcast along required rows and columns with

a single MDML operation. Additionally, no more than two pieces of data

must be normalised per MDML node, meaning all fetches can be scheduled

within the same MDML operation. Thus, the data hadling time of the vari-

ant

tfwdsub2 = p + 1 cycles

where node activity was computed in Appendix B.3 to be:

afwdsub2 =
3n2 + n

2
.

Thus,

rfwdsub2 =
Activity

(cycles)(numResources)

=
3n2 + n

2p2(p + 1)
, for n ∈ [1, p].

Which, for a maximum-sized input, with n = p, simplifies to:

r
(max)
fwdsub2 =

3p + 1

2p(p + 1)
.
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Both maximum array utilisation and data handling cycle count have been

tabulated in Table 6.9 for a range of array sizes. The resource utilisation has

been tabulated to three significant figures.

Table 6.10. Behaviour of a small transposed forward substitution.

Array size 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data processing time
(MDML cycles)

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

58.3% 41.6% 32.5% 26.7% 22.6% 19.6% 17.4%

6.3.4 Forward substitution for an aggregate of points

As in the earlier case studied in Sec. 6.3.3, assume we have a unit-lower tri-

angular coefficient matrix. Thus, all the diagonal entries are one. However

as opposed to the earlier case, now X and A are matrices and not vectors.

We solve a system of the form LX = A for matrix X where:

L ∈ ℜn×n, X ∈ ℜn×m and A ∈ ℜn×m

such that for a p × p MDML array,

n ≤ p and m ≤ p.

The calculation performed to solve for X is:

xi,j = ai,j −
i−1

∑
k=1

li,kxk,j.

Data is distributed among nodes as shown in Table 6.11. In designing the

algorithm we shall assume n = m = p, and later lift this restriction to de-

termine the resource utilisation for non-full problems. As before, the algo-

rithm must not access locations marked with empty brackets [ ] because

although they are not used for storing the L matrix, other data may have

been stored in them.
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As before, the required operations can be scheduled to require a data han-

dling time, taggsub = p cycles. A demonstration of this on a 4-by-4 MDML

system, with p = 4 is shown in the sequence below. Note that utilisation

is much higher than in the earlier case, which had only a single right hand

side to the equation, provided n = m = p.

Step 1: Find X2,: (second row of X).

B/castCol(x1,1) B/castCol(x1,2) B/castCol(x1,3) B/castCol(x1,4)

B/castRow(l2,1).
a2,1 ⇐ a2,1 − l2,1.x1,1

x2,2 ⇐ a2,2 − l2,1.x1,2 x2,3 ⇐ a2,3 − l2,1.x1,3
x2,4 ⇐ a2,4 − l2,1.x1,4

B/castRow(l3,1).
a3,1 ⇐ a3,1 − l3,1.x1,1

a3,2 ⇐ a3,2 − l3,1.x1,2 a3,3 ⇐ a3,3 − l3,1.x1,3
a3,4 ⇐ a3,4 − l3,1.x1,4

B/castRow(l4,1).
a4,1 ⇐ a4,1 − l4,1.x1,1

a4,2 ⇐ a4,2 − l4,1.x1,2 a4,3 ⇐ a4,3 − l4,1.x1,3
a4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,1.x1,4

Step 2: Find X3,: (third row of X).

Idle Idle Idle Idle

B/castCol(x2,1) B/castCol(x2,2) B/castCol(x2,3) B/castCol(x2,4)

x3,1 ⇐ a3,1 − l3,2.x2,1
B/castRow(l3,2).

x3,2 ⇐ a3,2 − l3,2.x2,2
x3,3 ⇐ a3,3 − l3,2.x2,3 a3,4 ⇐ a3,4 − l3,2.x2,4

a4,1 ⇐ a4,1 − l4,2.x2,1
B/castRow(l4,2).

a4,2 ⇐ a4,2 − l4,2.x2,2
a4,3 ⇐ a4,3 − l4,2.x2,3 a4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,2.x2,4

Step 3: Find X4,: (fourth row of X).

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Idle Idle Idle Idle

B/castCol(x3,1) B/castCol(x3,2) B/castCol(x3,3) B/castCol(x3,4)

x4,1 ⇐ a4,1 − l4,3.x3,1 x4,2 ⇐ a4,2 − l4,3.x3,2
B/castRow(l4,3).

x4,3 ⇐ a4,3 − l4,3.x3,3

x4,4 ⇐ a4,4 − l4,3.x3,4
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Step 4: Store result.

Idle Idle Idle Idle

Store x2,1 Store x2,2 Store x2,3
Store x2,4

Store x3,1 Store x3,2 Store x3,3
Store x3,4

Store x4,1 Store x4,2 Store x4,3
Store x4,4

Table 6.11. Data layout of aggregate forward substitution.

L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [x1,1] A/X : [x1,2] A/X : [x1,3] A/X : [x1,4]

L : [l2,1] L : [ ] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [a2,1] A/X : [a2,2] A/X : [a2,3] A/X : [a2,4]

L : [l3,1] L : [l3,2] L : [ ] L : [ ]
A/X : [a3,1] A/X : [a3,2] A/X : [a3,3] A/X : [a3,4]

L : [l4,1] L : [l4,2] L : [l4,3] L : [ ]
A/X : [a4,1] A/X : [a4,2] A/X : [a4,3] A/X : [a4,4]

In summary, the data handling time

taggsub = p cycles

Consider the case when n ≤ m. In this case both X and A have more

columns than rows, which is the case when there are lots of relatively small

problems to solve. The MDML activity level

aaggsub = m(n2 + 3n − 4)/2, when n ≤ m.

This result was derived in Appendix B.4.

So the MDML resource utilisation fraction when n ≤ m

raggsub =
aaggsub

taggsub p2

=
m(n2 + 3n − 4)

2p3
, when n ≤ m.
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If n > m we have a relatively small number of large problems to solve. In

Appendix B.4 we show that the node activity in this case is

aaggsub =
(m + 1)n2 + (m − 1)n + m2 − 3m

2
, when n > m.

Thus the MDML utilisation fraction is

raggsub =
aaggsub

taggsubp2

=
(m + 1)n2 + (m − 1)n + m2 − 3m

2p3
, when n > m.

The maximum-size inputs that can be accommodated on a p× p-node MDML

array occur when m = p and n = p. In this case, the MDML utilisation frac-

tion simplifies to:

r
(max)
aggsub =

1

2
+

3p − 4

2p2

Note that as input size grows large, p → ∞, and the maximum MDML

utilisation fraction asymptotically reduces to 50%.

These relationships have been tabulated in Table 6.12 for a range of array

sizes. Resource utilisation trends have also been plotted in Fig. 6.4.

Table 6.12. Behaviour of small aggregate forward substitution.

Array size, p 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data management time
(MDML cycles)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

75% 77.8% 75% 72% 69.4% 67.4% 65.6%

We achieve much better utilisation with multiple right-hand-sides as there

is enough data on which the entire array can operate, instead of just a single

column of data.

Finally, consider the case where the system UTXT = BT must be solved for

XT where UT is a full-rank upper-triangular matrix. Note that since U is

upper triangular, UT is lower triangular and thus the algorithm is similar
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(a) Resource utilisation with a fixed, 4 × 4 MDML array. The red line
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Figure 6.4. Resource utilisation when solving L.X = A on small matrices.
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to the forward substitution algorithm given above. The data distribution

assumed in this case is shown in Table 6.13:

Table 6.13. Data layout of aggregate transposed forward substitution.

U : [u1,1] U : [u1,2] U : [u1,3] U : [u1,4]
B/X : [x1,1] B/X : [b1,2] B/X : [b1,3] B/X : [b1,4]

U : [ ] U : [u2,2] U : [u2,3] U : [u2,4]
B/X : [b2,1] B/X : [b2,2] B/X : [b2,3] B/X : [b2,4]

U : [ ] U : [ ] U : [u3,3] U : [u3,4]
B/X : [b3,1] B/X : [b3,2] B/X : [b3,3] B/X : [b3,4]

U : [ ] U : [ ] U : [ ] U : [u4,4]
B/X : [b4,1] B/X : [b4,2] B/X : [b4,3] B/X : [b4,4]

In developing an algorithm for solving this case, we discover there are two

main differences from the earlier algorithm for solving LX = A:

1. The order of operations changes due to the transposition of the in-

put matrices. Thus, the entries of X are calculated column-by-column

rather than row-by-row.

2. We have no longer assumed that the diagonal elements of the trian-

gular coefficient matrix are all ones. Thus the data handling time is

increased by a cycle to distribute the diagonal coefficients of U at the

start of the algorithm in preparation for normalisation. The diagonal

coefficients are stored in a temporary register for the duration of the

algorithm.

Thus the data handling time of this variant:

taggsub2 = p + 1 cycles.

All nodes that contain data are active during the cycle in which the ui,i are

distributed. There are mn of these nodes. Thus when n ≤ m the MDML
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resource utilisation fraction:

raggsub2 =

mn + m

(
n

∑
i=2

i

)

+ m(n − 1)

(p + 1)p2

=
m(n2 + 5n − 4)

2p2(p + 1)
, when n ≤ m.

And when n > m,

raggsub =

mn + m

(
n

∑
i=2

i

)

+ m(n − 1) +
n−(m+1)

∑
i=0

i

(p + 1)p2

=
(m + 1) ∗ n2 + (3 ∗ m − 1) ∗ n + m2 − 3 ∗ m

2p2(p + 1)
, when n > m.

The MDML utilisation fraction of the maximum sized input, which occurs

when m = n = p, is:

r
(max)
aggsub =

1

2
+

2p − 2

p2 + p
.

These relationships have been tabulated in Table 6.14 for a range of potential

array sizes. The maximum utilisation has been rounded to three significant

figures.

Table 6.14. Behaviour of aggregate transposed forward substitution.

Array size, p 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Data management time
(MDML cycles)

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Resource utilisation for
largest input matrix

83.3% 83.3% 80.0% 76.7% 73.8% 71.4% 69.4%
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6.3.5 Discussion

Cycle count grows linearly for all algorithm implementations in this section,

but the resources required to achieve this growth grows quadratically. This

results in utilisation on larger problems becoming increasingly poor. How-

ever, for the array sizes studied, the overall resource utilisation is always

more than that of a single-processor system. Thus, the concurrency is har-

nessed in the range of matrix operations studied, which will lead to reduced

execution times on MDML systems.

Resource utilisation on small problems especially is good. This motivates

the practice of partitioning matrices into many smaller blocks, which is in-

vestigated in the next section.

6.4 Algorithms for large matrices

In the previous section, element-wise algorithms were presented to perform

a range of operations on matrices up to the size of the MDML array. As

the size of MDML systems grow, resource utilisation of the element-wise

methods becomes poor, primarily due to processors lying idle as smaller

and smaller submatrices are progressively processed. Processing large in-

put matrices requires large MDML arrays when using the element-wise ap-

proach.

However, MDML resource utilisation with larger input matrices can be im-

proved by implementing blocked algorithms. In this section we build on

the earlier element-wise algorithms and extend them to support larger in-

put matrices stored with a 2D cyclic data distribution. The processor array

is again assumed to be square.

The algorithms in this section divide all operations into those that operate

on matrix blocks and those that operate within individual matrix blocks.

Operations within blocks are performed in parallel using the algorithms

developed in the previous section. The block-level algorithm merely se-

lects matrix blocks in sequence and selects an element-level algorithm to

run on each block. To accelerate this process the MDML uses its distributed
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sequencing engines to pre-fetch matrix blocks and quickly select the match-

ing operation to perform on the block.

As mentioned above, algorithms in this section use the cyclic data distribu-

tion to allocate data to MDML nodes. The cyclic data distribution is often

used for fine-grain parallel processing as it provides good load balancing be-

tween processor nodes. Other data distributions, such as blocked distribu-

tions, are outside of the scope of the examples here but are fully supported

by the MDML hardware.

Figure 6.5 shows (a) the matrix view and (b) the memory view for a unit-

lower triangular matrix L allocated to nodes using a cyclic data distribu-

tion. The matrix view is grouped by matrix block; within each block each

element is stored in a different MDML node. The memory view is grouped

by MDML node; it shows the matrix elements that are stored within a par-

ticular node’s memory. In this view, bracketed values denote known values

that do not need to be stored. When implemented, the non-bracketed values

are stored in the local memories in either row-major or column-major order,

depending on algorithm requirements.

For example, Figure 6.5 shows that elements l2,1, l3,1 and l3,2 all belong to

the same matrix block. However, they are not stored in the same memory

within the MDML as, when processing a matrix block, they will all be re-

quired within short succession. They are instead stored in memory location

(1, 1) of nodes P1,0, P2,0 and P2,1, respectively.

Figure 6.6 shows a square n-by-n input matrix mapped to a square p-by-p

MDML array using the cyclic mapping in Figure 6.5. In this case n > p.

The number of blocks in each row and column of the mapped matrix is

given by the expression for B below. Similarly, the number of full blocks in

each row and column is given by b. Thus:

B = ⌈n/p⌉, and, (6.3)

b = ⌊n/p⌋. (6.4)

where ⌈·⌉ and ⌊·⌋ represent the floor and ceiling functions respectively.
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(b) Memory view of partitioned matrix

Figure 6.5. Views of a partitioned matrix.

The difference B − b can only take the values 0 and 1. If B − b = 0, all blocks

in the cyclic map are completely filled. However, if B− b = 1 then there will

be a partially filled block at the end of each row and column. This block has

dimensions x-by-p, p-by-x, or x-by-x as shown in Figure 6.6, where

x = n − bp elements. (6.5)

In the remainder of the chapter, the matrix partition size is set equal to the

MDML array size as required by the 2D cyclic mapping.
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n-by-n matrix

b
2

full (p-by-p) blocks
b p-by-x blocks

b x-by-p blocks 1 x-by-x block

b full blocks along edge

B total blocks along edge

p-by-p array

x elements 

filled

Figure 6.6. An n-by-n matrix on a p-by-p array. The first b blocks along each row
and column contain a full set of p-by-p elements. The final block along
each row and column contains x non-trivial columns or rows respectively.

6.4.1 LU decomposition

The large-matrix version of LU decomposition is composed of small-matrix

algorithms for LU decomposition, conformal matrix multiplication and both

variants of forward substitution for multiple operating points that were de-

veloped in Sec. 6.3.4.

Algorithm derivation

Consider the input matrix, A, broken into blocks the same size as the pro-

cessor array and mapped to memory in a similar fashion to that shown pre-

viously in Figure 6.5:






A1,1 · · · A1,B
...

. . .
...

AB,1 · · · AB,B







After LU decomposition, this is equal to the product of L and U matrices

that are also partitioned into B blocks across and B blocks down that are the
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same size as the processor array:










L1,1

L2,1 L2,2
...

...
. . .

LB,1 LB,2 · · · LB,B



















U1,1 U1,2 · · · U1,B

U2,2 · · · U2,B

. . .
...

UB,B










To begin, L1,1 and U1,1 can be found from A1,1 using the ‘small’ element-

wise procedure described in Sec. 6.3.2.

Assuming this is done, multiplying out the unsolved portion of the first row

of blocks gives:

L1,1

[

U1,2 · · · U1,B

]

=
[

A1,2 · · · A1,B

]

Each U1,i∀i ∈ [2, n] can be found using forward substitution for multiple

operating points, analysed in Sec. 6.3.4.

Similary, multiplying out the unsolved portion of the first column of blocks

gives:

UT
1,1

[

L2,1 · · · LB,1

]T
=
[

A2,1 · · · AB,1

]T

Each Li,1∀i ∈ [2, n] can similarly be found using the transposed variant of

forward substitution for multiple operating points, also analysed in Sec. 6.3.4.

At this stage we are left with the sub-matrix







A2,2 · · · A2,B
...

. . .
...

AB,2 · · · AB,B






=







L2,1U1,2 + (· · · ) · · · L2,1U1,B + (· · · )
...

. . .
...

LB,1U1,2 + (· · · ) · · · LB,1U1,B + (· · · )
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which we can write as







A2,2 · · · A2,B
...

...

AB,2 · · · AB,B






=







L2,1U1,2 · · · L2,1U1,B
...

...

LB,1U1,2 · · · LB,1U1,B






+







L2,2
...

. . .

LB,2 · · · LB,B













U2,2 · · · U2,B

. . .
...

UB,B







.

Thus, applying outer-product update gives a reduced LU system:







L2,2
...

. . .

LB,2 · · · LB,B













U2,2 · · · U2,B

. . .
...

UB,B






=







A2,2 · · · A2,B
...

. . .
...

AB,2 · · · AB,B






−







L2,1U1,2 · · · L2,1U1,B
...

. . .
...

LB,1U1,2 · · · LB,1U1,B







,

where







L2,2
...

. . .

LB,2 · · · LB,B













U2,2 · · · U2,B

. . .
...

UB,B






=







A′
2,2 · · · A′

2,B
...

. . .
...

A′
B,2 · · · A′

B,B







.

The same sequence of steps is recursively applied to the reduced problem

until the LU decomposition of the input matrix completes.

Implementation and mapping onto the MDML

The process derived in the previous subsection can be expressed algorith-

mically as shown in Algorithm 6.2, shown using a Matlab-style calling con-

vention. To complete, this algorithm needs to perform LU decomposition

within blocks; that is, at the element level using algorithms from Section 6.3.
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for i = 1 : B − 1 do
[Li,i, Ui,i] = ElemLU (Ai,i); // see Sec. 6.3.2.
for j = i + 1 : B do

Ui,j = SolveU
(
Li,i, Ai,j

)
; // see Sec. 6.3.4.

end for
for j = i + 1 : B do

Lj,i = SolveL
(
Ui,i, Aj,i

)
; // see Sec. 6.3.4.

for k = i + 1 : B do
Aj,k = Update

(
Aj,k, Lj,i, Ui,j

)
; // see Sec. 6.3.1.

end for
end for

end for
[LB,B, UB,B] = ElemLU (AB,B);

Algorithm 6.2. Complete blocked LU decomposition algorithm for large matrices.

Thus, the blocked form is composed of functions that we have already ex-

amined, namely element-level LU decomposition (ElemLU), forward sub-

stitution (SolveU, SolveL), and conformal matrix multiplication (Update).

These algorithm components all operate on small matrices, up to and includ-

ing the size of the processor array.

To implement Algorithm 6.2 using the MDML sequencer we need to break

this into a set of simple loop-nests that call each-other. There are a number

of ways to do this. The mapping in Fig. 6.7 was chosen as each loop nest cor-

responds only to one function. Conceptually this makes the implementation

simpler, although it requires a higher number of loopsets to implement than

some other possibilities.

As an example of the configuration methodology, we will now demonstrate

how to configure the MDML sequencer to implement the Algorithm (A4).

The other three cases are similar and, are not elaborated upon here.

The Update function called by Algorithm (A4) performs the operation A ⇐

A − L.U, where the dot denotes conformal matrix multiplication. The L

block is in registers from the last execution of A3, however the required U

block calculated by A2 will need to be re-loaded from memory. The other

data accesses required for (A4) are to load a block of the A matrix and store

it after modification.
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for i = 1 : B − 1 do
[Li,i, Ui,i] = ElemLU (Ai,i);
jump to A2

end for
[LB,B, UB,B] = ElemLU (AB,B);

(A1)

for i = 1 : B − 1 do
for j = i + 1 : B do

Ui,j = SolveU
(
Li,i, Ai,j

)
;

end for
jump to A3;

end for
(A2)

for i = 1 : B − 1 do
for j = i + 1 : B do

Lj,i = SolveL
(
Ui,i, Aj,i

)
;

jump to A4;
end for

end for

(A3)

for i = 1 : B − 1 do
for j = i + 1 : B do

for k = i + 1 : B do
Aj,k = Update

(
Aj,k, Lj,i, Ui,j

)
;

end for
jump to A3 if k 6= n;

end for
jump to A1;

end for
(A4)

Figure 6.7. Algorithm set for blocked LU decomposition; as implemented on the
MDML.

The general methodology for determining MDML configuration is:

1. Configure the loopset for the first iteration of the algorithm.

2. Determine any events needed to update the loopset parameters for

subsequent iterations.

3. Select program snippets and configure the jump engines as required.

4. Configure the matrixsets accessed during execution of the loop.

5. Determine any events needed to update the matrixsets.

This methodology gives the configuration in Table 6.15. In this table:

• The initial loopset shows the initial values of loop extents that each

MDML sequencer in the array shall be confgured with.

• Loopset events are triggered by loop counters reaching zero, and act

upon loop extents. A value in the corresponding box gives the corre-

sponding (non-zero) offset applied to that loop extent when the rele-

vant trigger condition is met.
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• Three code snippets are required to carry out LU decomposition. The

snippet that runs is determined by a combination of jump configura-

tion and the current loop-level value provided by the sequencer.

• The jump configuration maps loop-level values provided by the se-

quencer to code snippets to execute.

• Initial matrixsets are the initial Matrix Address Generator (MAG) pa-

rameters that produce the sequences required for accessing both input

and result matrices. One or more matrixsets are required for each ma-

trix in the algorithm.

• Matrixset events are similar to loopset events but they alter MAG pa-

rameters rather than loop engine counter extent parameters. Events

are defined for each matrixset rather than each loop set.

Behaviour on the MDML

In this section we analyse the behaviour of LU decomposition of ’large’ ma-

trices on a relatively small MDML array. We determine the number of cycles

in which the MDML will actively perform data management tasks. We also

determine the utilisation level of nodes within the MDML array. This is

modelled for a range of input problem sizes and MDML array dimensions.

As in earlier sections, a square MDML array is assumed.

No assumptions have been made about the attached data processors here

because only the MDML behaviour is analysed. In addition, we assume that

tractable problems of interest can be solved using only data stored locally

within the array. Furthermore, the input matrix is padded with zero values

up to the processor array size.

To estimate the number of MDML cycles required for different input matrix

sizes, we note that the number of cycles is the sum of the cycles required

for each of the four subtasks: ElemLU (LU), SolveU (SU), SolveL (SL) and

Update (UP). Thus:

t = nLUtLU + nSUtSU + nSLtSL + nUPtUP (6.6)
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Initial loopset [E1, E2, E3, E4] = [B − 2, B − 2, B − 2, 0]
Loopset events Offset for loop- Trigger

set LS1 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0
E1

Acts E2 +(B − 2) -1
upon E3 +(B − 2) -1

E4

Snippets S1: Update(. . . );
S2: Jump A3;
S3: Jump A1;

Jump configuration [Start, LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4, End] = [S1, S3, S2, S1, S1]
Initial matrixsets Matrixset MS1

(sequences access to A)
Base B + 1
Delta [2B − 1, 2, 1, 0]
Quotient B(B − 1)

Matrixset MS2
(sequences access to U)

Base 1
Delta [2, 3, 2 − B, 1]
Quotient n(n − 1)

Matrixset events Offset for matrix- Trigger
set MS1 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0

D1 B(B − 1) B + 1
Acts D2 −(B − 2) +1
upon D3

D4

Offset for matrix- Trigger
set MS2 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0

D1

Acts D2 −(B − 2) +1
upon D3 −(B − 2) +1

D4

Table 6.15. Sequencer configuration for blocked LU decomposition.
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Expressions for all the execution times are already known and are shown in

Table 6.16 for various size inputs.

Table 6.16. Execution time for constituents of block LU decomposition, depend-
ing on the dimensions of the non-trivial portion of the block.

Data management Non-trivial block size
time (cycles) p-by-p p-by-x x-by-p x-by-x

tLU 2p – – 2p
tSU p + 1 p + 1 – –
tSL p – p –
tUP p + 2 p + 2 p + 2 p + 2

In Appendix B we also derive the following expressions for nLU, nSU, nSL

and nUP, reproduced in Table 6.17.

Table 6.17. Repeats of constituent functions for block LU decomposition, de-
pending on the dimensions of the non-trivial portion of the block.

Number of Non-trivial block size
executions p-by-p p-by-x x-by-p x-by-x

nLU b – – B − b
nSU (b − 1)b/2 b(B − b) – –
nSL (b − 1)b/2 – b(B − b) –
nUP b(b − 1)(2b − 1)/6 (B − b)b(b − 1)/2 (B − b)b(b − 1)/2 (B − b)b

Due to the zero padding assumed, the same function is executed for both

full and partially filled blocks, thus the execution time for both is the same.

The relationship in (6.6) is plotted in Fig. 6.8a for a range of input matrix

and MDML array sizes.

Figure 6.8a shows that the element-wise algorithm for ‘small’ problem sizes

requires the least number of MDML cycles to perform data management

tasks. This is an O(n) algorithm in MDML cycles. However, the number of

nodes required to achieve this performance grows with the size of input at

a rate of O(n2). Thus, it is impractical to build systems to process matrices

with large dimensions using this algorithm as the number of nodes required

is prohibitive.

In contrast to the element-wise algorithm, the blocked implementation re-

quires a fixed number of processing nodes for any input size. However, the
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graph shows that the blocked algorithms are asymptotic to O(n3). Larger

blocks are more efficient as the size of the input matrix increases.

Figure 6.8b shows that as input size increases, the processing time becomes

dominated by outer-product update operations. These execute with much

better resource utilisation than many other operations on the MDML.

To calculate the resource utilisation, we consider how many nodes are active

in the MDML as a fraction of the total node-time product for the period of

execution, t. Activity is defined using the definition in Section 6.1. This

relationship is plotted in Figure 6.9 for a range of input matrix and MDML

array sizes.

In green we see the increasingly poor utilisation of the non-blocked LU al-

gorithm on large arrays. In contrast, the blocked algorithm approaches full

utilisation for large input sizes. This is because, as Figure 6.8b shows, it

becomes dominated by outer-product update, which can fully utilise all

MDML resources in a system. Utilisation of the blocked algorithm starts

more poorly than the element-wise algorithm as there is a lower-bound on

the number of nodes in the system. These nodes are idle when operating on

very small matrices.

Utilisation of 2-by-2 and 4-by-4 arrays is shown in blue and red respectively.

The fine structure of the utilisation curve (see inset) is due to the processing

of partially full blocks. Local maxima occur when all input matrix blocks are

full. Thus the fine structure has a periodicity of 2 for a 2-by-2 node MDML,

and a 4-by-4 node MDML has local maxima at input sizes that are multiples

of four.

Figure 6.9 shows that the utilisation of a 2-by-2 MDML array is higher than

a 4-by-4 MDML array. This is beacuse LU decomposition fully utilises a 2-

by-2 array 50% of the time, whereas a 4-by-4 array is only fully utilised 25%

of the time. However, a 2-by-2 array takes longer to compute the decompo-

sition for larger array sizes.
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Figure 6.8. Blocked LU decomposition timing; with different input data sizes.
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Figure 6.9. Utilisation of array resources for blocked LU decomposition; on dif-
ferent sizes of array.
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Figure 6.10. Speedup of blocked LU decomposition; on different sizes of array.
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Finally, the speed-up obtained from using larger array sizes is plotted in

Fig. 6.10. Large increases in execution speed are obtained when perform-

ing the decomposition of large input matrices. This demonstrates that the

algorithm scales efficiently to larger processor arrays.

The speed-up graph shows that a 4-by-4 MDML array completes the LU

decomposition approximately 5 times faster than a 2-by-2 array. This is im-

pressive considering the 4-by-4 array only contains 4 times more resources

than the 2-by-2 array. This occurs because the number of times many of the

element-level algorithms execute is proportional to either b2 or b3, and thus

is in inverse proportion to p2 or to p3, respectively.

The algorithm scales well because the execution time becomes dominated

by outer-product updates, which execute efficiently on MDML systems.

6.4.2 Aggregate forward substitution

The large-matrix version of aggregate forward substitution is composed of

the small-matrix version of forward substitution combined with conformal

matrix multiplication. In the algorithm variant presented here, the aggre-

gate size is limited to the size of the MDML array. To process larger aggre-

gates the algorithm can be run repeatedly on column slices the same width

as the MDML array.

Algorithm derivation

Consider the block equation












L1,1

L2,1 L2,2
...

...
. . .

LB−1,1 LB−1,2 · · · LB−1,B−1

LB,1 LB,2 · · · LB,B−1 LB,B























X1

X2
...

XB−1

XB












=












A1

A2
...

AB−1

AB












.

In this equation, all Xi and Ai are square matrices, all Li,i are unit lower-

triangular matrices and Li,j∀i > j are non-trivial square matrices. Our task
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is to solve this system for the unknown Xi matrices using the operations

discussed in Sec. 6.3.

Multiplying out the left-hand side of this equation gives










L1,1X1

L2,1X1 + L2,2X2
...

LB,1X1 + LB,2X2 + · · ·+ LB,B−1XB−1 + LB,BXB










=










A1

A2
...

AB










.

Thus, we can solve the first row equation for X1 using the forward substi-

tution implementation in Sec. 6.3.4. We can then apply the outer-product

update to obtain the reduced matrix:







L2,2X2
...

LB,2X2 + · · ·+ LB,B−1Xn−1 + LB,BXB







=







A2 − L2,1X1
...

AB − LB,1X1







=







A′
2

...

A′
B







.

Thus a solution method is to iterate the following two steps until until all Xi

have been found:

1. Solve the ith partition of X using forward substitution on that partition.

2. Remove the effect of Xi on all Aj for j > i using outer-product update.

Implementation and mapping onto the MDML

The two-step process derived in the previous subsection can be expressed

algorithmically as shown in Algorithm 6.3. Line 2 performs step 1 above.

Lines 3-4 perform step 2 above. The outermost loop iterates these steps

until all Xi have been found.

As for the large matrix formulation of LU decomposition, the large matrix

formulation of forward substitution in Algorithm 6.3 is also composed of
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for i = 1 : B do
Xi ⇐ SolveL(Li,i, Ai); // from Section 6.3.4
for j = i + 1 : B do

Aj ⇐ Update(Aj, Lj,i, Xi); // from Section 6.3.1
end for

end for

Algorithm 6.3. Algorithm for large forward substitution. This particular algorithm
is suited to parallel architectures.

for i = 1 : B-1 do
Xi ⇐ SolveL(Li,i, Ai);
jump to A2

end for
XB ⇐ SolveL(LB,B, AB);

(A1)

for i = 1 : B-1 do
for j = i+1 : B do

Aj ⇐ Update(Aj, Lj,i, Xi);
end for
jump to A1;

end for
(A2)

Figure 6.11. Algorithm set for blocked aggregated forward substitution; as im-
plemented on the MDML.

small matrix functions. In this case, only small matrix forward substitution

and conformal matrix multiplication are required, both of which were ex-

tremely efficient on the MDML mesh. These functions operate on matrices

with the same dimensions as the MDML array.

In the same way that we assumed a cyclic mapping in examining large-

scale LU decomposition, we also assume a cyclic mapping between matrix

elements and the distributed memory of the MDML in examination of large-

scale forward substitution. This decision impacts on the configuration of the

sequencers throughout the MDML array.

The algorithms in Fig. 6.11 require the configuration of two loopsets. We

will now determine the configuration required.

The SolveL routine performs X ⇐ L−1A. It must load the A and L blocks

and store the X block on every iteration. Thus three data accesses are re-

quired for each execution of SolveL.

The Update routine performs A ⇐ A − LX. The X block is still in regis-

ters from the earlier SolveL routine, however, new A and L blocks must be
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Initial loopset [E1, E2, E3, E4] = [B − 1, 0, 0, 0]
Loopset events No events for loopset L1.

Snippets S1: SolveL(. . . ); jump A2;
S2: SolveL(. . . );

Jump configuration [Start, L1, L2, L3, L4, End] = [S1, S1,−,−,−, S2]
Initial matrixsets Matrixset M1

(sequences access to L)
Base 0
Delta [B + 1, 0, 0, 0]
Quotient B(B + 1)

Matrixset M2
(sequences access to A)

Base 0
Delta [1, 0, 0, 0]
Quotient n

Matrixset M3
(sequences access to X)

Base 0
Delta [1, 0, 0, 0]
Quotient B

Matrixset events No events for matrix-set M1.
No events for matrix-set M2.
No events for matrix-set M3.

Table 6.18. Sequencer configuration for sub-algorithm A1.

fetched. The resulting A′ block overwrites the fetched A block. Thus three

data access are required for each execution of Update.

Following the methodology described in Sec. 6.4.1 we obtain the configu-

ration in Table 6.18 for Algorithm (A1) in Fig. 6.11. Similarly, we obtain

Table 6.19 for Algorithm (A2).

Behaviour on the MDML

In this section we analyse the behaviour of forward substitution of large

matrices partitioned to occur on a comparatively small MDML array. We

determine the number of cycles in which the MDML will be actively per-

forming data management tasks. We also calculate the utilisation level of

nodes within the MDML array, assuming the data processors or distributed

memories do not form a bottleneck. Similar assumptions are made in this

section as were made in Sec. 6.4.1.
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Initial loopset [E1, E2, E3, E4] = [B − 1, B, 0, 0]
Loopset events Offset for loop- Trigger

set L2 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0
E1

Acts E2 +(B − 2) -1
upon E3

E4

Snippets S1: Update(. . . );
S2: Jump A1;

Jump configuration [Start, L1, L2, L3, L4, End] = [S1, S2, S1,−,−, S2]
Initial matrixsets Matrixset M4

(sequences access to A)
Base 1
Delta [+1,+1, 0, 0]
Quotient B − 1

Matrixset M5
(sequences access to L)

Base B
Delta [2B + 1, B, 0, 0]
Quotient B(B − 1)

Matrixset events Offset for matrix- Trigger
set M4 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0

D1 1 − B +1
Acts D2

upon D3

D4

Offset for matrix- Trigger
set M5 L1 = 0 L2 = 0 L3 = 0 L4 = 0

D1 n(1 − n) n
Acts D2

upon D3

D4

Table 6.19. Sequencer configuration for subalgorithm A2.

To estimate the number of MDML cycles required for different input matrix

sizes, we note that the number of cycles is the sum of the cycles required to

complete each of the two subtasks: SolveL (SL) and Update (UP). Thus:

t = tSLnSL + tUPnUP

The execution times of all element-wise subtasks is already known. tSL =

p from Sec. 6.3.4 and tUP = p + 2 from Section 6.3.1, where each subtask

operates on a p-by-p matrix paritition.
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As before in the block LU decomposition, we assume the large matrix is

zero padded to make its dimensions an integer multiple of the MDML size.

Thus, execution time is the same for both full and partially full blocks. We

execute SolveL on each diagonal matrix block, so

nSL = b.

where the input matrix has been partitioned into a set of b-by-b partitions

p-by-p in size.

Similarly we execute the Update function on each matrix block below the

diagonal, so

nUP =
b−1

∑
i=1

i =
b2 − b

2
.

Thus, substituting in to the above relationship for data management time, t,

gives:

t = p.b + (p + 2)
b−1

∑
i=1

i =
b2(p + 2) + b(p − 2)

2
.

This relationship is plotted in Fig. 6.12 for a range of input matrix and

MDML array sizes.

Total data processing time for blocked forward subsitution is O(n2), where

the input matrix A : A ∈ ℜn×n. As with block-based LU decomposition in

the last section, Figure 6.12b shows the execution time for large input sizes

is dominated by outer-product update operations. This feature is common

to many block-based algorithm. The fine structure in Figure 6.12b arises

because the SolveL step is skipped when a block contains only one element.

To calculate resource utilisation, we consider how many nodes contribute to

the result as a fraction of the total theoretical limit of contributing nodes for

the ideal period of execution, t. This relationship is plotted in Fig. 6.13 for a

range of input matrix and MDML sizes. The utilisation is lower in the case

of a single RHS compared to when there is an aggregate of RHS which fits

in a single partition.
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Figure 6.12. Timing details for blocked forward substitution.
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Resource utilisation in block-based forward substitution is similar to block-

based LU decomposition. It has a similar fine structure when implemented

on a p-by-p node MDML, due to the pattern of full and partially-filled ma-

trix blocks. It also asymptotically approaches 100% utilisation for large in-

put matrices, which is the resource utilisation of the underlying conformal

matrix multiplication operations that come to dominate execution time.

Finally, the speed-up obtained from using larger array sizes is plotted in

Fig. 6.14. Each plot shows the effect of increasing the processing resources

four-fold. A speed increase of over two times is attained on processing large

input matrices using larger MDML arrays.

6.5 Impact of the MDML

In Section 6.3 we developed a range of matrix algorithms that work at the

element level. These algorithms use the MDML’s network of processing

nodes to achieve speed up. They were designed to operate on small matrices

only, as they become prohibitively inefficient on larger matrices.

Since each node only holds one piece of data, the data management func-

tions of the MDML are not used.

In Section 6.4 we developed a range of matrix operations that work at the

block level, and utilise hardware resources more effectively when operating

on large matrices. These operations used matrix subroutines that work at

the element level to perform operations on blocks.

The algorithms in this section use the full capability of the MDML node to

offload the fetching of data, execution of operations on the data, and the

storage of results. By offloading these operations we are able to further

improve algorithm performance. Examples of how to map algorithms to

the MDML and configure the sequencer components within each node were

given.
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6.6 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated that it is feasible to develop efficient im-

plementations of complex matrix operations using the MDML. It has also

demonstrated:

• How to break apart complex algorithms for MDML implementation,

including:

– how to map algorithms containing loops into both a sequencer

configuration and executable program snippets, and,

– how algorithm development on the MDML is hierarchical. In

general, an MDML algorithm will have block-level components

and element-level components.

• That performance increases come from many MDML design features,

including multiple processing resources, distributed storage, low over-

head networks and sequencers in each node.
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Conclusion and future
work

T
HIS thesis presented a general architecture for inte-

grated array processors using off-the-shelf Central Pro-

cessing Unit (CPU) cores for arithmetic functions. This

allows a programming methodology that re-uses the software

development infrastructure for these cores. Additionally, the ar-

chitecture separated data management tasks from other calcula-

tions for performance reasons and was shown to be well suited

for dense matrix calculations.
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7.1 Conclusion

This thesis was organised around the following main themes:

• Addressing performance issues of dense matrix algorithms by exploit-

ing common algorithmic features in hardware.

• Microarchitecture and FPGA implementation of a flexible sequencing

engine for matrix algorithms.

• Synchronisation and an on-chip network suited to exploit fine-grain

parallelism common in dense matrix algorithms.

• Matrix applications and algorithms suited to implementation on the

Matrix Data Management Layer, and a programming methodology.

The aim of this work was to determine the feasibility of implementing a

parallel processor using Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components. A

hardware layer was proposed to connect general-purpose processors to cre-

ate a Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) The hardware layer pro-

vided facilities specifically to accelerate dense matrix operations, yet it was

still amenable to a wide range of other operations. This was due to the

general-purpose CPU cores that attach to it.

Chapter 2 presented a survey of modern parallel computer architectures. A

number of multiprocessor system-on-chip architectures were studied, and

their salient features and intended workloads summarised. Other specialised

co-processors developed specifically for performing matrix calculations were

also reviewed, and their abilities discussed. Finally, communication systems

for high-performance parallel systems were briefly examined. This chap-

ter helped to crystallise the requirements for the Matrix Data Management

Layer (MDML) and formulated the problem to solve.

Chapter 3 proposed a high-level architecture of MDML systems. It began

by discussing the target system environment for the MDML. Dense matrix

algorithms were then examined to find functions that could be performed

separately to improve performance. The chapter concluded by giving a
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high-level structural decomposition of the MDML, and used conformal ma-

trix multiplication to demonstrate that separating data management from

computation improves performance.

Chapter 4 described the development of a sequencer for accelerating access

to matrix structures. The sequencer uses a novel event-based scheme to gen-

erate access sequences for a wide range of structures. The key to the devel-

opment of this sequencer was the observation that many dense matrix algo-

rithms are deterministic. With this observation, a set of common tasks were

identified that lead to the development of sequencing hardware. The imple-

mentation feasibility of the sequencer was verified by Field-Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) implementation.

Chapter 5 examined the issue of moving dense matrix data between MDML

nodes. The goal was to develop a network suited to dense matrix algo-

rithms. These require a mixture of point-to-point, systolic and multi-cast

transfers with low latency and transmission overhead. To achieve this goal,

a statically-scheduled VLIW-controlled crossbar mesh network was designed

and modelled.

It was further assumed that the CPU within each node may use caching

strategies, superscalar pipelines or instruction re-ordering techniques that

could cause instruction timing behaviour to become non-deterministic. A

hardware-efficient synchroniser was developed to restore timing determin-

ism across the MDML array so that the crossbar network would operate cor-

rectly. This synchroniser implemented synchronisation domains and state

monitoring to reduce the otherwise-high impact of barrier synchronisation.

FPGA models of both the mesh network and the synchroniser were devel-

oped to confirm the implementation feasibility of their designs.

Finally, Chapter 6 demonstrated the viability of the MDML design, by map-

ping representative matrix operations of moderate complexity to it. It showed

that the MDML sequencing hardware could be configured to automatically
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generate all required memory access patterns. It also revealed that utilisa-

tion of system resources was good when the algorithms implementing ma-

trix operations were hierarchically structured. The MDML’s network struc-

ture (Chapter 5) improved performance for operations within blocks, and

the MDML’s sequencer (Chapter 4) was found to improve performance at

the block-level.

The MDML concept improves on earlier matrix processing architectures.

Due to its crossbar interconnect and distributed memory, the MDML effi-

ciently executes element-wise matrix algorithms in addition to algorithms

that feature operand reuse. The decoupling of processing and data move-

ment in the MDML methodology results in more flexibility and wider ap-

plicability than previous designs. By building large parallel systems out of

smaller existing cores, the MDML harnesses improvements in the design of

scalar processors to highly parallel systems. Thus the MDML implementa-

tion demonstrates that it is feasible to implement a MPSoC for matrix pro-

cessing using COTS components.

7.2 Future work

In compiling this thesis, the author has identified a number of interesting

questions that would benefit from futher research. The following sections

briefly discuss some of these areas, which are outside of the scope of this

thesis.

7.2.1 Development tools and operating system support

Appendix C outlines a technique to use an existing scalar compiler to pro-

duce code for the MDML. It could be further extended in at least two ways:

1. Develop compiler infrastructure to perform automatic mapping of se-

quential code onto the MDML.

2. Investigate data-flow concepts for programming, as implemented in

tools like Simulink, LabVIEW and GNU Radio.
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Operating system support

Implementing an operating system layer for the MDML would increase its

flexibility tremendously. With an operating system the MDML could dy-

namically load new applications as needed. An operating system for the

MDML may allow:

• Allocation of resources during application loading, and the ability to

load the same program onto arrays of differing sizes.

• Multitasking capabilities, with real-time constraints.

• Support for various data transport styles, including packet-based net-

working, and continuous streaming.

It is an open question how best to write an operating system to harness an

MDML-based system. A good starting point may be to investigate Real-

Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS) (OAR 2008). This is a

task-based operating system for embedded environments. Tasks communi-

cate using semaphores and queues, can be triggered to execute when certain

events occur, and can be synchronised to other tasks using barriers.

Efficient implementation of some operating system features may require

hardware support. For example, the MDML must be able to save and restore

its own state to support multitasking. This will require all internal state to be

observable and controllable. Another example is that the MDML network

may need extension to efficiently support reliable packet-based networking.

Some open questions include:

• How will the MDML evolve to support multitasking? The MDML

must be able to save and restore its own state to multitask. The syn-

chronisation domain technique may form the basis for task switching.

• How to add support for packet-based networking, background stream-

ing and quality-of-service measures to the MDML.

• How will the operating system allocate and schedule processing re-

sources for tasks? This would allow applications to be mapped onto

different array sizes during loading.
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7.2.2 Generalisation of the design

The MDML network is well suited to dense matrix algorithms. However,

unlike its flexible sequencer and the general-purpose Data Processor (DP) it

uses, in its current form the network interconnect is not well suited to other

application demands. Over the last few years it has become more common

to implement high-performance packet-switched networks on chip.

Integrating these Network on Chip concepts to allow dynamic, general pur-

pose routing between nodes would make the MDML even more powerful.

7.2.3 Performance optimisations

During development of the MDML it has become apparent that there are

areas in which hardware performace could be improved.

One way in which MDML performance could be improved is to imple-

ment speculative, non-blocking techniques for synchronisation and com-

munication. These have been shown to significantly improve performance

for many workloads compared to conventional blocking methods.

Increases in transistor budgets mean it is feasible to replace accelerators with

small processors that implement special, task-specific instructions. For ex-

ample, the use of small and simple processors with special instructions to

accelerate address generation, loop processor or network routing could be

investigated. This could further improve performance and flexibility.

For example, the event-based parameter update engines within the sequencer

could be replaced by small processors capable of some simple arithmetic.

These would access and update the parameters with potentially much lower

hardware requirements. The specific requirements for these specialised pro-

cessors, such as their instruction sets and microarchitectures, is unknown.

The MDML provides a flexible platform for the inclusion of all these possi-

ble enhancements.
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7.2.4 Power optimisations

Low-power Very Large-scale Silicon Integration (VLSI) design has recently

become an active research area. Mobile computing platforms are especially

sensitive to power requirements, as they use battery power.

High-performance computing is also sensitive to power requirements, where

it limits compute performance per cubic metre.

More work is needed to optimise the MDML for low-power operation. Portable,

high-performance platforms such as power-optimised MDML systems would

be useful in a range of application areas, such as remote sensing.

7.2.5 Alternate designs

Since beginning this research project, the area of MPSoC has experienced a

surge in research and development effort.

Multi-core CPUs from industry leaders such as Intel and AMD have become

main-stream. These products typically have a small number of feature-rich

datapaths (up to eight) and are quite power hungry, with some models

requiring over 100W to run. Power-efficient MPSoC based on the ARM

Cortex-A microarchitecture are now also available from multiple vendors.

Graphics processors have also transformed from fixed-function computa-

tion pipelines to massively parallel systems on chip. Current architectures

support loop control structures, and have gigabytes of dedicated memory

accessible at high speed. A number of programming frameworks (includ-

ing CUDA and GPGPU) now have active user communities using graphics-

processing hardware to solve so-called ‘embarrassingly’-parallel problems.

However, these architectures are designed to support, rather than replace

general-purpose CPU architecture. As such, it may be interesting to de-

velop GPU-like systems that operate in a stand-alone manner, without the

requirement of a CPU for control.
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Appendix A

Format of MDML
control words

I
N this appendix we describe the Very Long Instruc-

tion Word (VLIW) machine instructions used to control

MDML hardware within the local node.
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A.1 VLIW fields for matrix acceleration

In this section we describe the fields used to control the Matrix Data Man-

agement Layer (MDML) sequencer within each node. The hardware con-

trolled by these fields is described in Chapter 4.

These Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) are issued by the node controller

described in Section 4.4.4.
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Figure A.1. VLIW fields for matrix acceleration.

In Figure A.1 the fields within the VLIW are divided into four categories:

1. Parameter selection, which determines the active parameter sets used

by the MDML sequencer.

2. Sequencer control, which selects which modules are active within the

sequencer, and controls the flow through the VLIW store.

3. Data routing, which controls the data router (explained below).

4. Queue management, which controls the operation of the queues be-

tween the MDML and local Data Processor (DP).

The VLIW contains three fields for parameter selection. These are:

• LOOPSET: Selects the currently active loop-set configuration used by

the loop control unit and loop parameter manager. This 3-bit field

allows selection between 8 different configurations.

• MATRIX0: Selects the active matrix-set configuration used by the first

Address Generator Unit (AGU) and associated matrix parameter man-

ager. This 3-bit field allows selection from 8 different configurations.
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• MATRIX1: Selects the active matrix-set configuration used by the sec-

ond matrix address generator and second matrix parameter manager.

Sequencer control fields include:

• LCU EN: A single bit that starts and stops the Loop Control Unit (LCU).

When enabled, the LCU steps through the active loop-set.

• AGU0 EN: A single-bit enable for the first AGU. When enabled, the

next address in sequence is calculated.

• AGU1 EN: A single-bit enable for the second AGU.

• JCU EN: Enables the Jump Control Unit (JCU). When enabled, the

JCU emits the address of a snippet for both the VLIW and the DP.

• NEXT VLIW: An 8-bit field used to specify the address of the next

VLIW to execute. This address is only used when the JCU is disabled.

The data router is an N-input, M-output multiplexer. Each output can be as-

signed to any of the inputs. There are six inputs, which are: AGU0 address,

AGU1 address, Writeback Q out (address), Writeback Q out (data), Memory

data read and “None”. Selection of an input requires 3-bits. There are four

outputs in the standard MDML node: Memory address, Memory data write

and two data lanes that feed the queue manager4. The VLIW has a field to

control the mapping between input and each output:

• DP0SRC is a 3-bit field that selects which of the six input sources is

mapped to the first data lane feeding the queue manager.

• DP1SRC selects a source for the second lane of the queue manager.

• MASRC selects a source for the address bus of the local data memory.

• MDSRC selects a source for the data in of the local data memory.

4The output of the JCU doesn’t pass through the data router (see Fig. 4.6).
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The queue manager is a finite-state machine that pushes and pops data from

the queues as they are read and written. It also issues empty and full signals

used to stall or interrupt the MDML and DP. Finally, it maps the two data

lanes from the data router 5 to the four queues that decouple the DP and the

MDML using the following VLIW fields:

• IN0SRC selects the source of the first input data lane to the DP. The

head of this queue is accessible from the DP register file. The source

can be set to the first or second lanes of the data path (DP0 and DP1

respectively), or “None”. This requres two bits to specify.

• IN1SRC selects the source of the second input data lane to the DP. It

operates similarly to IN0SRC.

• WBASRC selects the source of the write-back address queue. It takes

one of four values: the first or second data path lane (DP0 or DP1), the

output of the DP, or “None”.

• WBDSRC selects the source of the write-back data queue. It takes the

same four values as WBASRC.

A.2 VLIW fields for multiprocessing

In this section we describe the additional fields used to control local com-

ponents of the MDML needed to move data between nodes. This includes

the synchronisation module and data transport module, both of which were

introduced in Chapter 5. Figure A.2 shows the fields added to the VLIW to

control these new components.

The Data Transport Module (DTM) has three fields in its VLIW interface:

• DIRCTRL0. This 6-bit field controls connectivity to the DTM’s first

internal bus. Each of the six bits determines if one of the six I/O ports

connects to this bus. These I/O port are the north, south, east and west

external ports, and two data ports that connect to the local node.

5In the multiprocessor MDML these lanes come from the data transport unit instead.
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Figure A.2. VLIW fields for inter-node data transport.

• DIRCTRL1. This field determines which I/O ports connect to the

DTM’s second internal bus. The DTM flags an error at run-time if

the configuration of the two buses may result in collisions.

• DELAYCTRL. This is a 4-bit field that determines which of the four

external I/O ports (north, south, east, west) are buffered by the DTM,

and which pass straight through from input to output without delay.

See Section 5.3.2 for information on the architecture of the DTM.

The synchronisation manager also has three fields in its VLIW interface:

• DOMAINSEL. Selects the currently active synchronisation domain.

Eight different domains can be selected using this 3-bit field.

• SNAPSHOT. Save the current state of the local MDML. On loss of

synchronisation the local MDML can be reverted to this state.

• HEARTBEAT. Pulse the heartbeat signal of the local node, and com-

pare it to the signals received from other nodes. Report any loss of

synchronisation to all nodes in the synchronisation domain.

Synchronisation barrier operations are initiated when the DP writes to a

memory-mapped control register. Similarly, the configuration of synchroni-

sation domains is not encoded within the VLIW but is programmed using

control registers.
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Finally, that the array controller does not have any VLIW fields. Array con-

trol operations are triggered by the DP writing to memory-mapped config-

uration registers.
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Derivations of algorithm
performance

I
N this appendix we derive expressions for the perfor-

mance on the MDML of algorithms studied in Chap-

ter 6. This appendix focuses on deriving expressions

for the total MDML node activity on non-blocked algorithms de-

scribed in Sec. 6.3. We also give derivations of the number of

times that kernel routines are run in the execution of the blocked

algorithms described in Sec. 6.4.
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B.1 Non-blocked matrix multiplication

In this section we derive a expressions for the Matrix Data Management

Layer (MDML) activity level when performing matrix multiplication in a

non-blocked fashion. See Sec. 6.3.1 for a description of the algorithm.

We examined non-blocked matrix multiplication on an MDML based sys-

tem in Sec. 6.3.1. We computed the matrix product P = AB on a p × p

MDML array where A ∈ ℜn×p, B ∈ ℜp×m and P ∈ ℜn×m subject to the

constraint that m ≤ p and n ≤ p.

For the purposes of illustration we consider the case where (m, n, p) =

(4, 3, 6) and derive expressions for MDML activity level. This case is shown

in Figure B.1. This figure represents the nodes that hold the non-trivial ele-

ments of matrices A, B, and P. Boxes denote nodes at given (row, column)

coordinates in the MDML mesh. Those shaded grey contain the portions

of matrices A, B and P with arbitrary values. Nodes outside these areas

contain zero values.

A

p = 6

n
=

3

m = 4

p
=

6

B

m = 4

n
=

3

P = AB

Figure B.1. Problem definition of non-blocked matrix multiplication.

Figure B.2 shows how the algorithm for computing matrix product proceeds

on the MDML. Each row of this figure shows the active MDML nodes for

one step of the algorithm. The first column shows activities related to matrix

A, the second column relates to matrix B and the third to matrix P. The

right-most column shows the aggregate activity across all matrices for that

step. Letters within nodes denote activities required by the algorithm, and

correspond to those give in Table B.1.
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Table B.1. Activities performed by non-blocked matrix multiplcation.

Letter Denotes Activity

c Column broadcast of an element of B.
r Row broadcast of an element of A.
p Update of an element of P.
s Storage of results.

A B P CombinedStep
1

2 r
r
r

c c c c
p p p p
p p p p
p p p p
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rpp p p

rpp p p
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p p p p
p p p p
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p − 1

p
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Figure B.2. Cycle activity for non-blocked matrix multiplication.
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From this we observe that the implementation of conformal multiplication

on the MDML operates on a row-vector of A, a column vector of B and the

entirety of P in each step. This is becuase the implementation is based on

the outer-product.

The step-wise combined node activity along the right-hand edge of the fig-

ure shows that an n-by-m section of nodes is active in the upper-right por-

tion of the array in all p + 1 steps. In addition to this, n nodes are also active

for p − m steps to fetch and distribute the final columns of the A matrix.

Similarly, an additional m nodes are also active for p − n steps to fetch and

distribute the final rows of the B matrix.

Note that since m ≤ p and n ≤ p then (p − m) ≥ 0 and (p − n) ≥ 0.

So the total node activity for matrix multiplication is given by:

ammult = mn(p + 1) + n(p − m) + m(p − n) (B.1)

This result is used to derive an expression for MDML resource utilisation in

Sec. 6.3.1 of this thesis.

B.2 Non-blocked LU decomposition

In this section we derive a expressions for the MDML activity level when

performing LU decomposition in a non-blocked fashion. See Sec. 6.3.2 for a

description of the algorithm.

Figure B.3 depicts node activity for two cases of the non-blocked LU de-

composition example used in Section 6.3.2. In that example, the LU decom-

position of an n-by-n input matrix A is performed on an MDML system

containing an array of p-by-p nodes with the constraint that n ≤ p. In the

illustration n = 4. Eight steps are required to perform this operation. In

the figure, shaded boxes represent nodes that contain arbitrary data. Letters

denote activities occurring in corresponding nodes. The mapping between

letters and activities is given in Table B.2.
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Table B.2. Activities performed by non-blocked LU decomposition.

Letter Denotes Activity

b Column broadcast of a diagonal element of A.
p Process row and column of A.
s Storage of results.
u Outer-product update.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

Activity = 1 Activity = 2(n − 1) Activity = (n − 1)2 Activity = 2(n − 2)

Activity = (n − 2)2 Activity = 2(n − 3) Activity = (n − 3)2 Activity = n2

b p p p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p p

s

bu

s s s

s s s s

s s s s

s s s s

u u

u

u u u

u u u

bu u

u u

Figure B.3. Cycle activity for non-blocked LU decomposition.

From this figure, the total activity is the sum of four components: initial

broadcast, processing rows and columns of A, outer-product update and

storage of results. These are reflected in the four components of aLU:

aLU = (1) +

(
n−1

∑
i=1

2i

)

+

(
n−1

∑
i=1

i2

)

+
(

n2
)

= 1 + 2
n−1

∑
i=1

n +
n

∑
i=1

n2

Using the well-known reslts
n

∑
i=1

i = n(n+1)
2 and

n

∑
i=1

i2 = 2n3+3n2+n
6 , we find

aLU = 1 + (n2 − n) +
2n3 + 3n2 + n

6

=
2n3 + 9n2 − 5n + 6

6
(B.2)
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This expression is valid in the general case where n ∈ Z, 2 ≤ n ≤ p.

This result is used to derive an expression for MDML resource utilisation in

Sec. 6.3.2 of this thesis.

B.3 Non-blocked forward substitution

In this section we derive a expressions for the MDML activity level when

performing forward substitution decomposition in a non-blocked fashion.

See Sec. 6.3.3 for a description of the algorithm.

Figure B.4 depicts node activity for the non-blocked forward substitution

examples used in Section 6.3.3. Two cases are shown. In the first case, the

coefficient matrix is lower triangular and has all diagonal elements equal to

unity. In the second case, the coefficient matrix is upper triangular and has

arbitrary non-zero diagonal elements. As before, grey shaded boxes rep-

resent nodes that contain matrix elements that have arbitrary values. Fig-

ure B.4c gives the mapping between letters printed within the node boxes

and activities occurring within those nodes.

First consider the case depicted in Figure B.4a. This is the first case studied

in Section 6.3.3. In this case we solve LX = A for unknown X where:

L ∈ ℜn×n X ∈ ℜn×1 A ∈ ℜn×1

such that L is a strictly lower triangular matrix with a unity diagonal. The

solution requires n active MDML cycles to complete data management tasks.

In the first n − 1 steps the solution vector, X, is computed in-place from

the operating-point vector A. In the nth step X is scheduled to be stored to

memory. We break the node activity down into the following categories:

• activity in first column during steps 1 to n − 1:
n

∑
i=2

i,

• activity in other columns during steps 1 to n − 1:
n−2

∑
i=1

i, and,
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(a) Substitution with a lower triangular coefficient matrix that has a unity
diagonal.
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(b) Substitution with an upper triangular coefficient matrix that has ar-
bitrary entries on its main diagonal.

Letter Denotes Activity

c Column broadcast of an element of X.
n Normalisation of an element of the coefficient matrix and/or

solution vector.
p Process remaining rows of solution vector.
r Row broadcast of an element of the coefficient matrix.
s Storage of results.

(c) Key to activities performed by non-blocked matrix substitution.

Figure B.4. Cycle activity for non-blocked forward substitution.

• activity during storage of the result vector (step n): n − 1.

Thus the total node activity during forward substitution with a unity diag-

onal is:

afwdsub =
n

∑
i=2

i +
n−2

∑
i=1

i + n − 1

= n2 − 1. (B.3)
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Finally, consider consider the case depicted in Figure B.4b. This is the sec-

ond case studied in Section 6.3.3 and solves UY = B for the unknown so-

lution vector Y. A significant difference from the first case in that the main

diagonal of the coefficient matrix, U, now contains arbitrary non-zero ele-

ments. An extra cycle is required to transform this problem into one similar

to the first case, assuming the coefficients on the diagonal are non-zero.

In the first step we normalise all input matrices by premultiplying both sides

of the equation by the diagonal matrix P to form PUY = PB, where:

P = diag
[

1/u1,1 1/u2,2 · · · 1/un,n

]

.

This normalisation transformation assumes coefficients on the diagonal are

non-zero.

This results in the equivalent problem:










1 u1,2/u1,1 · · · u1,n/u1,1

1 · · · u2,n/u1,1

. . .
...

1










︸ ︷︷ ︸

PU










y1

y2
...

yn










︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y

=










b1/u1,1

b2/u2,2
...

b4/un,n










︸ ︷︷ ︸

PB

which now has diagonal entries of the coefficient matrix all equal to one.

Steps 2–n thus mimic steps 1–(n-1) of the case studied earlier. The order

of calculation differs slightly due to the different structure of the coefficient

matrix.

The final step schedules storage of results to memory, but there are now n

results as we must also store the normalised first element of the result vector.
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Thus the node activity of this variant is given by

afwdsub2 =
n

∑
i=1

i (normalisation of inputs)

+
n

∑
i=2

i (updates to B vector)

+
n−2

∑
i=1

i (updates to U matrix)

+ n (store results)

=
3n2 + n

2
. (B.4)

These activity caluclations are applied in Section 6.3.3.

B.4 Non-blocked aggregate forward substitution

In this section we derive expressions for the MDML activity level when

performing aggregate forward substitution in a non-blocked fashion. See

Sec. 6.3.4 for a description of the algorithm.

We will derive expressions for activity levels for two cases. In the first case

the solution matrix, X, is wider than it is tall. This corresponds to solving

a relatively small linear system for a relatively large number of operating

points. In the second case the solution matrix is taller than it is wide. This

corresponds to solving a relatively large linear system for a relatively small

number of operating points. In both cases the dimensions of the solution

matrix are smaller than the dimensions of the MDML array.

We will now consider the first case.

Matrix shapes for the first case are shown in Figure B.5. Boxes represent

nodes at specific (row, column) locations in the MDML mesh. Grey nodes

hold arbitrary-valued elements of the respective matrices. The solution ma-

trix X gives the solution of an n-variable linear system at m operating points.

Figure B.6 depicts node activity for the non-blocked forward substitution

example used in Section 6.3.4. In that example n = 4, m ≥ n, and m ≤ p,
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where p is the edge-length of the MDML array. When n = 4, four steps are

required to perform a forward substitution operation.

In Figure B.6, grey shaded boxes represent nodes that contain arbitrary val-

ued matrix elements. All other matrix elements are known a priori to be

either 0 or 1. Letters within each box represent activities being carried out

by the node. A key to reading these letters is given in Table B.3.

Table B.3. Activities for aggregate forward subtitution.

Letter Denotes Activity

c Column broadcast of a matrix element.
p Process remaining rows of solution matrix.
r Row broadcast of an element of the coefficient matrix.
s Storage of results.

The total MDML activity level is defined to be:

aaggsub = ∑
i

activity in ith step.

The first p − 1 steps perform the core of the substitution operation. During

these steps, between 2 and n rows contain active nodes, with m nodes active

per row. The last step commits results to memory. In this step (n − 1) rows

contain active nodes with m nodes active per row, which gives an activity

figure of m(n − 1) in this step. Thus the total activity figure:

aaggsub = m

(
n

∑
i=2

i

)

+ m (n − 1)

= m(n2 + 3n − 4)/2, when n ≤ m. (B.5)

This result is used in Section 6.3.4.

We now turn our attention to the second case. In this case n > m and the

solution matrix is taller than it is wide.

Matrix structures for the second case are shown in Figure B.7. Boxes rep-

resent nodes at specific (row, column) locations in the MDML mesh. Grey

nodes hold arbitrary-valued elements of the respective matrices.
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Figure B.5. Structure of matrices; aggregate forward substitution (case 1), when
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the MDML. Shaded nodes hold a non-trivial element of the given matrix.
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Figure B.6. Cycle activity; non-blocked aggregate forward substitution (case 1),
when n < m. Operations corresponding to ‘r’, ‘c’, ‘p’ and ‘s’ are defined
in Table B.3
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Figure B.8 shows the combined activity of all nodes in an MDML system

in the case where n > m. Letters within each box represent activities being

carried out by the node. The key to reading these letters is again given in

Table B.3.

Note that Figure B.8 has a number of similarities to the first case:

• The solutions are stored to memory in the final step. As in the previous

case, (n − 1) rows contain active nodes with m nodes active per row.

• Computation of the solutions occurs in the preceeding steps. As in the

previous case, the left-most m MDML columns contain between two

and n rows contain active nodes in these steps.

However, in steps 4 – 7 somthing interesting happens. During these steps

some of the row broadcast operations in columns 4 – 7 still contribute to the

final result, despite the update of the coefficient elements doing nothing in

these nodes. This is taken account of in the third term of the expression for

node activity. Thus, for n > m the MDML node activity is

aaggsub = m

(
n

∑
i=2

i

)

+ m(n − 1) +
n−(m+1)

∑
i=0

i

=
(m + 1)n2 + (m − 1)n + m2 − 3m

2
, when n > m. (B.6)

B.5 Blocked LU decomposition

As mentioned in Sec. 6.4.1, blocked LU decomposition proceeds by execut-

ing non-blocked versions of the following four algorithms:

• LU decomposition; executed on each block of the main diagonal,

• Solving LUT = AT for unknown blocks of U above the main diagonal,

• Solving LU = A for blocks of L below the main diagonal, and,

• Outer product update.
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In this section we derive expressions for the number of times these four

kernel operations must execute to perform the LU decomposition using the

algorithm in Sec. 6.4.1. We assume that the input to the LU decomposition

procedure is a square matrix with more elements than the MDML array.

We use the following quantities from Sec. 6.4 in our derivations:

• The input matrix A ∈ ℜn×n,

• The MDML array is square with dimensions p-by-p,

• The number of completely filled blocks in each row and column:

b =

⌊
n

p

⌋

,

• The total number of blocks in each row and column: B =

⌈
n

p

⌉

, and,

• The number of elements in the partially filled dimension(s) of incom-

plete blocks: x = n − bp.

The blocked LU decomposition algorithm progresses though a number of

phases until the decomposition of the original matrix is complete. Each

phase reduces the size of the problem by a block in each matrix dimension.

We now derive expressions for the number of times that the non-blocked

LU decomposition kernel executes on both full and partially-filled blocks.

Full blocks have p-by-p non-trivial elements and incomplete blocks are of

size x-by-x. Refer to Figure B.9.

On the left of this figure, the LU kernels executed in each phase of the algo-

rithm are shown in a pile. Within each phase, boxes represent matrix blocks

at a given (row, column) position in the input matrix. Shaded boxes repre-

sent blocks that are written to during that phase; each block written is the

result of an individual execution of the non-blocked LU kernel routine.

Phases of calculation have been overlaid to show the total number of times

each block is written to during execution of the blocked algorithm on the

right of Figure B.9. Numbers in each box represent the number of times
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Figure B.9. Kernel routine invocations of non-blocked LU decomposition needed
by block LU decomposition. Each box represents a submatrix that has
been mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote the number of
invocations of the non-blocked kernel that store their result / operate on
the corresponding block.

that each block is written to over the course of execution. In the figure we

have assumed B − b = 1, which means that the input matrix is not perfectly

divisible into blocks of size p-by-p. The last row and last column of blocks

only contain x columns and rows of data respectively.

From the figure, it is trivial to see that the number of executions on filled

blocks of data, n
(p,p)
LU , and incomplete blocks of data, n

(x,x)
LU , are given by:

n
(p,p)
LU = b, and, n

(x,x)
LU = 1.

When B − b = 0, we see that n
(x,x)
LU = 0, thus for any arbitrary matrix this

simplifies to:

n
(p,p)
LU = b, and, n

(x,x)
LU = (B − b). (B.7)

These results are used in Section 6.4.1.

As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, the blocked LU decomposition algorithm also

requires solving the system LU = A for unknown submatrices of U above

the main diagonal. Figure B.10 shows the number of times each block has

this non-blocked kernel routine executed on it. The last column of blocks

only contains x rows of data. We shall count how many times the kernel

routine executes separately.
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Figure B.10. Kernel routine invocations to solve (UL)T = AT for LT as needed
by block LU decomposition. Each box represents a submatrix that has
been mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote the number of
invocations of the non-blocked kernel that store their result / operate on
the corresponding block. Inputs for these invocations may come from
other matrix subblocks.

From Figure B.10 we see that there are b − 1 executions on full blocks in the

first phase, reducing to one execution on a full block in phase B − 2. Thus

the number of executions on full blocks:

n
(p,p)
SU =

b−1

∑
i=1

i

= b(b − 1)/2.

Blocks in the last column have p-by-x arbitrary elements. When B − b = 1,

n
(p,x)
SU = b

executions are required to process this column.

If B− b = 0, this column requires no activity. For arbitrarily sized problems,

n
(p,p)
SU = b(b − 1)/2, and, n

(p,x)
SU = (B − b)b. (B.8)
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Figure B.11. Kernel routine invocations to solve LU = A for U as needed by
block LU decomposition. Each box represents a submatrix that has
been mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote the number of
invocations of the non-blocked kernel that store their result / operate on
the corresponding block. Inputs for these invocations may come from
other matrix subblocks.

The blocked LU decomposition algorithm also requires solving the system

(LU)T = AT for unknown submatrices of L below the main diagonal. Fig-

ure B.11 shows the number of times each block has this matrix kernel ex-

ecuted on it. The calculation proceeds in a similar manner to the method

of solving LU = A for unknown submatrices of U above. Thus for square

input of arbitrary size,

n
(p,p)
SL = b(b − 1)/2, and, n

(x,p)
SL = (B − b)b. (B.9)

Finally, the blocked LU decomposition algorithm requires a kernel routine

to perform outer-product update on a block-by-block basis. Figure B.12

shows the number of times each block has this kernel routine executed on

it. The block in the lower-right corner contains x-by-x arbitrary elements.

In the case where B − b = 1, this has

n
(x,x)
UP = B − 1 = b (when B − b = 1)

outer-product update operations performed upon it. In the case where B −

b = 0, this requires no operations performed upon it, thus for square input
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of arbitrary size,

n
(x,x)
UP = (B − b)b. (B.10)

Other elements in the right-most column of blocks contain p rows each con-

taining x columns of data. The number of outer-product updates performed

on these blocks when B − b = 1 is

n
(p,x)
UP =

B−2

∑
i=1

i

=
b−1

∑
i=1

i, when B = b − 1,

= b(b − 1)/2. (when B − b = 1)

Again, in the case where B − b = 0 these blocks require no operations per-

formed upon them, thus for arbitrarily sized square input matrices

n
(p,x)
UP = (B − b)b(b − 1)/2. (B.11)

Similarly, the number of outer-product updates performed on the x-by-p

blocks in the last row is

n
(x,p)
UP = (B − b)b(b − 1)/2. (B.12)

Finally, the number of outer-product updates performed on p-by-p blocks is

n
(p,p)
UP =

b−1

∑
i=1

i2

= b(b − 1)(2b − 1)/6. (B.13)

for arbitrarily sized square input matrices.
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Figure B.12. Kernel routine invocations to do outer-product updates for block
LU decomposition. Each box represents a submatrix that has been
mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote the number of invoca-
tions of the non-blocked kernel that store their result / operate on the
corresponding block. Inputs for these invocations may come from other
matrix subblocks.

B.6 Blocked aggregate forward substitution

As mentioned in Sec. 6.4.2, blocked aggregate forward substitution proceeds

by executing non-blocked versions of the following two Basic Linear Alge-

bra Subroutines (BLAS) algorithms:

• TRSM: Solving LX = A for unknown X, and,

• GEMM: Outer product update of blocks of L below the main diagonal.

In this section we derive a expressions for the number of times these con-

stituent algorithms must execute to perform the aggregate forward substi-

tution in a blocked fashion.

Figure B.13 shows the invocations of TRSM required to solve the diagonal

blocks for X. From this figure we can count the number of invocations on

both full and incomplete blocks. These are denoted n
(p)
TR and n

(x)
TR respec-

tively. During each phase we invoke TRSM on one block.

The first b phases operate on one full block each. Thus,

n
(p)
TR = b (B.14)
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Figure B.13. Kernel routine invocations to solve LX = A for X as needed by
block forward substitution. Each box represents a submatrix that has
been mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote the number of
invocations of the non-blocked kernel that store their result / operate on
the corresponding block. Inputs for these invocations may come from
other matrix subblocks.

If B − b = 1, the last invocation processes an incomplete block, and

n
(x)
TR = 1 if B − b = 1. (B.15)

However, if B − b = 0 no further invocations are required. Thus, for an

input with an arbitrary number of rows,

n
(x)
TR =







0 if B − b = 0

1 if B − b = 1

= (B − b). (B.16)

We now calculate the number of invocations of GEMM used by the algo-

rithm to remove the effect of previously solved elements of X from the re-

maining elements of A. This is shown in Figure B.14.

In this figure we see that the first b blocks are always full, containing p

non-trivial rows each. Thus the number of invocations that operate on full

blocks, n
(p)
MM, is given by:

n
(p)
MM =

b−1

∑
i=1

i

= b(b − 1)/2. (B.17)
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Figure B.14. Kernel routine invocations to perform outer-product update as
needed by block forward substitution. Each box represents a sub-
matrix that has been mapped onto the MDML array. Numbers denote
the number of invocations of the non-blocked kernel that store their result
/ operate on the corresponding block. Inputs for these invocations may
come from other matrix subblocks.

Similarly, the number of invocations of GEMM that operate on the final

block (containing x rows of data) is given by:

n
(x)
MM =







0 if B − b = 0

B − 1 if B − b = 1

= b(B − b). (B.18)
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Appendix C

Software development
toolchain

T
OOLS for software development are readily available

for commerical scalar CPUs. This includes compilers to

generate machine code from high-level programming

languages, libraries of common software functions and librar-

ians to reuse these in applications, profilers to identify perfor-

mance issues, simulators and operating systems.

This appendix describes preliminary, unpublished work on

reusing these tools to generate node programs for the MDML.

It has been performed by my collaborator, Mr Kiet To, and has

been outlined here to demonstrate that Commercial Off-The-

Shelf (COTS) tools can be used to configure and operate arrays

of MDML sequencers.
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C.1 MDML programming model

The Matrix Data Management Layer (MDML) supports fine-grained instruc-

tion-level parallelism, where nodes frequently exchange small units of data.

This is in contrast to coarser approaches such as thread and task parallelism

where larger units of data are exchanged less frequently.

As mentioned in Chap. 6, operations in MDML applications are divided

into two classes. There are those that operate on partitions and those that

operate within partitions.

Although nodes are homogeneous in structure, nodes are assigned a nomi-

nal functional category based on their position within the array (Fig. C.1):

• The node in the upper left corner of the array is responsible for con-

trolling the array. It orchestrates data transport between other nodes,

and performs house-keeping operations for the array.

• Other nodes along the left-hand edge of the array can access off-chip

memory. Their primary responsibility is to move and buffer row-wise

data between external memory and the array. These nodes are not

involved in matrix computation.

• Similarly, nodes along the top edge of the array also have access to off-

chip memory and transport data between this memory and the array.

• All other nodes perform matrix computations. Each has local memory

that is read and written in blocks by nodes on the array edge.

Depending on the application, computation nodes may be programmed to

utilise one of three different types of parallelism (Fig. C.2): stream-parallel,

matrix-parallel and a hybrid combination of the two.

A stream-parallel implementation partitions an application into a series of

independent steps that are allocated to dedicated processing nodes (Fig. C.2a).

Each node performs a fixed transformation on the input data before sending

it to the next node in the stream. The different nodes operate as a pipeline,
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Figure C.2. Styles of application mapping.

simultaneously performing operations on different data sets. When per-

forming stream-based computations, the MDML operates as a Multiple In-

struction Multiple Data (MIMD) machine.

The MDML also allows matrix-parallelism (Fig. C.2b), which is a form of

spatial parallelism. In this approach all nodes cooperate to perform low-

level matrix operations. Applications are built by switching between dif-

ferent operations as needed over time. When performing matrix-parallel

computations, the MatRISC operates as a Single Instruction Multiple Data
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(SIMD) machine and each Processing Element (PE) performs the same se-

quence of primitive operations on different data elements.

The above two styles of fine-grained parallelism may also be mixed (Fig. C.2c).

For example, in a multi-rate signal processing application, initial processing

may need a higher computation rate than a single resource (either a process-

ing node or a time-slot) can provide, so it is allocated to multiple resources.

In the next section, we shall examine a methodology of writing matrix-

parallel programs. The other two application styles were introduced for

completeness but are beyond the scope of this preliminary work.

C.2 Writing programs

An MDML development flow (Fig. C.3) consists of an array compiler and

a library of matrix functions. The compiler for the chosen Data Processor

(DP) is reused to generate DP programs for each node. In its current form,

this flow can only implement matrix-parallel algorithms. Further work will

allow applications to use the other mapping paradigms from Fig. C.2.

Processed
Sources
(C code)

MDML
Function
Library

MDML
compiler

OpenRISC
Function
Library

OpenRISC
Programs

MDML
Programs

OpenRISC
compiler
(gcc)

+

Annotated
Source
(C code)

Figure C.3. Programming flow for the Matrix Data Management Layer.
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Specially structured and annotated C programs are passed to an MDML

compiler. This compiler uses the annotations within the code to generate

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) programs for each node in the MDML.

The MDML compiler also customises the annotated source code for each

node, and passes it to separate invocations of the existing C compiler (in our

case the OpenRISC gcc compiler). This produces machine instructions to (a)

run within each DP to configure MDML components local to the node, and

to (b) implement code snippets that perform all required data processing.

The configuration and data processing functions are stored in a function

library and linked during compilation.

Multiple versions of the function library could be written to allow different

development tasks. If the library contains functions that:

1. configure the MDML, it will produce a program that will run on an

MDML system.

2. emulate the behaviour of the MDML, it will produce a program that

emulates an MDML system on a conventional platform.

3. calculates the execution time of functions, it will produce a program

that will profile an application targeting the MDML.

This appendix only reports on an experiment with the first of the above

options. However, the potential to use the same framework in multiple

ways makes it very powerful.

C.3 Program structure

This section describes a possible programming API for MDML systems. It

uses the gcc compiler to generate programs for the DPs. This API allows the

programmer to:

• define properties of the MDML target,

• define matrix and vector data structures used by the algorithm,
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• create macros that will be selected by the loop engine within each

node, and,

• describe the loop nests that control program flow.

Defining array properties

In order to generate the correct behaviour for a target array, the correct sys-

tem size must be specified. This is performed using an API call of the format

shown below.

MDML* M = new MDML(int size);

Defining matrix data structures

It is also mandatory to define the matrix and vector data structures on which

the algorithm shall operate. The function to define this takes three param-

eters: the number of rows in the structures, the number of columns in the

structure, and a mapping specification. The mapping specification allows a

mapping, such as row-major or column-major, to be specified. All vectors

and matrices will be automatically partitioned into blocks with the same

dimensions as the MDML array and cyclically mapped to nodes.

Matrix* A = M.matrix(int nRows, int nCols, M.matrix.typeEnum type);

In addition to this, the MDML API implements matrix creation functions

that initialise the data in the generated matrix. For example, there are API

functions to produce the following types of matrix with user-specified di-

mensions:

• Uninitialised matrices,

• Identity matrices,

• Matrices filled with a constant value (for example, a zero matrix),

• Toeplitz matrices, and,

• A matrix of random values.
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Defining loop structures

Next, we define the loop structure required by the application. This function

call requires an array of counter extent values, which are used to configure

the loopset register bank.

Loopset *L = M.loopset(int *extents)

Defining matrix traversals

Now that matrix structures and loop nests have been defined, we must de-

fine the order in which each matrix structure will be traversed. This is con-

trolled by an array of delta values, and an integer modulus. Together, these

form a matrix set.

MSet* iA = A.iterator(int *deltas, int modulus);

These matrix parameter sets must then be assigned to address generation

resources.

M.AssignMAG(int agu id, MSet* iA);

At this point, the compiler now has all the information it needs to config-

ure the sequencers within each MDML node. The functions defined for the

iterator object are tabulated below.

Table C.1. API commands for matrix traversal.

Function Description

iA.reset() Resets the Matrix Address Generator (MAG)
state to point to the first matrix block.

iA.next() Enables the MAG so that the iterator points
to the next matrix block.

iA.load(): returns Block* Loads the value of each element in the cur-
rent block for calculation.

iA.save(Block *B) Writes the value of each element in a block
to save results.
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Defining instruction macro sequences

Defining instruction macro sequences is a multi-step process. First the macros

executed at each loop level must be defined:

inline void macro A(void) { . . . }

. . .

inline void macro H(void) { . . . }

Then, sequences of these macros are defined and allocated to names.

[START:] A(); B(); C(); D(); goto *MRegJmp;

[LL0:] E(); F(); G(); A(); B(); C(); D(); goto *MRegJmp;

[LL1:] E(); F(); B(); C(); D(); goto *MRegJmp;

[LL2:] F(); C(); D(); goto *MRegJmp;

[LL3:] D(); goto *MRegJmp;

[END:] E(); F(); G(); H();

Finally, the starting addresses of these instruciton sequences are used to pro-

gram the loop engines using the snippets() function.

static void *macroList[] = {&&START, &&LL0, &&LL1, &&LL2, &&LL3, &&END};

L.snippets(macroList)

Further Work

The description of the above framework was obtained from (To 2012); work

on the framework continued while this thesis was being compiled. A com-

plete description of the current framework is outside of the scope of this

Appendix, which has already demonstrated that a COTS compiler can be

used to configure MDML functions. The remainder of the framework is de-

scribed in (To et al. 2012). The slides from this presentation are available on

request.
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